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Abstract

Title: Reasoning in Description Logics
Author: Mgr. Jaromı́r Malenko
Department: Department of Theoretical Computer Science and Mathematical Logic
Supervisor: Prof. RNDr. Petr Štěpánek, DrSc.; Department of Theoretical Computer
Science and Mathematical Logic
Keywords: Description logic, Reasoner, Cartesian product, Non-monotonic reasoning
Abstract: We deal with several aspects of reasoning in Description Logics.

First, since description logic (DL) is a subset of First Order Logic (FOL), we use a FOL
reasoner to reason in DL. We implemented dl2fol, a DL reasoner that takes an ontology
(a DL theory with rules), translates it into a FOL theory, passes this set of formulae to an
underling FOL reasoner, and interprets the result in terms of given ontology. This is an
effective method for reasoning with newly introduced language constructors. However, we
observed longer running times and that satisfiability of some DL concepts wasn’t proved
due to FOL undecidability.

Second, we extend two DLs by introducing new language construct: cartesian product
(CP) of concepts and roles. This allows for expressing relationships, that are not expressible
by other means in weaker DLs. We show how CP axioms can be reduced using other
language constructs in SROIQ. We present a polynomial algorithm for subsumption
checking in EL++ with CP axioms. We prove that the introduction of CP does not increase
the complexity of reasoning tasks in both SROIQ and EL++. We extend dl2fol to provide
reasoning with CP.

Third, to deal with nonmonotonic aspects we introduce the DL of minimal knowledge
and negation (MKNF-DL) as failure — an extension of DLs with modal operators K
and A. We show how typical nonmonotonic reasoning tasks (epistemic queries, integrity
constraints, and default rules) can be expressed in MKNF-DL. For satisfiability checking,
we present two algorithms. 1. The general algorithm, which demonstrates our approach
and we prove its correctness. This algorithm is unsuitable for practical application and is
used to introduce 2. the tableaux algorithm with blocking. This blocking technique allows
reasoning about a larger class of ontologies than was earlier possible.
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Chapter 1

Preface

This thesis maps a student’s discoveries in Description Logics (DL).
When introduced to a new research area, the student learns that DL is a decidable

fragment of First Order Logic (FOL). He attempts to reuse the research in FOL and
simplify his life. He implements a reasoner that takes an ontology (a DL theory with rules),
translates it into a FOL theory, passes the set of formulae to an underlying FOL reasoner,
and interprets the result in terms of given ontology. He observes that this reasoner is
significantly slower than a (specialized) DL reasoner, and that this reasoner fails to answer
some queries due to FOL undecidability. He learns that the ecosystem build around DL
makes sense. His experiments with reasoners are presented in Chapter 4.

As the student digs deeper into the DL, he finds out that DL theories have models with
the tree shape property. This is because the language constructs are designed to only take
local properties into account. He invents a new language construct, called cartesian prod-
uct, which can define more complex local relationships. For example, using the cartesian
product of roles, it is possible to express that everything one owns (e.g. a pet) likes his or
her spouse. In weaker DLs, this property was not previously expressible, and he presents
a subsumption checking algorithm for one of such DLs. In stronger DLs, this property is
expressible by modeling the cartesian product by means of other constructs. His findings
about cartesian product in DLs are presented in Chapter 5.

Then, the students begins looking behind the boundaries of DL. During his many
experiments with developing ontologies and reusing data from various sources, he becomes
disconcerted with the monotonic property of DL. He wonders, why a “small” inconsistency
makes the whole ontology inconsistent. What if the small inconsistency can be resolved
thus making the ontology consistent? As it turns out this would easily solve the problems
that are otherwise solved by an infrastructure around the ontology (integrity constraints) or
unsolvable (epistemic queries, default rules). He introduces the DL of minimal knowledge
and negation as failure (MKNF-DL) as an extension of DLs with modal operators K and
A. For satisfiability checking, a tableaux algorithm is introduced, which uses a blocking
technique to allow reasoning about rich theories. The proof of correctness of this technique
is the main contribution. His findings about MNNF-DL are presented in Chapter 7.

1



CHAPTER 1. PREFACE 2

1.1 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to ontologies and related tools. We deal with the

history and evolution of DLs as a mean of representing ontologies, the related languages
that represent ontologies, a recent application called Semantic Web, the relation among
several ontologies and top ontologies in particular, and the ontology development tools.
We define the typical reasoning tasks and statements about the reasoning tasks.

Chapter 3 introduces the theory of DLs. We deal with basic formalism of DLs, reasoning
algorithms, decidability of DL reasoning tasks, optimizations of the tableaux reasoning
algorithm. We analyze several implementations of DL reasoners and present motivating
examples.

Chapter 4 deals with reasoning in DL by using a First Order reasoner. We consider
SHOIQ DL and show a translation of DL theories into First Order theories. Then we
show how DL can be extend with semantic rules and show how the semantic rules are
translated to FOL. We comment on our implementation of the DL reasoner and analyze
the results of our experiments.

Chapter 5 extends the DLs by cartesian product. We begin with motivating examples.
Then we show how the cartesian product can be modeled by other constructs in expressive
SROIQ DL. For a weaker EL++ DL, we present a subsumption checking algorithm and
prove its correctness.

Chapter 6 introduces nonmonotonic knowledge bases. We show that monotonicity is a
fundamental property of standard logics (and DLs in particular), overview various sources
of inconsistencies in ontologies, and introduce the most famous approaches: closed world
assumption, default theories, logic programming, modal nonmonotonic logics, circumscrip-
tion, and direct theories of nonmonotonic inheritance. We continue with several examples
and a demonstration of how each approach deals with each example. The chapter is con-
cluded with an overview of previous work on incorporating nonmonotonic reasoning into
DLs.

Chapter 7 presents a DL of minimal knowledge and negation as failure (MKNF-DL) as
an extension of DLs with modal operators K and A. We begin with basic formalism and
show how motivating examples can be treated by MKNF-DL. We present a representation
of a model for an MKNF-DL theory and explain our approach in comparison to previous
works: Our approach allows reasoning over a larger set of MKNF-DL theories. We present
two algorithms for reasoning in MKNF-DL: a general algorithm and a tableaux algorithm
with blocking. We prove the correctness of these algorithms.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with the summary of achievements.



Chapter 2

Introduction to Ontologies

In this chapter we introduce ontologies and related tools. Knowledge representation is
fundamental topic in artificial intelligence and we put it into historical perspective. We
deal with languages and tools used in the past that led to currently used OWL. One of
most active research areas is the Semantic Web. We discuss several design patterns and
development tools. Finally, we specify the typical reasoning tasks about knowledge in
ontology.

2.1 Ontologies

Ontologies specify meaning of terms. The ontology provides a vocabulary of (primitive)
terms. New terms are defined by combining the existing ones using various constructors.
The semantics of the constructors is formally specified and thus the meaning of new terms
is unambiguous.

The ontology describes a formal specification of a domain, including the vocabulary
and explicit assumptions. This allows for a shared understanding (versus processing) over
the domain of interest.

The research on Semantic Web focuses on bringing the ontologies and related technolo-
gies into application. Several languages were defined to support the representation and use
of meta-data. The languages XML, RDF, RDFS and OWL are build on top of each other
and in this section we describe each of them. By adding rules, new information about
individuals only (and not classes) can be inferred.

2.1.1 Evolution of Ontology Web Language

Ontology Web Language (OWL) is a state-of-the-art language for representing ontologies.
OWL is currently used extensively in Semantic Web. Although OWL is a central topic in
current research, OWL takes the best from previous approaches that have been studied
for decades. Figure 2.1 shows the OWL evolution tree. It presents both the research areas
and technologies that lead to OWL.

3



CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO ONTOLOGIES 4
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Figure 2.1: OWL evolution tree. The knowledge representation languages evolved to the
OWL which is a central topic in current research.

Extensible Markup Language (XML) [Cona, Con06] defines how data are marked by
tags, thus making the meaning of the data unambiguous. XML defines the syntax for
marking the data. However, XML has a limited capability to describe the relationships
(schemes or ontologies) with respect to objects, because XML does not define specific mark
names and their semantics. All the languages related to OWL utilize XML to represent
data by defining the set of mark names and their semantics.

Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Conb, Con04d] is a language for describing
relations between objects in the form of subject-predicate-object expressions. Practically,
RDF defines a set of mark names that can be used to represent triples in XML.

RDF Schema (RDFS) [Con04e] is an extensible knowledge representation language, pro-
viding basic elements for the description of ontologies, intended to structure RDF resources.
The elements include definitions of classes (data types), properties (domain, range), and
basic ontology relations subClassOf and subPropertyOf. For informal introduction to RDF
and RDFS refer to [SS04].

Frames [Min74] are machine-usable formalizations of concepts or schemata that can be
used for knowledge representation. Frames were long used to represent ontologies, however
they lack logical foundations.

Description logic (DL) [BDD+03] was designed as an extension to frames and semantic
networks, which were not equipped with formal logic-based semantics. Description logic
is a subset of first order predicate logic that includes expressive constructors (quantifiers)
while having decidable decision problems. The research in the area of DL is theoretical,
with several implementations that are currently concentrated around OWL.

Ontology Inference Layer or Ontology Interchange Language (OIL) [OIL, FvHH+01]
was developed as an ontology infrastructure for the Semantic Web. OIL is based on frame-
based systems with strong emphasis on formal rigor. The semantics is defined in terms of
DL. The syntax is based on RDFS.

DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [DAM] is an agent markup language devel-
oped by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) for the Semantic Web.
DAML is being developed as an extension to XML and RDF. The rather weak semantic
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specification brought problems with both machine and human interpretation.
Both DAML and OIL provide a rich set of constructs to create ontologies and to markup

information so that it is machine readable and understandable. DAML+OIL [DAM01] is
a successor language to DAML and OIL that combines features of both. In turn, it was
superseded by OWL.

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [Con04b, Con04a, Con04c] is a World Wide Web Con-
sortium (W3C) [W3C] recommendation since February 2005. The recommendation in-
cludes well defined XML/RDFS serialization and formal semantics in terms of first order
predicate logic.

There are three species of OWL specification listed in the order of expressiveness:
OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. All species benefit from DL research: they have
well defined semantics, their properties (complexity, decidability) are known and highly
optimized reasoning algorithms are implemented. The difference among the OWL species is
the syntax: OWL Lite allows only the basic constructors (therefore the decision algorithms
are simple), while OWL Full allows also classes as instances (leading to undecidable decision
algorithms).

2.1.2 OWL DL

Both Description Logic (DL) and OWL DL are in active research. The theoretical founda-
tion of DL were used to specify OWL and since then the two evolve together. The OWL
DL is equivalent to a DL variant ALC, which is thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3.

The research includes extending DL with new features, typically concept constructors
or property features, developing a reasoning algorithm and proving its correctness and
complexity bounds. For example the feature rich proposal for OWL 1.1 is equivalent to
SROIQ [HKS06] that builds on top of tableaux algorithms for ALC, and classical reason-
ing problems for SROIQ are NExpTime–complete. The proposal for OWL 2.0 [Con09]
published in October 2009 adds new features that offer new expressivity, specifically qual-
ified cardinality restrictions, richer data types, property features (asymmetric, reflexive,
disjoint) and property chains.

On the other hand a search for a tractable (i.e. polynomial-time decidable) DL was not
of main interest.

Early identified DL FL0 allows for conjunction (u) and value restrictions (∀R.C). The
main reason for value restriction is that, when clarifying a logical status of property arcs
in semantic networks and slots in frames, there is an assumption that arcs and slots should
be read as value restrictions rather than existential restrictions (∃R.C). Tractability turns
out to be unattainable in FL0: even classifying the simplest form of TBoxes that admit
only acyclic concept definitions was shown to be coNP-hard [Neb90].

The DL EL which allows for conjunction and existential restrictions, has better al-
gorithmic properties than FL0. Classification of both acyclic and cyclic EL TBoxes is
tractable, and this remains so even if general TBoxes with general concept inclusion ax-
ioms are admitted. On the other hand, there are applications where value restrictions are
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not needed, and where the expressive power of EL or small extensions thereof appear to
be sufficient [BBL05].

2.1.3 OWL Lite

OWL Lite is a subset of OWL DL that uses fewer constructs: there is no negation, no
union, no nominals, and only restricted cardinality (zero or one filler). For the remaining
constructs, the semantics is the same as for OWL DL. Therefore the same reasoners can
be used. In practice OWL Lite is not used in favor of tractable fragments of OWL DL.

2.1.4 OWL Full

OWL Full imposes no restrictions on use of OWL vocabulary, as long as it is represented in
RDF. Specifically, this allows using classes as instances which in turn leads to undecidable
reasoning algorithms.

The OWL Full reasoning has typically the same complexity as first order predicate logic
reasoning. However some DLs include operators such as transitive closure, that are not
first order. The reasoners Surnia [sur] and the experimental reasoner dl2fol in [Mal06] and
in Chapter 4 translate an OWL Full ontology to a set of axioms suitable for a first-order
logic (FOL) reasoner and let the FOL reasoner do proving. The reasoners such as cwm
[cwm] and Euler [Eul] reason about a useful but incomplete subset of OWL Full.

Let us demonstrate that the OWL Full provides substantial features that are not present
in OWL DL [W3C05]. Suppose we have a set of books about animals and a set of all
subjects. We want to annotate each book with its subject. Moreover, the subjects are not
organized as a set, but as an ontology. This ontology contains subjects Lion and AfricanLion
and states that all AfricanLions are Lions. We want to be able to infer that a book about
AfricanLions is also a book about Lions. For example, when listing all books about Lion we
want the books with subject AfricanLion to be included in the result.

The direct approach is to use a property subject(book, subject), where book is an in-
dividual book and subject is a class from subjects ontology. The Figure 2.2 depicts the
resulting ontology with two instances of a class Book with subjects from the (depicted part
of) subject ontology.

This approach can be represented in OWL DL by using the annotation properties.
Standard DL reasoners do not use the information in annotation properties in reasoning.
Annotation properties allow connecting (general, unstructured) meta-data to OWL objects.
To query for books which have lions as subject, the reasoner should be extended to take
the annotation properties into account.

The resulting ontology is in OWL Full, and it is outside OWL DL and OWL Lite. There
is no ideal solution to this problem, for a discussion of several approaches to representing
classes as property values in OWL DL see [W3C05] by Semantic Web Best Practices and
Deployment Working Group [EO01]. The group publishes standards related to Semantic
Web and supports OWL implementation by publishing design patterns and best practices
for ontologies.
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Figure 2.2: The subject of a book is a class. This situation can be represented in OWL DL
by annotation properties. The standard DL reasoners do not take annotation properties
into account in reasoning. Source: [W3C05].

2.1.5 Rules

Although the OWL Web Ontology Language adds considerable power to Semantic Web,
it does have expressive limitations, particularly with respect to what can be stated about
properties. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) overcomes many of these limi-
tations. SWRL is an extension of OWL with Horn clause rules that allow deriving new
knowledge about individuals. The extension is both in syntactically and semantically co-
herent manner [SWR, HPSBT05, KPS06].

2.1.6 Top Ontologies

A top ontology is an ontology that defines the most general concepts and roles that are the
same across all domains. The middle and lower ontologies are build upon the top ontology,
for an illustration refer to Figure 2.3. The top ontology supports very broad semantic
interoperability among the lower ontologies.

The structure of a top ontology is a formalization of the ontology engineer’s philosoph-
ical attitude towards the world. It’s not necessary to emphasize that this attitude may
be controversial and no uniformly accepted top ontology exists. For example, referring to
ontology in Figure 2.3, shouldn’t Human be subsumed by Animal?

There are several famous ontologies, that are established as top ontologies. Each of the
top ontologies is developed with particular philosophical foundations. The DL algorithms
are often tested on the top ontologies. We now shortly introduce the most important
and famous ontologies. (The brief summary of each ontology is a citation of the authors’
websites.)

The WordNet [onte] is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and
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Figure 2.3: The relation among top, middle and lower ontologies. Each triangle represents
an ontology with concept examples.

adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct
concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations.
WordNet’s structure makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural lan-
guage processing. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can
be navigated with the browser.

The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [ontd] and its domain ontologies form
the largest formal public ontology in existence today. They are being used for research and
applications in search, linguistics and reasoning. SUMO is the only formal ontology that
has been mapped to the WordNet lexicon.

The DOLCE: a Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering [onta]
is the top ontology of the WonderWeb Foundational Ontologies Library (WFOL). It is de-
scribed using first-order logic that allows formalization in several formalisms, one of which
is OWL. The specific assumptions are first introduced informally, along with the basic
categories, functions, and relations. A rich axiomatic characterization is presented next,
aimed at clarifying the assumptions and illustrate their formal consequences (theorems).

The goal of GALEN [ontb] is to promote health care through stimulating the use and
development of GALEN experience and technology as a basis for teaching, training and
services in the area of medical terminology, language, knowledge and information, and in
anything directly or indirectly related in the widest sense.

The GALEN CORE Model for representation of the Common Reference Model for Pro-
cedures contains the building blocks for defining procedures — the anatomy, surgical deeds,
diseases, and their modifiers used in the definitions of surgical procedures. It describes the
structure the CORE model and gives a detailed account of its high level schemata fol-
lowed by a detailed example of the use of the ontology for a portion of the model of the
cardiovascular system and diseases.

The GALEN ontology in OWL [ontc] is a translation of the full GALEN CORE ontology
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Figure 2.4: Top ontology by Sowa. Source: [Sow00].

into the OWL description logic.
The Wine [Conc] ontology goal is to recommend wines to accompany meal courses.

This ontology extends the ontology used as the basis of the W3C OWL guide [Con04a].
John F. Sowa has been developing novel methods for using logic and ontology in systems

for reasoning and language understanding. He introduced the language of conceptual
graphs [Sow00] and developed ontologies for processes, causalities and a top level ontology
depicted in Figure 2.4. For discussion of the world distinctions from which the concepts
were defined and the basic axioms associated with each concept refer to [Sow].

2.1.7 Ontology Tools

The ontology development and management is supported by software tools. These on-
tology engineering environments provide support for most of the ontology life cycle tasks,
including import and evaluation, conceptualization, semi-automatic construction of ontolo-
gies, ontology alignment and merging, and translation of ontology into natural language.
Protégé [Pro], OntoEdit, and WebODE are the most commonly used tools. The reader is
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referred to [CFLGP06] and [SS04] for evaluation of these and other tools.

2.2 Reasoning in Ontologies

The knowledge representation has implications on reasoning techniques about the knowl-
edge. This includes proving true statements (theorems) from the ontology, proving state-
ments about the ontology and proving statements about the proving process. The funda-
mental statements about a proving process are

Termination “Does the process stop with an answer?”

Soundness “Is the answer really a solution to the problem?”

Completeness “Does the answer contain all solutions?”

Complexity “When the process stops with an answer?”

The proving process decides answers to the reasoning tasks. For example, the rea-
soning task that answers whether a concept is contained in another concept, is called sub-
sumption. The section 3.2.4 deals with other reasoning tasks, including classification,
consistency, entailment, retrieval problem, and realization problem.

New problems gained more attention recently as the knowledge engineers dealt with
development of large ontologies.

Pinpointing Find minimal subsets of ontology axioms that entail a given consequence.
In practice, it’s common to encounter unexpected consequences that follow from ontolo-

gies larger than few hundreds of axioms. There is a need to understand why they follow.
Some of these consequences may not be necessary wrong, there were just unknown to the
knowledge engineer; others need to be repaired.

Least Common Subsumers (LCS) Find the most specific concept description sub-
suming all of the concepts from a given set.

The LCS is used in ontology design. In semantic-based information retrieval, LCS is
used for definition of measures for concept similarity.



Chapter 3

Description Logics

The description logic ALC, which is a base for all description logics, and several of its
extension are introduced in this chapter. We start with syntax and semantics and continue
with inference tasks, reasoning algorithms, and complexity of reasoning tasks.

This chapter draws from the introductory monograph [BDD+03], and the topics arising
with implementation of a reasoner [Hor97, Mal06]. Included are the practical decision
procedures for the expressive description logics SHIQ [HST99], SHOIQ [Ano05] as well
as many motivating examples.

A detailed description of implementation of the FaCT++ reasoner [FaC] can be found
in [Hor97]. [Tes01] deals with the implementation of querying ABoxes and conjunctive
queries.

Knowledge engineers could use a variety of more famous logics for representing ontolo-
gies. One such candidate is first order predicate logic (FOL). While FOL’s rich language
allows expressive representation, FOL is undecidable, which means that FOL is hard to
use in practice. In fact, any logic which includes equality and at least one relation with
arity two or more is not decidable, provided the finitely axiomatizable theory Robinson
Arithmetic is consistent. In turn, Description Logics are constructed to guarantee decid-
ability.

3.1 Introduction

Description Logics (DL) provide means of representing knowledge bases and reasoning
about its content.

The DLs are a fragment of first order predicate logic. The basic syntactic building
blocks of DLs are atomic concepts (unary predicates), atomic roles (binary predicates)
and individuals (constants). DLs use a small set of constructors and the expressive power
of the DL language is restricted (the quantifiers are syntactically restricted over certain
formulae, DL allows only unary (concepts) and binary (roles) relations). Implicit knowl-
edge about concepts and individuals can be inferred automatically (subsumption relations
between concepts, instance relations between individuals and concepts, etc.). Sound, com-

11
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plete and terminating inference algorithm were developed together with many optimization
techniques.

A Knowledge base (KB) consists of two main parts.
First, the TBox (terminology box) defines terminology, i.e. the vocabulary of an ap-

plication domain. The vocabulary consist of concepts (in some sources also called classes,
sets), which denote sets of individuals, and roles (relations, slots), which denote binary
relations between individuals. New concept names can be defined as names to complex
concept description. In more expressive DLs, the properties of roles are defined in RBox
(role box).

Second, the ABox (assertion box) contains assertions about individuals belonging to
concepts.

Given a KB, we may reason about terminologies and assertions. The typical queries
are

• Concept satisfiability : “is a given concept C non-contradictory?”

• Concept subsumption: “is a given concept C more general than a given concept D?”

• ABox consistency : “does a given set of assertions have a model?”

• Instance checking : “is a given individual x instance of a given concept c?”

3.2 Basic Formalism

3.2.1 Description Languages

Elementary descriptions are atomic concepts and atomic roles. Complex descriptions are
built from them inductively with concept constructors and role constructors.

The Basic Description Language AL

The language AL (attributive language) is a minimal language that is of practical interest
[SSS91].

In this chapter, we use the letters A and B for atomic concepts, C and D for concepts
descriptions. In this section, we use the letters R and S for atomic roles unless otherwise
stated, in subsequent sections they are used for roles.

Syntax of concept description C is defined as follows:

C −→ A | (atomic concept)
> | (universal concept)
⊥ | (bottom concept)
¬A | (atomic negation)
C uD | (intersection)
∀R.C | (value restriction)
∃R.> (limited existential quantification)
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Note that negation can only be applied to atomic concepts and only the top concept is
allowed in the scope of existential quantification over a role.

Sublanguage of AL obtained by disallowing atomic negation is called FL− and the
sublanguage of FL− obtained by disallowing limited existential quantification is called
FL0.

Semantics of concept descriptions considers interpretations I = (∆I , ·I) that consist of
a nonempty set ∆I (the domain of interpretation) and an interpretation function ·I , which
assigns to every atomic concept A a set AI ⊆ ∆I and to every atomic role R a binary
relation RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I . The interpretation function is extended to concept description
inductively:

>I = ∆I

⊥I = ∅
(¬A)I = ∆I \ AI

(C uD)I = CI ∩DI

(∀R.C)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∀b.(a, b) ∈ RI ⇒ b ∈ CI}
(∃R.>)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∃b.(a, b) ∈ RI}

We say two concepts C, D are equivalent, and we write C ≡ D, if CI = DI for all
interpretations I.

Examples of concept descriptions are:

Person u Female people that are females

Person u ¬Female people that are not females

Person u ∃hasChild.> people that have a child

Person u ∀hasChild.Female people that have only female children

Person u ∀hasChild.⊥ people without children

Family of AL-languages

The new members of AL-languages are created from AL by defining additional concept
constructors. As indicated, each concept constructor is identified by a letter.

Union, indicated by U , written C tD, interpreted as

(C tD)I = CI ∪DI .

Full existential quantification, indicated by E , written ∃R.C, interpreted as

(∃R.C)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∃b.(a, b) ∈ RI ∧ b ∈ CI}.

Number restrictions, indicated by N , written ≥ nR (at-least restriction) and ≤ nR
(at-most restriction) where n ranges over nonnegative integers, interpreted as

(≥ nR)I =
{
a ∈ ∆I

∣∣ |{b | (a, b) ∈ RI}| ≥ n
}
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Name Concept constructors Role constructors

AL A,>, C uD, ∀R.C,∃R.>,¬A
FL0 A,>, C uD, ∀R.C
FL− A,>, C uD, ∀R.C,∃R.>
FL⊥ A,>, C uD, ∀R.C,⊥
AL[U ][E ][N ][C] AL with respective constructors

Table 3.1: Summary of constructors in AL-family of description languages. The [X ], where
X stands for U , E ,N , C, denotes that concept construct X may be included. For definitions
of concept constructors see Table 3.2. Note that there are no role constructors introduced
(yet).

and
(≤ nR)I =

{
a ∈ ∆I

∣∣ |{b | (a, b) ∈ RI}| ≤ n
}
.

Negation, indicated by C (for complement), written ¬C, interpreted as

(¬C)I = ∆I \ CI .

The name of language containing new concept constructors is of the form AL con-
catenated with any subset of {U , E ,N , C} where a letter stands for the presence of the
corresponding constructor.

Table 3.1 summarizes the names ofAL-family DLs together with corresponding concept
constructors.

The semantics enforces the equivalences C ∪ D ≡ ¬(C ∩ D) and ∃R.C ≡ ¬∀R.¬C.
Therefore we assume that union and full existential quantification are available in every
language that contains negation, and vice versa. Therefore in naming convention, the letter
C is used instead of UE . For example, we write ALC instead of ALUE .

Extensions of the AL-language

The ALC language gives common ground for various extensions. The resulting DLs are
called expressive DLs and are characterized by language features they use. This gives
rise to substantial research in which various language features are considered. Since DLs
were constructed such that decidable reasoning algorithms can be used, the goal of each
extension is

(i) inventing a new language extension (based on real-life requirements);

(ii) constructing a reasoning algorithm, often by extending an existing one, preferably of
low complexity; and

(iii) proving that the reasoning algorithm is sound, complete and terminating.
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Next, we present several extensions of AL language by means of introducing both
concept and role constructors.

Role constructors correspond to relations on roles. Analogously to typical relations
on binary relations, role constructors include the following:

Intersection, indicated by u, written R u S, interpreted as

(R u S)I = RI ∩ SI .

Union, indicated by t, written R t S, interpreted as

(R t S)I = RI ∪ SI .

Complement, indicated by ¬, written ¬R, interpreted as

(¬R)I = ∆I ×∆I \RI .

Composition, indicated by ◦, written R ◦ S, interpreted as

(R ◦ S)I = {(a, c) ∈ ∆I ×∆I | ∃b.(a, b) ∈ RI ∧ (b, c) ∈ SI}.

Inverse, indicated by −, written R−, interpreted as

(R−)I = {(b, a) ∈ ∆I ×∆I | (a, b) ∈ RI}.

Transitive closure, indicated by +, written R+, interpreted as

(R+)I =
⋃
i≥1

(RI)i.

The name of language containing role constructors contains the list of role constructors
listed in sub-index. For example ALCNu, is ALCN extended by intersection of roles.

For example, consider role hasHusband u loves in concept ∃(hasHusband u loves).> that
defines people that have a husband that is also loved. (Parentheses inserted for clarity).

Functional roles, denoted by F , restrict roles to have only one filler.
Expressive number restrictions are a generalizations of number restrictions. We

consider three possible extensions here.
Qualified number restrictions, indicated by Q, written ≥ nR.C (qualified at-least re-

striction) and ≤ nR.C (qualified at-most restriction) where n ranges over nonnegative
integers, interpreted as

(≥ nR.C)I =
{
a ∈ ∆I

∣∣ |{b | (a, b) ∈ RI ∧ b ∈ CI}| ≥ n
}

and
(≤ nR.C)I =

{
a ∈ ∆I

∣∣ |{b | (a, b) ∈ RI ∧ b ∈ CI}| ≤ n
}
.

Complex role expressions inside number restriction is a straightforward application of
role constructors to number restrictions.
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Instead of using a constant n in number restriction, a variable can be used to connect
more number restrictions. For example the concept of all persons having at least as many
daughters as sons is:

Person u ≥ αhasDaughter u ≤ αhasSon.

We introduce several expressive concept constructors.
Individual names can be used in TBox by enabling nominals, indicated by O, written

{i1, . . . , in}, interpreted as
{i1, . . . , in}I = {iI1 , . . . , iIn}.

Note that nominals do not add expressivity, since, under the unique name assumption,
nominals can be replaced by the following procedure: For each individual i, introduce a
new atomic concept Ai. In the ABox, the assertion Ai(i) is added for each individual.
In TBox, every term of the form ∃R.i can be replaced by ∃R.Ai, and terms of the form
{i1, . . . , in} can be replaced by {Ai1 , . . . , Ain}.

Role-value-maps. A role chain is a composition R1 ◦ . . . ◦Rn of role names. If R, S are
role chains, then R ⊆ S and R = S are concepts (role-value-maps). The former is called a
containment role-value-map, while the later is called an equality role-value-map. A given
interpretation I is extended to role-value-maps as follows:

(R ⊆ S)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∀b.(a, b) ∈ RI ⇒ (a, b) ∈ SI}

(R = S)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∀b.(a, b) ∈ RI ⇔ (a, b) ∈ SI}.

For example, consider concept description of people which know all their children’s
friends is

Person u (hasChild ◦ hasFriend ⊆ knows)

and concept description of people that like to eat the same things as their spouses:

Person u (marriedTo ◦ likesToEat = likesToEat).

If f , g are role chains of functional roles, then f
.
= g and f 6 .= g are concepts, called

agreement and disagreement, interpreted as

(f
.
= g)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∃b.(a, b) ∈ fI ∧ (a, b) ∈ gI}

and
(f 6 .= g)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ∃b1, b2.b1 6= b2 ∧ (a, b1) ∈ fI ∧ (a, b2) ∈ gI}.

For example, consider functional roles hasLastName, hasMother and hasFather. Then
concept description of people having same last name as their mother, but not having the
same name as their father:

Person u (hasLastName
.
= hasMother ◦ hasLastName)

u (hasLastName 6 .= hasFather ◦ hasLastName).
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Name Syntax Semantics (in FOPL)

Top > ∆I

Bottom ⊥ ∅
Negation ¬C ∆I \ CI
Conjunction C uD CI ∩DI
Disjunction C tD CI ∪DI
Exists restriction ∃R.C {a ∈ ∆I | RI(a) ∩ CI 6= ∅}
Value restriction ∀R.C {a ∈ ∆I | RI(a) ⊆ CI}
Number restriction ≥ nR {a ∈ ∆I | |RI(a)| ≥ n}
Number restriction ≤ nR {a ∈ ∆I | |RI(a)| ≤ n}
Qualified number restriction ≥ nR.C {a ∈ ∆I | |RI(a) ∩ CI | ≥ n}
Qualified number restriction ≤ nR.C {a ∈ ∆I | |RI(a) ∩ CI | ≤ n}

Table 3.2: Summary of concept constructors. Here, RI(a) = {b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ RI}.

Concept product, written C ×D v R, interpreted as

CI ×DI ⊆ RI .

Role product, written R1 ×R2 v R, interpreted as

{(b, c) ∈ ∆I ×∆I | ∃b∃c.(a, b) ∈ RI1 ∧ (a, c) ∈ RI2} ⊆ RI .

Consider two examples of concept and role products. The following rule states that
any individual elephant is bigger than any individual mouse:

Elephant×Mouse v biggerThan.

Using the cartesian product of roles we can express that everything one owns (e.g. a pet)
likes his or her spouse:

owns×marriedTo v likes.

The cartesian product is dealt with detail in Chapter 5.

We conclude this section with tables 3.2 and 3.3 which summarize concept and role
constructors.

3.2.2 Terminology box

The terminological axioms make statements about how concepts or roles are related to each
other. We distinguish definitions as specific axioms and terminologies as sets of definitions
by which we can introduce atomic concepts as names for complex concepts.
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Name Syntax Semantics (in FOPL)

Top role >×> ∆I ×∆I

Conjunction R u S RI ∩ SI
Disjunction R t S RI ∪ SI
Composition R ◦ S RI ◦ SI
Identity id(R) {〈a, a〉 | a ∈ RI}
Inverse R− {〈a, a′〉 | 〈a′, a〉 ∈ RI}
Transitive closure R+

⋃
1≤n(RI)n

Transitive reflexive closure R∗
⋃

0≤n(RI)n

Table 3.3: Summary of role constructors.

Terminological Axioms

Terminological axioms have the form

C v D (R v S) or C ≡ D (R ≡ S).

Axioms of the first kind are called inclusions, while the axioms of the second kind are
called equalities.

For semantics, the interpretation I satisfies an inclusion C v D if CI ⊆ DI , and I
satisfies C ≡ D if CI = DI . If T is a set of axioms, then I satisfies T iff I satisfies each
element of T . If I satisfies an axiom (resp. set of axioms), then we say that it is a model
of this axiom (resp. set of axioms). Two axioms or sets of axioms are equivalent if they
have the same models.

Consider several examples of role axioms. The union of roles hasSon and hasDoughter
can be used to define the role hasChild. The transitive closure of hasChild defines the role
hasDescendent. The role hasParent is a subrole of hasAntecedent.

hasSon t hasDoughter ≡ hasChild

hasChild+ ≡ hasDescendent

hasParent v hasAntecedent.

In next section we deal with terminological concept axioms of a specific form.

Terminologies

An equality whose left-hand side is an atomic concept is a definition. Definitions are used
to introduce symbolic names for complex descriptions.

We call a finite set of definitions T a terminology or TBox if no symbolic name is
defined more than once.

For an example terminology, refer to Figure 3.1 by [BDD+03].
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Woman ≡ Person u Female

Man ≡ Person u ¬Woman

Mother ≡ Woman u ∀hasChild.Person

Father ≡ Man u ∀hasChild.Person

Parent ≡ Father tMother

Grandmother ≡ Mother u ∃hasChild.Parent

MotherWithManyChildren ≡ Mother u ≥ 3hasChild

MotherWithoutDoughter ≡ Mother u ∀hasChild.¬Woman

Wife ≡ Woman u ∃hasHusband.Man

Figure 3.1: An example of terminology (TBox) with family relationships.

Name symbols NT (also called defined concepts) occur on the left-hand side of some
axiom. Base symbols BT (also called primitive concepts) occur only on the right-hand side
of axioms. The terminology defines the name symbols in terms of the base symbols.

Base interpretation J for T is an interpretation that interprets only the base symbols.
An interpretation I is an extension of J if I has the same domain as J , and if I agrees
with J for the base symbols. We say that T is definitorial if every base interpretation has
exactly one extension that is a model of T .

Let A an B are atomic concepts and T a terminology. We say that A directly uses B
in T if B appears on the right-hand side of definition of A. We define uses as a transitive
closure of directly uses. We say that T contains a cycle, iff there exists an atomic concept
in T that uses itself. Otherwise, T is called acyclic.

If terminology is cyclic, then unique extensions need not exist. For example, the fol-
lowing terminology contains a cycle:

Human′ ≡ Animal u ∀hasParent.Human′.

There are many extensions: Human′ can be any set of animals with the property that for
each animal it contains also its predecessors are Human′s.

If a terminology is acyclic, then it is definitorial. To see this, we can expand all the
definitions in T by replacing each occurrence of a name on the right-hand side of a definition
by the right-hand side of its definition. Since there is no cycle in the terminology, the
process eventually stops with resulting terminology T ′ consisting only of definitions of the
form A ≡ C, where C contains only base symbols and no name symbols. We call T ′ the
expansion of T .

For the next example refer to terminology in Figure 3.1. The terminology is acyclic
and we can compute its expansion. Particularly, the following definitions are obtained by
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expansion
Man ≡ Person u ¬(Person u Female)

and
Mother ≡ Person u Female u ∀hasChild.Person.

Other name symbols are expanded as well, and are omitted here for brevity.

Proposition 3.1. Let T be an acyclic terminology and T ′ be its expansion. Then

(i) T and T ′ have the same name and base symbols;

(ii) T and T ′ are equivalent;

(iii) both T and T ′ are definitorial.

There are also terminologies with cycles that are definitorial. For example, the termi-
nology

A ≡ ∀R.B t ∃R.(A u ¬A)

has a cycle. Since ∃R.(Au¬A) is equivalent to bottom concept, the terminology is equiv-
alent to

A ≡ ∀R.B

which is acyclic.

Theorem 3.2. Every definitorial ALC-terminology is equivalent to an acyclic terminology.

Fixpoint Semantics for Terminological Cycles

The semantics we have studied so far is called descriptive semantics. For cyclic termi-
nologies, the fixpoint semantics is more appropriate. We demonstrate this only by two
examples and refer reader to [BDD+03] for a comprehensive treatment.

In example 1, consider a terminology with cycles:

Mos ≡ Man u ∀hasChild.Man Man having only sons.

Momd ≡ Man u ∀hasChild.Momd Man having only male descendants.

The greatest fixpoint semantics is suitable for this example.
In example 2, consider the following terminology box T of a recursive data structure:

hasBranch v >×>
Tree v >

BinaryTree ≡ Tree u ≤ 2hasBranch u ∀hasBranch.BinaryTree

TernaryTree ≡ Tree u ≤ 3hasBranch u ∀hasBranch.TernaryTree.

In this case we have to use least fixpoint semantics.
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The descriptive semantics does not justify the intuitively obvious subsumption inference

BinaryTree vT TernaryTree

because we can construct the cyclical model of T in which BinaryTreeI 6⊆ TernaryTreeI :

∆I = {x}
TreeI = {x}

hasBranchI = {〈x, x〉}
BinaryTreeI = {x}

TernaryTreeI = ∅.

The semantics for terminological cycles are based on least and greatest fixpoints. But
any one semantics is not universally preferable.

Terminologies with Inclusion Axioms

We call an inclusion whose left-hand side is atomic a specialization.
A set of axioms T is a generalized terminology if the left-hand side of each axiom is an

atomic concept and for every atomic concept there is at most one axiom where it occurs
on the left-hand side.

A terminology that also contains specializations loses its definitorial property, even if
it is acyclic.

A generalized terminology T can be transformed into an equivalent (agreeing on the
joint individuals) regular terminology T̄ containing only definitions. For every specializa-
tion A v C in T , we introduce a new base symbol A and replace the specialization A v C
by definition A ≡ A u C. The resulting terminology T̄ is the normalization of T .

For example, we can normalize the inclusion axiom

Woman v Person

to
Woman ≡ Woman u Person

by introducing new base symbol Woman which stands for the qualities that distinguish a
woman among persons.

Proposition 3.3. Let T be a generalized terminology and T̄ its normalization.

(i) Every model of T̄ is a model of T .

(ii) For every model I of T there is a model Ī of T̄ that has the same domain as I and
agrees with I on the atomic concepts and roles in T .

In theory, inclusion axioms do not add to the expressivity of terminologies. However,
in practice, they are used to introduce names that are not defined completely.
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MotherWithouthDoughter(MARY)
hasChild(MARY,PETER)
hasChild(MARY,PAUL)

Father(PETER)
hasChild(PETER,HARRY)

Figure 3.2: An example of world description (ABox) using the family relationships TBox
from Figure 3.1.

3.2.3 World Descriptions

A world description is also called assertion box or shortly ABox.

Assertions About Individuals

We denote individual names by a, b, c, a concept description by C and a role by R. The
ABox consists of concept assertions and role assertions :

C(a) and R(b, c).

In a simplified view, ABox can be seen as a database with only unary and binary
relations. However, TBox imposes semantic relationships between the concepts and roles
in the ABox that do not have counterparts in database semantics. Moreover, in DLs we
consider “open-world semantics” (discussed in detail in section 3.2.4).

For an example of an ABox refer to Figure 3.2.
From now on, an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) not only maps atomic concepts and roles

to sets and relation, but in addition maps each individual name a to an element aI ∈ ∆I .
We assume that distinct individual names denote distinct objects. Formally, the inter-

pretation I has to respect unique name assumption, that is if a, b are distinct names then
aI 6= bI .

The interpretation I satisfies the concept assertion C(a) if aI ∈ CI , and I satisfies
the role assertion R(a, b) if (aI , bI) ∈ RI . An interpretation I satisfies the ABox A if it
satisfies each assertion in A. In this case we say that I is a model of the assertion or of
the ABox, respectively. Finally, I satisfies an assertion α (or an ABox A) with respect to
a TBox T if in addition to being a model of α (or of A), it is a model of T .

3.2.4 Inferences

In DLs we deal with specific sorts of reasoning. We can ask whether the following reasoning
tasks hold (for particular inputs).

Reasoning Tasks for Concepts

Satisfiability A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. T if there exists a model I of T such
that CI is nonempty. In this case we say also that I is a model of C.
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Subsumption A concept C is subsumed by a concept D w.r.t. T if CI ⊆ DI for every
model I of T . In this case we write C vT D or T |= C v D.

Equivalence Two concepts C and D are equivalent w.r.t. T if CI = DI for every
model I of T . In this case we write C ≡T D or T |= C ≡ D.

Disjointness Two concepts C and D are disjoint w.r.t. T if CI ∩ DI = ∅ for every
model I of T .

In the example terminology from Figure 3.1, the following holds:

Person subsumes Woman.

Both Woman and Parent subsume Mother.

Mother subsumes Grandmother.

Moreover Womand and Man, and Mother and Father are disjoint.

Classification of a TBox means establishing the subsumption relation between all the
concept names.

The reasoning tasks can be reduced to another reasoning task using the following the-
orems.

Proposition 3.4 (Reduction to Subsumption). For concepts C, D the following hold:

(i) C is unsatisfiable ⇔ C is subsumed by ⊥;

(ii) C and D are equivalent ⇔ C is subsumed by D and D is subsumed by C;

(iii) C and D are disjoint ⇔ C uD is subsumed by ⊥.

The statements also hold with respect to a TBox.

Proposition 3.5 (Reduction to Unsatisfiability). For concepts C, D the following hold
(in ALC):

(i) C is subsumed by D ⇔ C u ¬D is unsatisfiable;

(ii) C and D are equivalent ⇔ both C u ¬D and ¬C uD are unsatisfiable;

(iii) C and D are disjoint ⇔ C uD is unsatisfiable.

The statements also hold with respect to a TBox.

The reasoning algorithms based on tableaux calculi, as discussed in section 3.3, consider
satisfiability checking as the fundamental inference task and all the other task are reduced
to satisfiability checking.

Proposition 3.6 (Reducing Unsatisfiability). Let C be a concept. Then the following are
equivalent:
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(i) C is unsatisfiable;

(ii) C is subsumed by ⊥;

(iii) C and ⊥ are equivalent;

(iv) C and > are disjoint.

The statements also hold with respect to a TBox.

Eliminating the TBox

In practice, the reasoning tasks are performed with respect to a TBox. For theoretical
purposes, it’s easier to abstract from a TBox. In the following we show a procedure to
elimination of TBox in reasoning tasks.

If TBox T is acyclic, then it is possible to reduce reasoning problems with respect to T
to problems with respect to the empty TBox. For each concept C we define the expansion
of C w.r.t. T as concept C ′ which is obtained from C by replacing each name symbol A
in C by the concept D, where A ≡ D is the definition of A in T ′, where T ′ is the expansion
of T .

For example, the expansion of the concept

Woman uMan

with respect to the family TBox from Figure 3.1 is

Person u Female u Person u ¬(Person u Female).

Note that expansion T ′ of T can be computationally costly: The size of T ′ may be
exponential in the size of T . Therefore also size of expansion C ′ of C may be exponential
w.r.t. T .

Proposition 3.7. Let C ′, D′ be expansions of concepts C,D w.r.t terminology T . Then
the following hold:

(i) C ≡T C ′ (both interpreted the same way).

(ii) C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff C ′ is satisfiable (C ′ contains no defined names).

(iii) T |= C v D iff |= C ′ v D′.

(iv) T |= C ≡ D iff |= C ′ ≡ D′.

(v) C and D are disjoint w.r.t. T iff C ′ and D′ are disjoint.
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Reasoning Tasks for ABoxes

Consistency w.r.t. a TBox T An ABox A is consistent w.r.t. a TBox T , if there
is an interpretation that is a model of both A and T .

Consistency An ABox A is consistent, if it is consistent w.r.t. the empty TBox.

Entailment An assertion α is entailed by A, written A |= α, if every interpretation
that satisfies A (that is, every model of A) also satisfies α.

Retrieval problem Given an ABox A and a concept C, find all individuals a such
that A |= C(a).

Realization problem Given an ABox A, an TBox T , an individual a and a set of
concepts, find the most specific concept C from the set such that A |= C(a). Here, the
most specific concepts are those that are minimal w.r.t. the subsumption ordering v of
concept names in T .

The expansion of ABox A w.r.t. TBox T is ABox A′ that is obtained from A by
replacing each concept assertion C(a) by C ′(a), where C ′ is the expansion of C w.r.t. T .

The reasoning tasks can be reduced to consistency checking using the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 3.8. The following hold:

(i) A is consistent w.r.t. T iff its expansion A′ is consistent

(ii) A |= C(a) iff A ∪ {¬C(a)} is inconsistent

(iii) C is satisfiable iff {C(a)} is consistent

Checking role entailment or individual equality entailment has not been tradi-
tionally considered in DL research [MR06]. For given TBox T and ABox A, these problems
can be reduced to checking entailment of atomic concepts using the pseudo-nominals tech-
nique: For individuals a and b, introduce new concepts Pa and Pb not occurring in T nor
A. The following statements hold with respect to a TBox:

A |= R(a, b) iff A ∪ {Pb(b)} |= ∃R.Pb(a)
A |= a = b iff A ∪ {Pa(a), Pb(b)} |= Pa ≡ Pb

A |= a 6= b iff A ∪ {Pa(a), Pb(b)} |= Pa u Pb v ⊥.

Closed- vs. Open-world Semantics

For knowledge representation, the databases were traditionally used. In DLs, knowledge is
represented by assertions in ABox. These two approaches differ in the way they interpret
“what is absent” in the database or ABox.

A (traditional) database represents exactly one interpretation, namely the one where
classes and relations in the schema are interpreted by the objects and tuples in the database.
Contrary, an ABox represents many different interpretations: namely all its models, each of
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which is consistent with the ABox. As a consequence, absence of information in a database
instance is interpreted as negative information, while absence of information in an ABox
only indicates lack of knowledge.

For example, consider the only assertion about Peter is hasChild(PETER,HARRY). In a
database this is understood that Peter has exactly one child, namely Harry. On the other
hand, in an ABox semantics, this expresses that Harry is a child of Peter. But there can be
several models; in some models Harry can be the only child of Peter and in other models
Peter can have brothers and sisters. We could state that Harry is the only child of Peter
by adding an ABox assertion (≤ 1hasChild)(PETER).

In this section we defined the basicALDL and its various extensions. Given a particular
DL, the reasoning problems should be at least decidable to ensure a reasonable behavior
of DL-system. Moreover, the reasoning problems should have low complexity. This could
be achieved by restricting expressive power of the DL (i.e. by allowing a limited set of
constructors). On the other hand, if the imposed restrictions are too severe, the language
loses the ability to express important notions of application domain. Examining the trade-
off between expressivity of DL and the complexity the inference is one of the main areas
in DL research. In the next section we investigate several inference algorithms, the main
complexity findings are included in section 3.3.2.

3.3 Reasoning Algorithms

In the previous section, we have shown that all the relevant inference problems can be
reduced to the consistency problem for ABoxes, provided that the Description Logic at
hand allows conjunction and negation.

In this section we introduce two approaches to reasoning algorithms. For discussion on
the historical evolution and applicability of these algorithms see section 3.6.

The actual reasoning algorithms may be preceded by a preprocessing of input data.
The preprocessing can include transforming the input concept descriptions into negation
normal form and substitution of obvious facts by simplified forms (e.g. replacing all the
occurrences of the form C u > by C).

3.3.1 Structural Subsumption Algorithms

The structural algorithm tests the subsumption of two concept descriptions. The algorithm
first normalizes the concept descriptions to be tested, and then compares the syntactic
structure of the normal forms.

The algorithm is efficient, but only complete for rather simple language with little
expressivity. We demonstrate this algorithm for a small language FL0 (defined in Figure
3.1).

An FL0-concept description is in normal form iff it is of the form

A1 u . . . u Am u ∀R1.C1 u . . . u ∀Rn.Cn,
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where A1, . . . , Am are distinct concept names, R1, . . . , Rn are distinct role names, and
C1, . . . , Cm are FL0-concept descriptions in normal form.

Any FL0-concept description can be transformed into an equivalent description in
normal form, using associativity, commutativity and idempotence of u, and the fact that
the descriptions ∀R.(C uD) and (∀R.C) u (∀R.D) are equivalent [BDD+03].

Proposition 3.9. Let

A1 u . . . u Am u ∀R1.C1 u . . . u ∀Rn.Cn

be the normal form of the FL0-concept description C, and

B1 u . . . uBk u ∀S1.D1 u . . . u ∀Sl.Dl

be the normal form of the FL0-concept description D. Then C v D iff the following two
conditions hold:

(i) For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, such that Bi = Aj.

(ii) For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that Si = Rj and Cj v Di.

This proposition gives a straightforward recursive algorithm for computing subsump-
tion checking. The algorithm has polynomial complexity [LB87]. Therefore the following
theorem holds.

Theorem 3.10. Structural subsumption algorithm is sound and complete for FL0.

Possible language extensions by bottom concept ⊥, atomic negation, and number re-
strictions are dealt in [BPS94]. For more expressive languages the structural subsumption
algorithms are not complete. For instance, for the language containing disjunction, full
negation and full existential restriction we cannot use structural subsumption algorithm.
Nevertheless this language can be dealt with tableaux algorithms discussed in next section.

3.3.2 Tableaux Algorithms

Tableaux algorithms test satisfiability of a concept description. All other reasoning tasks
can be first reduced to satisfiability testing by reductions described in section 3.2.4.

In the remainder of this section we assume ALCN DL, and let C0 be an ALCN -concept
in negation normal form (negations occur only in front of concept names), and let x0 be
an ALCN -individual.

In order to test satisfiability of C0, the algorithm starts with the ABox A0 = {C0(x0)},
and applies consistency-preserving transformation rules to the ABox until no more rules
apply. After no more transformation rules are applicable (ABox is complete), we make
the following decision: If the complete ABox does not contain an obvious contradiction
(called clash), then C0 is consistent (and satisfiable), otherwise C0 is inconsistent (and
unsatisfiable).
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We do not impose unique name assumption. Instead, we allow inequality assertions in
the ABox. Inequality assertions are of the form x 6 .= y for individual names x, y with the
semantics that an interpretation I satisfies x 6 .= y iff xI 6= yI . The inequality assertions
are also employed in the number restrictions transformation rules.

The transformation rules for disjunction and at-most restriction are nondeterministic
in the sense, that a given ABox is transformed into finitely many new ABoxes (branches)
such that the original ABox is consistent consistent iff one of the new ABoxes is consistent.
Therefore we consider a finite set of ABoxes S = {A1, . . . ,Ak}. Such a set S is consistent
iff there is some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that Ai is consistent. The tableaux algorithm starts
with S = {A0}.

A rule is applied to a given finite set of ABoxes S as follows: it takes an element A of S
and replaces it by ABoxes as defined in the rule. The transformation rules are summarized
in Figure 3.3. The ∃-rule and ≥-rule are called generating rules.

We show several properties of tableaux algorithm.
First, it is straightforward to see soundness of the transformation rules.

Lemma 3.11 (Soundness). Assume that S ′ is obtained from the finite set of ABoxes S by
application of a transformation rule. Then S is consistent iff S ′ is consistent.

Second, the transformation process always terminates.

Lemma 3.12 (Termination). Let C0 be an ALCN -concept description in negation normal
form, and x0 an ALCN -individual. There cannot be an infinite sequence of rule applica-
tions

{{C0(x0)}} → S1 → S2 · · · .

The termination follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 3.13. Let A be an ABox contained in Si for some i ≥ 1.

• For every individual x 6= x0 occurring in A, there is a unique sequence R1, . . . , Rl,
where l ≥ 1, of role names and unique sequence x0, . . . , xl−1 of individual names such
that { R1(x0, x1), R2(x1, x2), . . . , Rl(xl−1, x) } ⊆ A. In this case, we say that x occurs
on level l in A.

• If C(x) ∈ A for an individual name x on level l, then the maximal role depth of C
(i.e. the maximal nesting of constructors involving roles) is bounded by the maximal
role depth of C0 minus l. Consequently, the level of any individual in A is bounded
by the maximal role depth of C0.

• If C(x) ∈ A, then C is a subdescription of C0. Consequently, the number of different
concept assertions on x is bounded by the size of C0.

• The number of different role successors of x in A (i.e. individuals y such that
R(x, y) ∈ A for a role name R) is bounded by the sum of the numbers occurring
in at-least restrictions in C0 plus the number of different existential restrictions in
C0.
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The u-rule
Condition: A contains (C1 u C2)(x),

but it does not contain both C1(x) and C2(x).
Action: A′ = A ∪ {C1(x), C2(x)}.

The t-rule
Condition: A contains (C1 t C2)(x),

but neither C1(x) nor C2(x).
Action: A′ = A ∪ {C1(x)}, A′′ = A ∪ {C2(x)}.

The ∃-rule
Condition: A contains (∃R.C)(x),

but there is no individual name z such that C(z) and R(x, z) are in A.
Action: A′ = A ∪ {C(y), R(x, y)}, where y in an individual name not occurring in A.

The ∀-rule
Condition: A contains (∀R.C)(x) and R(x, y),

but it does not contain C(y).
Action: A′ = A ∪ {C(y)}.

The ≥-rule
Condition: A contains (≥ nR)(x) and there are no individual names z1, . . . , zn such that

R(x, zi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and zi 6
.
= zj, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n are contained in A.

Action: A′ = A ∪ {R(x, yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {yi 6
.
= yj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}, where y1, . . . , yn are

distinct individual names not occurring in A.

The ≤-rule
Condition: A contains distinct individual names z1, . . . , zn+1 such that

(≤ nR)(x) and R(x, z1), . . . , R(x, zn+1) are in A,
and zi 6

.
= zj is not in A for some i 6= j.

Action: For each pair yi, yj such that i > j and yi 6
.
= yj is not inA, the ABoxAi,j = [yi/yj]A

is obtained from A by replacing each occurrence of yi by yj.

Figure 3.3: Transformation rules of the tableaux algorithm for testing concept satisfiability.
The ABox A is replaced by one or more ABoxes A′,A′′,Ai,j . . .
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An ABox A is called complete iff none of the transformation rules are applicable.
Consistency of a set Ŝ of complete ABoxes can be decided by looking at obvious con-

tradictions, called clashes.

Definition 3.14. The ABox A contains a clash iff one of the following three conditions
occurs:

(i) {⊥(x)} ⊆ A for some individual name x;

(ii) {A(x),¬A(x)} ⊆ A for some individual name x and some concept name A;

(iii) {(≤ nR)(x)} ∪ {R(x, yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1} ∪ {yi 6= yj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+ 1} ⊆ A for a
nonnegative integer n, individual names x, y1, . . . , yn+1, and a role name R.

An ABox that contains a clash is not consistent. Therefore if all ABoxes in Ŝ contain a
clash, then Ŝ is inconsistent, the initial ABox {C0(x0)} is inconsistent by soundness lemma,

and C0 is unsatisfiable. If one of the ABoxes in Ŝ is clash-free, then Ŝ is consistent, the
initial ABox {C0(x0)} is consistent, and C0 is satisfiable.

Lemma 3.15 (Completeness). Any complete and clash-free ABox A has a model.

The model can be defined by a canonical interpretation IA induced by A:

(i) the domain ∆IA of IA consists of all the individual names occurring in C0;

(ii) for every atomic concept A in A we define AIA = {x | A(x) ∈ A},

(iii) for every atomic role R in A we define RIA = {(x, y) | R(x, y) ∈ A}.

The Lemma 3.13 implies that the canonical interpretation has the shape of a finite tree,
where nodes correspond to individuals, and edges correspond to atomic roles. Therefore,
ALCN has finite tree model property, i.e. any satisfiable concept C0 is satisfiable in a finite
interpretation I that has the shape of a tree whose root belongs to C0.

To summarize, the tableaux algorithm is a decision procedure for testing satisfiability.

Theorem 3.16. It is decidable whether or not an ALCN -concept is satisfiable.

Complexity

In the worst case, the tableaux algorithm for ALCN may need exponential time. This
stems from the fact that the size of canonical interpretation may be exponential in the size
of concept description.

The following example demonstrates such a behavior: Consider the descriptions Cn, n ≥
1, which are inductively defined as follows:

C1 = ∃R.A u ∃R.B
Cn = ∃R.A u ∃R.B u ∀R.Cn−1.
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The size of Cn grows linearly in n. The tableaux satisfiability algorithm generates complete
and clash-free ABox whose canonical model is the full binary tree of depth n, and thus
consists of 2n+1 − 1 individuals.

Nevertheless, the tableaux satisfiability algorithm may need only polynomial space.
The idea is to investigate each nondeterministic branch separately (Savitch theorem).

Theorem 3.17. Satisfiability of ALCN -concept descriptions is PSpace-complete.

Extension to the Consistency Problem for ABoxes

Let A be an ALCN ABox. For a simple presentation, we w.l.o.g. assume A to be in
negation normal form. To test A for consistency we first add inequality assertions a 6 .= b
for every pair of distinct individual names a, b occurring in A. Denote the resulting ABox
by A0. The tableaux consistency algorithm starts with the singleton set {A0} and proceeds
as described above.

The soundness and completeness of the algorithm holds as before. However, the
tableaux algorithm need not terminate as demonstrated by the following example.

Example of nontermination: Consider an ABox

A0 = {R(a, a), (∃R.A)(a), (≤ 1R)(a), (∀R.∃R.A)(a)}.

Applying the →∃-rule to a we get new R-successor x of a:

A1 = A0 ∪ {R(a, x), A(x)}.

Applying the→∀-rule we add (∃R.A)(x). This triggers an application of the→∃-rule to x:

A2 = A1 ∪ {(∃R.A)(x), R(x, y), A(y)}.

Since a has two successors in A2, the →≤-rule is applicable to a. By replacing every
occurrence of x by a we obtain:

A3 = A0 ∪ {A(a), R(a, y), A(y)}.

Except for the individual names (and the assertion A(a), which is irrelevant), A3 is identical
to A1. So we could obtain an infinite chain of rule applications.

We can regain termination by requiring that generating rules (i.e. ∃- and ≥-rules) may
only be applied if none of the other rules is applicable. The order in which rules are applied
is called a strategy. The rules with higher priority are applied first. The strategy for ALCN
is summarized in Figure 3.4.

The consistency result for ALCN -ABoxes applies analogically.

Theorem 3.18. Consistency of ALCN -ABoxes is PSpace-complete.
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Priority Rules

1 u,t, ∀,≤
2 ∃,≥

Table 3.4: Strategy for rule application for reasoning in ALCN w.r.t. an ABox.

Extension to General Inclusion Axioms

Moreover, let T be an ALCN TBox. The problem is now the consistency checking of an
ALCN ABox with respect to the TBox T .

For an acyclic TBox, it’s possible to expand the concept definitions and proceed the
tableaux algorithm as described above.

For general concept inclusion (GCI) axioms we modify the previously introduced
tableaux algorithm as follows.

Instead of considering finitely many axioms C1 v D1, . . . , Cn v Dn from TBox T , it is
sufficient to consider the single axiom > v Ĉ, where

Ĉ = (¬C1 tD1) u . . . u (¬Cn tDn).

The tableaux algorithm described above can be modified such that it takes the axiom
> v Ĉ into account: all individuals (both the original individuals and individuals created

by application of rules) are additionally asserted to belong to Ĉ.
However, the tableaux algorithm need not terminate as demonstrated by the following

example.
Example of nontermination: Consider the tableaux algorithm applied to test consis-

tency of the ABox
{A(x0)}

w.r.t. the TBox
{A v ∃R.A} .

The algorithm generates an infinite sequence of individuals x1, x2, . . . and ABoxes
A1,A2, . . . such that Ai = Ai−1 ∪ {R(xi−1, xi),A(xi), (∃R.A)(xi)}. Since all the indi-
viduals xi have the same concept assertions as original individual x0, the algorithm runs
in a cycle.

Termination can be regained by trying to detect cyclic computations, and then blocking
the application of generating rules: the application of the ∃- and ≥-rules to an individual x
is blocked by a different individual y in an ABox A iff {D | D(x) ∈ A} ⊆ {D′ | D′(y) ∈ A}.

The motivation for blocking is that the blocked individual x can use a role successor
of y instead of generating a new one. In the last example, instead of generating a new
R-successor of x1, one can reuse the the R-successor of x0, namely x1.

To avoid cyclic blocking (of x by y and vice versa), we consider an ordering of individual
names according to time of their introduction to the tableaux algorithm and define that
an individual x may only be blocked by individuals y that occur before x in this ordering.
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The blocking ensures that the resulting tableaux algorithm is sound, complete, and
terminating. Therefore, consistency of ALCN -ABoxes w.r.t. general concept inclusion
axioms is decidable. However the blocking technique increased the complexity [DM00].

Theorem 3.19. Consistency of ALCN -ABoxes w.r.t. general concept inclusion axioms
is ExpTime-complete.

Reasoning w.r.t. Terminologies

Acyclic Terminologies Reasoning w.r.t. acyclic terminologies can be reduced to rea-
soning without terminologies by first expanding the TBox, and then replacing name sym-
bols by their definitions in the terminology.

Satisfiability of concepts w.r.t. acyclic terminology is coNP-complete for FL0 and is
PSpace-complete for ALC [BDD+03].

Cyclic Terminologies For cyclic terminologies, expansion is not possible.
For descriptive semantics, the cyclic terminologies are a special case of terminologies

with general inclusion axioms, where each axiom of the form C ≡ D is replaced by two
inclusion axioms C v D and D v C. Therefore, the tableaux algorithm extended by
handling general inclusion axioms can also be used for cyclic ALCN TBoxes.

For treatment of cyclic ALCN TBoxes with fixpoint semantics, the reader is referred
to [BDD+03].

Extension to Other AL-Language Constructors

The described tableaux algorithm may be extended to support other concept or role con-
structors. In general, each such constructor requires its own transformation rule. This rule
can be usually obtained by following the semantics of the constructor. Soundness of this
rule is then often easy to show. Completeness and termination are more difficult, since
the interactions between rules must be considered. Special techniques like strategy and
blocking may be used to obtain termination, while preserving completeness.

3.4 Decidability

Decidability of the inference problems for ALC and many other Description Logics can
be obtained as a consequence of the known decidability result of two-variable fragment of
first-order predicate logic. Specifically, the language L2 consists of all formulae of predicate
logic that can be constructed with predicate symbols (including equality and constant
symbols, but without function symbols) using only two variables x and y. Decidability of
L2 was shown in [Mor75]. By appropriately reusing the variable names, any ALC-concept
description can be translated into L2 formula with one free variable.

For example, consider a concept description

∀R.(∃R.A).
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The direct translation according to the Table 3.2 gives the formula

∀y. (R(x, y)→ (∃z. (R(y, z) ∧ A(z)))) .

Since the subformula ∃z. (R(y, z) ∧ A(z)) does not contain x nor is in scope of an x quantifi-
cation, this variable can be reused: renaming the bound variable z to x gives the equivalent
formula

∀y. (R(x, y)→ (∃x. (R(y, x) ∧ A(x)))) ,

which uses only two variables.
Therefore, any extension of ALC by a constructor of which semantics can be expressed

by using only two variables yields a decidable DL.
Number restrictions cannot be expressed within L2. However, number restrictions can

be expressed in C2, the extension of L2 by counting quantifiers. C2 is known to be decidable
[PST00].

The complexity of decision procedures obtained this way may be higher than necessary:
for example, the satisfiability problem for L2 is NExpTime-complete, while satisfiability
of ALC-concept description is only PSpace-complete.

One of the main reasons why satisfiability and subsumption in many DLs are decid-
able (although complex) is that most of the concept constructors can express only local
properties about an individual. However, not every DL satisfies locality. For example,
role-value-maps are undecidable [BDD+03].

Consider now SHIQ as an expressive extension of ALC. Reasoning in SHIQ is de-
cidable, but has high ExpTime worst-case complexity. In practical applications, highly
optimized reasoners such as Fact [FaC] and Racer [Rac] behave quite well.

The semantic web ontology language OWL was designed on the basis of DL research.
The semantics of OWL is defined by its translation into an expressive DL. This relation
allows to build upon DL research regarding the decidability and complexity of reasoning
problems and using the already developed DL reasoners. The OWL 1.0 is equivalent to
SHIQ with only the > concept allowed in qualified number restrictions [SS04].

3.5 Tableaux Optimizations

The tableaux algorithms are used to test concept satisfiability. Such an algorithm is trying
to construct a model of the concept description. The tableaux expansion rules from Figure
3.3 [BDD+03] decompose concept expressions (e.g. as required for C u D terms), add
new individuals (e.g. as required for ∃R.C terms) and merge existing individuals (e.g. as
required for ≤ nR.C terms). Alternatives (e.g. as required for C t D terms) are dealt
by nondeterministic search for various models. Strategy and blocking may be required
to detect cycles and guarantee termination. For a nonsatisfiable concept, all possible
expansions lead to an obvious contradiction called clash. For a satisfiable concept, a
complete and clash-free model is found.

The practical DL reasoner requires many optimization techniques that improve typical
case complexity. In the following, the typical optimization techniques are explained.
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Normalization In the preprocessing phase, the ontology may be normalized to recog-
nize lexically equivalent expressions and detect concept descriptions which are obviously
satisfiable or unsatisfiable. [Hor97]

Lazy unfolding In the TBox, the complex concepts are build up from other concepts.
The tableaux algorithm may try to find contradictions between complex concept names
before adding expression derived from TBox [Hor05].

Absorbtion The general concept inclusion axiom is of the form C v D for general
concept names C,D. The problem arises when C is non-atomic. Such a GCI is usually dealt
with by explicitly making every individual in the model an instance of D t ¬C. However,
this disjunction leads to very high degree of nonderminism and performance degradation.

Absorbtion is a technique that tries to reduce number of GCIs. The idea is that GCIs
of the form A u D′ v D can be rewritten as A v D t ¬D′ and absorbed into existing
axiom A v E to get A v Eu (Dt¬D′). The disjunction is still present and lazy unfolding
technique ensures that disjunction expansion rule is only applied to individuals that are
already known to be instances of A [Hor05].

Dependency directed backtracking — backjumping In case a clash is found, the
tableaux algorithm backtracks to the last nondeterministic node and tries another choice.
Returning to last nondeterministic node may not be optimal, since the clash might have
arisen in any of the previous nondeterministic nodes. Backjumping is a technique that
tracks the node where its safe to return.

For example, expansion of the concept expression (C1tD1)u . . .u (CntDn)u∃R.(Au
B) u ∀R.¬A can firstly explore the 2n possible expansions of the disjunctions before the
unsatisfiability of ∃R.(A uB) u ∀R.¬A is obtained.

Backjumping keeps for each concept the nondeterministic choice nodes on which the
concept depends. When a clash is obtained the algorithm backjumps to the last choice
node of the clashing concepts, thus ignoring the alternative choices of the overjumped
expansion nodes [Hor05].

Semantic Branching Search Standard tableaux algorithms use syntactic branching
to expand disjunction, i.e. both branches created by t-expansion rule are searched in
some order. The syntactic branching replaces the t-expansion rule by another rule that
semantically analyzes the disjunctions in ABox and creates the branches.

For example, consider a node x with assigned Abox {(CtD1), (CtD2)} ⊆ L(x) where
C is an unsatisfiable concept, and L(x) denotes the set of concept descriptions x belongs
to. A standard t-expansion rule may first branch on the first disjunction. This creates first
branch with ABox {C,L(x)} which contains clash and also creates second branch b with
ABox {D1,L(x)}. Then, t-expansion rule branches on the second disjunct and extends b
by creating two successors of b: the first branch with ABox {C,D1,L(x)} which contains
clash and second branch with ABox {D2, D1,L(x)} which is further searched.

Continuing the example, a semantic branching algorithm analyzes {(C t D1), (C t
D2)} ⊆ L(x) and selects C as the concept to branch. This creates first branch with ABox
{¬C,D1, D2,L(x)} which is further searched. The second branch with ABox {C,L(x)} is
searched next and a clash is found there.

The semantic branching was heavily studied in propositional satisfiability (SAT) prob-
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lem. Two branching enhancements called boolean constraint propagation and heuristic
guided search can be effectively empowered in DL tableaux algorithm [Hor97].

Caching The previous optimization techniques allow a fast recognition of unsatisfiable
concepts or subsumption via clash detection. The fast recognition of satisfiable concepts
or subsumption is supported by the following observation of classifying realistic ontologies
[Hor97]:

• most test are satisfiable (e.g. a ratio of 3:1 when classifying the GALEN terminology);

• satisfiable tests are generally much more expensive (e.g. a ratio of 7:1 when classifying
the GALEN terminology).

Caching keeps for each node of past tableaux tests the result of its subtree. This is
possible since satisfiability result in a node subtree depends only on the ABox assigned to
the node.

Optimized Classification for Taxonomic Knowledge Bases Many legacy ontolo-
gies are translated to description logic to take advantage of current state of research tools.
The resulting KBs are typically of large size, but have a very simple structure, i.e. they
consist mainly of shallow taxonomies [TH05a]. General DL reasoners do not deal well with
such KBs and thus optimizations which speed-up the classification for particular KBs are
desirable.

The performance of reasoning algorithms may be boosted by ordering heuristics to
select expansion rules and concept they apply to [TH05b], coupling a DL reasoner with a
theorem prover to perform subsumption checking [PP97], etc.

Efficient reasoning in DL can be achieved by employing findings from other, previously
studied areas.

Logic programming paradigm has been extensively studied, therefore understanding the
interoperability between logic programming and description logic is desirable. [VMHG03]
present a translation of DL ontologies to logic programs. They conclude that classification
by logic program is an order of magnitude faster than by the state-of-the-art DL reasoner
Racer. The large difference in performance is attributed to the fact that DL reasoners build
a proof for one concept satisfiability query at the time, while logic programming systems
manage information in sets.

The classical logic may be compared to datalog-related logic. The two different for-
malism have some commonalities, but the differences become apparent at more expressive
language levels. [PSH06] argue that the open environment of the Semantic Web is better
served by standard DLs.

The data sources may be very dynamic, especially in the Web Services which register or
deregister their descriptions quite rapidly. The content fluctuation introduces substantial
overhead since the DL reasoners have only been considered for static KBs. [HWPS06] pro-
vide a more efficient DL reasoning techniques for frequently changing ABoxes. Specifically
they examine the process of incrementally updating tableaux completion graphs used for
reasoning in the expressive SHOQ and SHIQ DLs.
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The implementation and industry strength support of DL technologies are invaluable
for bringing ideas and research topics for state-of-the-art research. Lessons learned in the
trenches [HMW05] and evaluating ontological decision with OntoClean [GW02] convey the
intangible experience to a broader audience.

3.6 Reasoners Overview

Each phase of the research in DL is reflected in the reasoning algorithms developed at
the time. We classify the research into three phases and comment on each phase with
description of representative and the most famous systems. Next, we deal with particular
algorithms.

3.6.1 Phase 1: Structural Subsumption Algorithms (1980 –
1989)

The motivation for frame systems [Min81] was to mimic human reasoning in the sense of
achieving “cognitive adequacy”. Frame systems significantly used the idea of inheritance
and were often used similarly as data structures in procedural programs. However, for
such systems, semantics and therefore expected results weren’t clearly defined. Rather
than using frames as data structures the research shifted towards using a semantics to
formally define outputs of inference algorithms.

Phase 1 was mainly concerned with implementation of systems. Such systems were not
logic-based, but included the notion of inferring implicit knowledge from given statements.
Inheritance became the main inference task.

The systems used structural subsumption algorithms as a key inference task (see section
3.3.1). These algorithms first normalize concept descriptions, and then compare the syn-
tactic structures of normalized deceptions. These algorithms usually are very efficient, with
polynomial time complexity of comparison. Contrary, these algorithms are complete only
for very inexpressive DLs (that do not allow both conjunction and negation; see section
3.3.1).

Kl-One [SBI85] system defined the key notion for concept names from which new
concepts were built by concept-forming operators, roles, and separated the knowledge about
generic concepts from knowledge about individual concepts (concept declarations about
individuals). This system used structural subsumption algorithm to compute subsumers
and classify TBox. The Kl-One gave rise to many of its successors that are discussed
next.

The knowledge representation system Krypton [BFL83] was the first attempt at defin-
ing a formal Tarskian semantics. By using the “tell” and “ask” interface, the user stand
off the representation and the focus was on inference services available to he user.

Nikl [SM91] was new implementation of Kl-One, where assertional part was removed.
The classifier exploited the “obvious” information and therefore classification was faster.
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Kl-Two [Vil85] was a hybrid of two components. First was a propositional reasoner
with equality, called Penni. Second was a quantificational reasoning component, called
the Nikl subsystem. This hybrid system with integration of different systems (Penni does
not employ unique name assumption) led to appreciation of coherent dedicated systems.

Kandor [PS84] took minimalistic approach to knowledge representation systems. The
system included only TBox with carefully selected set of concept constructors that allow for
an efficient subsumption algorithm. The only concept-forming operators were conjunction,
value restriction and number restriction. However, it was later shown that subsumption in
Kandor was coNP-complete [BDD+03].

3.6.2 Phase 2: Tableaux Algorithms (1989 – 2000)

The analysis of complexity of reasoning in DLs showed that most DLs do not have poly-
nomial time inference problems. Therefore, the systems in phase 2 had carefully restricted
expressive power and first industrial applications appeared.

Systems with Incomplete Algorithms

Classic [BBMR89] supported the logic ALNF− with TBox and ABox, role inclusion (but
not role conjunction; allows single-inheritance role hierarchies). Later, concept constructor
O was added for referring to individuals in TBox. Moreover, Classic offered a rule system,
support for closed-world reasoning, support for incorporating inferences over other domains
(reals, for instance) via an extension interface. The reasoning problems for Classic were
tractable, but incomplete.

Classic were designed with respect to users who are not experts in DL theory and
became very successful [BDD+03]. However, its expressiveness limited many kinds of
applications. The increased expressiveness of subsequent systems and complete reasoning
algorithms, came with the price of increased complexity.

Loom [Mac99] facilitates ALCQRIFQ DL. Later attempts led to “description clas-
sifier for Predicate Calculus” by introducing additional constructs for dealing with real
numbers and relations. Loom incorporated an expressive query language for retrieving
ABox individuals, and support for rule-based reasoning.

Back [Pel91] facilitates ALQR− DL with support for reasoning with numbers and
attribute sets. The related research developed theoretical results on the complexity of
concept consistency, and the semantics of cycles. Back was the first system with support
for reasoning about retraction of ABox assertions. Its successor Flex [QDBK95] facili-
tates ALCQRIFO DL with support for reasoning about equalities and inequalities about
integers.

If all user requirements are to be fulfilled, then intractability of the representation
language can hardly be avoided [BDD+03]. For incomplete algorithms, the risk is in inter-
pretation of results by unqualified users (i.e. “no” answers should not be trusted). On the
other hand, the complete algorithms may in practice return no results at all (i.e. reach-
ing resource limits). Therefore using an incomplete algorithm may succeed in finding at
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least some inconsistencies. Modern reasoners that support complete algorithms often use
incomplete algorithms during preprocessing stage in order to speed up inferences.

Tableaux-based Algorithms

The introduction of new algorithmic paradigm based on tableaux calculi led to complete
reasoning algorithms for expressive DLs with full Boolean operators. The prominent infer-
ence task is consistency checking of a knowledge base, since subsumption and satisfiability
can be reduced to consistency.

To decide consistency, a tableaux algorithm tries to construct a model by disbundling
the concepts in knowledge base, thus inferring new properties of individuals in the model.
The algorithm either stops when all attempts to build a model failed with obvious contra-
dictions, or it stops with a canonical model.

The worst-case complexity of corresponding inference tasks is no longer polynomial (see
section 3.4). However, the optimized implementations of the tableaux algorithms lead to
good practical behavior.

Kris [BH91] facilitates ALCNF DL with support for enumerated types and exper-
imental interface for reasoning about concrete domains (i.e. linear inequalities over the
reals). Focus was on optimization of TBox classification by exploiting “obvious” informa-
tion, caching, propagation techniques (avoiding/postponing expensive subsumption tests).

The main goal of Crack [BFT95] was to develop sound and complete algorithms for
dealing with inferences about individuals in concept terms.

After first applications of tableaux algorithms it was realized that there is a long way
from proof of decidability to systems with good performance in the average case [BDD+03].

3.6.3 Phase 3: Tableaux Algorithms for Expressive DLs (2000 –
present)

Phase 3 is characterized by increasing expressiveness of DLs (number restrictions, role
conjunctions, generalized concept inclusion, cyclic taxonomies) and industrial applications,
mainly to Semantic Web. It turns out that tableaux algorithms have good practical behav-
ior even on large practical knowledge bases. It was observed that DLs are closely related
to modal logics [BDD+03] and to decidable fragments of first-order predicate logic. The
application of DLs to reasoning about databases (schema reasoning, query optimization)
were investigated [CGL01].

FaCT [FaC] focused on a rigorous investigation of methods for informed search, and
average-case optimization. FaCT was the first system that demonstrated usefulness of
expressive DLs for practical applications. In practical contexts, the optimization techniques
can be found that prevent combinatorial explosion, while algorithms still being sound and
complete.

Racer [Rac] facilitates ALCQHIR+(SHIQ) DL with support for concrete domains
with so-called feature chains (i.e. handling of predicates representing linear inequalities
about the reals). Racer implements ABox consistency calculi with the full TBox and
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ABox, many applications take advantage of support for multiple TBoxes and ABoxes. The
appropriate optimization techniques are selected dynamically based on static analysis of
input TBoxes and ABoxes.

Currently, the DL research focuses on development of industrial strength DL systems
with very expressive DLs and tableaux-based reasoning algorithms. The most prominent
application is semantic web, other main applications include medicine and bio-informatics.

Challenges in Description Logics

There are several challenges that are the center of current research.
Greater expressive power To build an ontology, the description logic must allow to

represent the complex relationships among structures (concepts and relations).
For example, in basic DLs (like ALC) it is not possible to formalize the following

statement: If x is married to y and x also loves y then x is happy. The problem is that
standard DLs use open world assumption and there is no way to state that both the ys are
intended to capture the same individual. One approach that allows to express cartesian
product of concepts and roles is introduced in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

The inability of basic DLs to express axioms like “any individual elephant is bigger
than any individual mouse” [Mal08] or “My male siblings are my brothers” [TSS09] lead
to creating new language constructs that do not change decidability. These new language
constructs then may become a part of next more expressive DL or OWL standard.

Scalability The currently used ontologies like GALEN [ontb] contain hundreds of
thousand of concepts. Adding more complex concept definitions degrades the performance
of the current reasoners to the point where its is no longer acceptable to users [Hor05].

Nonmonotonic reasoning in inconsistent ontologies The ontologies are often in-
consistent. This happens often during development of ontology or when merging knowledge
from different sources. A form of reasoning in inconsistent ontology is meaningful. This
thesis deals with reasoning in nonmonotonic ontologies in Chapter 7.

Explanation of answers In applications the simple yes/no answer to query about
concept satisfiability is not adequate. User needs to understand why a particular answer
holds and the explanation must be presented in a clear form. This issue is the more
important when various modes of nonmonotonic reasoning are employed.

Dynamic updates The reasoning algorithms are not constructed for frequent addition
or retraction of assertions or axioms. In semantic web, support for the updates of the KB
are essential.

3.7 Motivating Examples

In this section we analyze several examples that demonstrate open world reasoning and
operation of the tableaux algorithm.
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Figure 3.4: This question often appears in IQ tests. We know that grandfather is married,
and son is unmarried. Is there a married man that has an unmarried child?

3.7.1 Open-World Assumption Example

To illustrate the difference between closed world reasoning that, for a given set of facts
considers a single model, and the open world semantics of DL, we discuss an example that
is typically presented in IQ tests.

Consider three men: grandfather, father and son (father is a child of grandfather, and
son is a child of father). We know that grandfather is married, and son is unmarried. The
question is: Is there a married man that has an unmarried child? (Situation is illustrated
in Figure 3.4.)

We may exhaustively consider every person and check whether he satisfies the question.
First, consider grandfather. He is married, and has a child, namely father. But nothing
tells us father is unmarried. So grandfather is not the one that matches the question.
Second, consider father. Nothing tells us that he is married, so father is not the person we
are looking for. Based on this reasoning, we conclude that the answer is no.

However a correct reasoning follows a different argument. All the models of the world
can be split into two classes: one in which father is married, and another in which he is
not. In the case father is married, he has a child, namely the son, which is unmarried. In
the case father is unmarried, we know grandfather is married and has a child, namely the
father, which is unmarried. Thus in all models there exist a married man with unmarried
child. Based on this reasoning, we conclude that the answer is yes.

3.7.2 Tableaux Algorithm Demonstration

Consider the ontology Σ = 〈T ,A〉 with TBox T consisting of single GCI axiom

B ≡ ¬A

and empty ABox A. Decide whether the concept

∃R.A u ∃R.B u ∀R.(A tB)
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is satisfiable.
The tableaux algorithm computation is illustrated by Figure 3.5. In the following we

comment on every step of the computation.
(1) The tableaux algorithm starts with individual i1 and labels it with concept expres-

sion ∃R.A u ∃R.B u ∀R.(A t B). Then tableaux expansion rules are applied in the order
specified by Table 3.4.

(2) By application of u-rule to concept ∃R.Au∃R.B u∀R.(AtB) of individual i1, the
individual i1 is labeled with ∃R.A, ∃R.B and ∀R.(A tB).

(3) By application of ∃-rule to concept ∃R.A of individual i1, a new individual i2 is
created and labeled with A, and i1 is connected to i2 with role R.

(4) By application of ∃-rule to concept ∃R.B of individual i1, a new individual i3 is
created and labeled with B, and i1 is connected to i3 with role R. Notice that ∃-rule always
creates a new individual.

(5) The concept B of individual i3, is expanded according to TBox T , therefore i3 is
labeled with ¬A.

(6) By application of ∀-rule to concept ∀R.(A tB) of individual i1, all the individuals
connected to i1 by role R are labeled with A u B. Therefore individuals i2 and i3 are
labeled with A tB.

(7) Now application of t-rule to concept AtB of individual i2 leads to nondeterministic
choice: i2 is labeled by either A or B. This creates two subbranches (i2 : A) and (i2 : B).
The current branch is satisfiable iff any of the subbranches (i2 : A) and (i2 : B) is satisfiable.

In the first subbranch (i2 : A), individual i2 should be labeled with A. Since A is already
labeled with A, algorithm continues applying expansion rules to subbranch (i2 : A).

(If there would not be found a satisfiable subbranch of (i2 : A), then tableaux algorithm
would consider (i2 : B). As we will see, this would not be necessary.)

(8) Now, in the subbranch (i2 : A), application of t-rule to concept AtB of individual
i3 leads again to nondeterministic choice: i3 is labeled by either A or B. This creates two
subbranches (i3 : A) and (i3 : B) of (i2 : A). The current branch (i2 : A) is satisfiable iff
any of the subbranches (i3 : A) and (i3 : B) is satisfiable.

In the first subbranch (i3 : A), individual i3 is labeled with A. But i3 was already
labeled with ¬A in step (5). Since there are both A and ¬A among labels of i3, there is a
clash and the subbranch (i3 : A) is not satisfiable.

The tableaux algorithm needs to backtrack and check the second subbranch (i3 : B),
in which the individual i3 is labeled with B.

Since this subbranch (i3 : B) is complete (no more expansion rules are applicable) and
clash-free (no contradiction exists in the subbranch), this subbranch is satisfiable.

Therefore the answer to the problem is “yes“ — the concept ∃R.Au∃R.Bu∀R.(AtB)
is satisfiable.

The canonical model is directly obtained from labeling of individuals and edges in the
satisfiable subbranch of the tableaux (only atomic concept and rule names are considered).
There are three individuals i1, i2 and i3. Individual i1 is connected to both i2 and i3 with
role R. The individual i2 belongs to concept A, the individual i3 belongs to concept B.
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Figure 3.5: A demonstration of tableaux algorithm to problem: is concept ∃R.Au∃R.B u
∀R.(A t B) satisfiable given the ontology Σ = 〈T ,A〉 with T consisting of a single GCI
axiom B ≡ ¬A and an empty A ?
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3.7.3 Expressing Concept or Role Features

Not all properties of DL required by users must be specific language constructs. They may
be attainable by other and already defined constructs. The following example, shows how
can we define the domain and range of a role.

Consider a role manages. The domain and range of the role may be defined by GCIs in
the TBox of knowledge base.

∃manages.> v Manager

> v ∀manages.Employee.

By the two GCIs we restrict only to particular models: for every model I of the TBox, it
holds managesI ⊆ ManagerI × EmployeeI .

However, not all intended features are expressible by present language constructs. In
particular, we deal with expressing “any individual elephant is bigger than any individual
mouse” in Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

Reasoning in Description Logic with
Rules Using First Order Reasoner

One of practical disadvantages of first order logic (FOL) is its undecidability. Various
description logics (DL) were presented as decidable fragments of FOL.

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is widely used for describing ontologies. OWL
provides constructs equivalent to presented SHOIQ DL. Due to limitations of OWL,
World Wide Web Consortium proposed Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) – a Horn
clause extension to OWL that overcomes many of the limitations.

In this paper we present a reasoner for OWL and SWRL that translates a given ontology
into FOL, performs reasoning using a FOL reasoner and interprets the result in terms of
the given ontology.

4.1 Description Logics

In this section we present syntax and semantics of DL. We also define the related reasoning
problems.

Presented logic is based on a well known DL ALC [BDD+03]. This logic is also referred
as S. Adding more expressive properties of roles and constructors for concepts we finally
obtain SHOIQ [Ano05] DL.

Table 4.1 lists the syntax and semantics of role expressions.

Definition 4.1 (Roles). Let R be a set of role names which includes functional role names
Rf ⊆ R, inverse functional role names Rif ⊆ R, symmetric role names Rs ⊆ R and
transitive role names R+ ⊆ R. The set of SI roles is R ∪ {R− | R ∈ R}.

To avoid considering roles such as R−− we define a function inv on roles such that
inv(R) = R− if R is role name, and inv(R) = S if R = S−.
SHI is obtained from SI by adding a set of role inclusion axioms R = {Ri v Si | 1 ≤

i ≤ n}, where Ri and Si are (possibly inverse) role names (RBox). For a set of role
inclusion axioms R we define role hierarchy

R+ = (R∪ {inv(R) v inv(S) | (R v S) ∈ R},v∗)

45
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Construct Name Syntax Semantics (in FOL)

Atomic role R RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I S
Functional role R ∈ Rf 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ 〈x, z〉 ∈ RI ⇒ y = z
Inverse functional role R ∈ Rif 〈y, x〉 ∈ RI ∧ 〈z, x〉 ∈ RI ⇒ y = z
Symmetric role R ∈ Rs 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ⇒ 〈y, x〉 ∈ RI
Transitive role R ∈ R+ RI ⊆ (RI)+

Inverse role R− {〈x, y〉 | 〈y, x〉 ∈ RI} I
Role hierarchy R v S RI ⊆ SI H

Table 4.1: Syntax and semantics of role expressions in DLs.

Construct Name Syntax Semantics (in FOL)

Universal concept (Top) > ∆I

Atomic concept A AI ⊆ ∆I

Negation ¬C ∆I \ CI
Conjunction C uD CI ∩DI S
Disjunction C tD CI ∪DI
Exists restriction ∃R.C {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}
Value restriction ∀R.C {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ⇒ y ∈ CI}
Qualified number restriction ≥ nR.C {x ∈ ∆I | |RI(x) ∩ CI}| ≥ n} Q
Qualified number restriction ≤ nR.C {x ∈ ∆I | |RI(x) ∩ CI}| ≤ n}
Nominal o ∈ CI oI |o| = 1 O

Table 4.2: Syntax and semantics of concept expressions in DLs.

where v∗ is transitive reflexive closure of v over R∪ {inv(R) v inv(S) | (R v S) ∈ R}.
SHIQ is obtained from SHI by adding qualifying number restrictions, i.e. concepts of

the form (≤ nR.C) and (≥ nR.C), where n is nonnegative integer, R is simple (possibly
inverse) role and C is concept. A role is called simple iff it is neither transitive nor has
transitive subroles.
SHOIQ is obtained from SHIQ by allowing also nominals in concepts.

Note that only simple roles are allowed in qualifying number restrictions. This lim-
itation stems from a doubtful semantics (of transitive functional roles) and partly from
simplifying of decision procedures [HST99].

Definition 4.2 (Concepts). Let C be a set of concept names which includes a set of
nominals CI ⊆ C. Concept descriptions are build up from atomic concepts using the
concept expressions listed in Table 4.2 .

Define RI(x) = {y ∈ ∆I | 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI}.
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Definition 4.3 (Semantics). An interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) consists of a domain ∆I and
an interpretation function ·I, which assigns to every concept C a set CI ⊆ ∆I and to every
role R a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I, such that for all concepts A,C,D, roles R, S and
nonnegative integer n, the semantic properties given in tables 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied.

An interpretation satisfies a role hierarchy R+ iff RI ⊆ SI for every (R v∗ S) ∈ R+.
We say that I is a model of R+ and denote this by I |= R+.

A concept is called satisfiable with respect to a role hierarchy R+ if there is some inter-
pretation I such that I |= R+ and CI 6= ∅. Such interpretation is called model of C w.r.t.
R+.

A concept D subsumes a concept C w.r.t. R+ iff CI ⊆ DI holds for each model I of
R+.

For an interpretation I, an individual x ∈ ∆I is called and instance of a concept C iff
x ∈ CI.
Definition 4.4 (Terminology). A terminology (TBox) is a finite set of general concept
inclusion axioms T = {C1 v D1, . . . , Cn v Dn}, where Ci and Di are arbitrary SHOIQ
concepts.

An interpretation I is said to be a model of T iff CIi ⊆ DIi holds for all (Ci v Di) ∈ T .
A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff there exists a model I of T such that CI 6= ∅. In

this case we also say that I is a model of C.
A concept D subsumes a concept C w.r.t. T iff for every model I of T we have

CI ⊆ DI. In this case we write C vT D or T |= C v D.
Two concepts C and D are equivalent w.r.t. T if CI = DI for every model I of T . In

this case we write C =T D or T |= C = D.
We use concept equality axioms of the form C ≡ D as a shortcut for {C v D,D v C}.
Note that cyclic terminologies are not allowed in SHOIQ.

Definition 4.5 (Assertion Box). An assertion box (ABox) is a finite set of membership
assertions A = {Rk(ai, aj) | (i, j, k) ∈ I} ∪ {Cj(ai) | (i, j) ∈ J}, where the I, J are index
sets and the ai-s and aj-s are constants corresponding to the individuals in the ABox.

The related reasoning problems include consistency, instance checking (given a concept
C and an individual a, verify if C(a) holds), realization (given an individual a, find the
most specific concept a is an instance of) and retrieval problem (given a concept C, find
all instances from A that are instance of C).

An example by [BDD+03] of an family ontology is shown in Figure 4.1.
All the DL reasoning problems can be reduced to concept satisfiability. For concepts

C and D the following holds:

C is subsumed by D ⇐⇒ C u ¬D is unsatisfiable.

For more reductions between reasoning problems see [BDD+03].
Many DL reasoners were developed that use tableaux algorithms to perform reasoning

tasks. For every set of role and concept expressions a specialized algorithm is used. See
[Hor97] for notes on implementing DL reasoner FaCT++ and [Ano05] for a goal directed
tableaux-based decision procedure for SHOIQ DL.
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Roles (RBox):

hasChild− = hasParent

hasChild v hasDescendant

{hasDescendant} ∈ R+

Terminology (TBox):

Woman ≡ Person u Female

Man ≡ Person u ¬Woman

Mother ≡ Woman u ∃hasChild.Person

Father ≡ Man u ∃hasChild.Person

Parent ≡ Father tMother

Grandmother ≡ Mother u ∃hasChild.Parent

MotherWithManyChildren ≡ Mother u ≥ 3hasChild

MotherWithoutDoughter ≡ Mother u ∀hasChild.¬Woman

Wife ≡ Woman u ∃hasHusband.Man

Assertions (ABox):

MotherWithouthDoughter(MARY)
hasChild(MARY,PETER)
hasChild(MARY,PAUL)

Father(PETER)
hasChild(PETER,HARRY)

Figure 4.1: An example of a family ontology.
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4.2 Translation into First Order Logic

We developed a DL reasoner that takes an ontology, translates it into FOL, performs
reasoning task in FOL and interprets the result in terms of DL. This is reasonable as
adding rules to DL leads to FOL reasoning.

To our knowledge, the only DL reasoner based on this idea is Hoolet [Hoo]. It is
considered as an experimental DL reasoner and only a few promising results are published
by the authors. Similar encouraging experiments are reported in [TRBH04].

4.2.1 Description of Translation

The translation follows the semantics of SHOIQ given in the previous section.
Due to variable-free syntax of DL and the fact that concepts denote sets of individuals,

the translation yields a formula in one free variable.
We give a translation τx which translates SHOIQ concepts into FOL formulae with one

free variable x. Each concept A is viewed as a unary predicate symbol and each role name
R is viewed as a binary predicate symbol. We use unary notation for variable names and
s(x) represents the next variable after x. The translation of concepts is given as follows:

τx(A) = A(x)

τx(C uD) = τx(C) ∧ τx(D)

τx(C tD) = τx(C) ∨ τx(D)

τx(∃R.C) = ∃y = s(x) (R(x, y) ∧ τy(C))

τx(∀R.C) = ∀y = s(x) (R(x, y)⇒ τy(C))

τx(≥ nR.C) = ∃y1, . . . , yn

(∧
i<j

yi 6= yj ∧
∧
i

(R(x, yi) ∧ C(yi))

)

τx(≤ nR.C) = ∀y1, . . . , yn+1

((∧
i<j

yi 6= yj ∧
∧
i

C(yi)

)
⇒
∨
i

¬R(x, yi)

)

A translation that uses only two variables for qualified number restrictions is given in
[BDD+03]. In our translation we use a new variable for each nesting level of qualified
number restrictions.

Given a translation τx for concepts, an RBox R = {Ri v Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, an TBox
T = {Ci v Di | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, two index sets I, J and an ABox A = {Rk(ai, aj) | (i, j, k) ∈
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I} ∪ {Cj(ai) | (i, j) ∈ J}, we define

τ(R) =
m∧
i=1

∀x, y (Ri(x, y)⇒ Si(x, y))

∧
∧
R∈R

∀x, y
(
R(x, y)⇔ R−(y, x)

)
∧
∧

R∈Rf

∀x, y, z (R(x, y) ∧R(x, z)⇒ y = z)

∧
∧

R∈Rif

∀x, y, z (R(y, x) ∧R(z, x)⇒ y = z)

∧
∧

R∈Rs

∀x, y (R(x, y)⇒ R(y, x))

∧
∧

R∈R+

∀x, y, z (R(x, y) ∧R(y, z)⇒ R(x, z))

τ(T ) =
n∧

i=1

∀x (τx(Ci)⇒ τx(Di))

τ(A) =
∧

(i,j,k)∈I

Rk(ai, aj) ∧
∧

(i,j)∈J

Cj(ai)

The following theorem states how we perform the reasoning tasks in FOL.

Theorem 4.6. Given an RBox R and an TBox T .

(i) A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff the formula τx(C)∧ τ(T )∧ τ(R) is satisfiable.

(ii) A concept C is subsumed by a concept D w.r.t. T iff the formula τx(C) ∧ ¬τx(D) ∧
τ(T ) ∧ τ(R) is unsatisfiable.

(iii) An ABox A is consistent with T iff the formula τ(A) ∧ τ(T ) ∧ τ(R) is satisfiable.

4.2.2 Implementation

We implemented a DL reasoner that works according to the presented translation. The
reasoner is implemented as server which takes an ontology description through DIG inter-
face [DIG], translates it into FOL represented in TPTP format [SS] and calls external FOL
reasoner Otter [Ott] to check satisfiability.

We used DL reasoner Pellet [Pel] for representing ontologies, but we do not take advan-
tage of its reasoning capabilities. It is possible to use a different FOL prover since TPTP
format is supported in many of them.

Otter is a refutation theorem prover. It takes a set of formulae as input and tries to
derive an empty formula. If it succeeds, then the the given set of formulae is unsatisfiable.

We sum up the issues we encountered during the implementation of the reasoner.
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• In OWL each role has assigned a domain and range. We do not employ this infor-
mation in translation since DIG interface does not support this feature.

• Nominals do not need to be handled specially as their properties are hidden in concept
definitions.

• The universal concept > is maintained as an ordinary concept. Thus we need to
append the following formulae to τ(T ):∧

C∈C

∀x (C(x)⇒ >(x))

where > is a new predicate symbol.

4.2.3 Further Work

We describe some ideas that might lead to speed improvement of FOL reasoning.
Firstly, we let Otter decide the FOL reasoning strategy and inference rules to use. A

careful examination of selected inference rules might lead to faster FOL reasoning. Another
FOL reasoner might be more suitable for this kind of reasoning.

There is a big overhead when calling external program from Java. A connection with
an Java FOL reasoner may lead to a speed improvement. Unfortunately, we haven’t found
any state-of-the-art Java reasoner.

Our translation produced also formulae that might not be necessary in deciding sat-
isfiability. A relevant only translation produces only formulae that are relevant for the
reasoning. Consider subsumption testing of concepts C and D. Then only concepts (and
their relevant concepts) that are used in axioms that contain C or D are relevant. Passing
only the relevant axioms lowers the size of input for FOL reasoner, possibly leading to
lower running time.

Although DL is decidable, the reasoning in FOL is not. The translation into a guarded
fragment of FOL might guarantee decidability of FOL reasoning. The guarded fragment
may also include a class of rules that do not lead to undecidability.

4.3 Rules

SWRL was standardized to increase the expressive power of OWL (which is equal to
SHOIQ DL). SWRL allows rules that are function-free Horn clauses.

OWL DL and SWRL are both decidable logics. However, their combination is unde-
cidable [HPSBT05]. One of the main reasons for this undecidability is that rules allow
reasoning with all the individuals in interpretation domain.
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hasParent(?x, ?y) ∧ hasBrother(?y, ?z) −→ hasUncle(?x, ?z)

hasMother(?x, ?m) ∧ hasFather(?x, ?f)
∧ hasMother(?y, ?m) ∧ hasFather(?y, ?f)

−→ hasSibling(?x, ?y)

Beer(?x) −→ Happy(JOHN)

Figure 4.2: An example of rules for family ontology.

4.3.1 Syntax and Semantics

The syntax of a rule is
antecedent −→ consequent

where both antecedent and consequent are conjunctions of atoms. We consider only rules
where both antecedent and consequent are Horn clauses.

Definition 4.7 (Rule). A rule has the form

B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bm −→ H1 ∧ . . . ∧Hn

where Bi and Hj are atoms, i.e. primitive concepts, roles, equalities or inequalities. The
atoms are applied to nominals or variables. Variables are indicated by prefixing them with
a question mark, i.e. ?x.

Definition 4.8 (Semantics of a rule). Given an interpretation I, a binding B(I) is an
interpretation that extends I such that B(I) maps variables to interpretation domain ∆I.

Let H be antecedent and B be consequent of the rule H −→ B. Let V = {x1, . . . , xv}
be set of all variables in this rule and let the evaluation e maps variables to ∆I.

Interpretation I respects interpretation B(I) if for all individuals a1, . . . , av ∈ ∆I:

I |= B(a1, . . . , av) iff B(I) |= H(x1, . . . , xv)[e]

for all e such that e(xi) = ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ v.

A rule is satisfied by an interpretation I iff I respects interpretation B(I).

In Figure 4.2, there is an example of rules that can be added to the family ontology
presented in Figure 4.1. Note that due to the prenex operations the last rule can be read:
If there exist a Beer, then John is Happy.

4.3.2 Translation of Rules

A rule is translated into an implication in which all free variables are universally quantified.
Thus a rule

B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bm −→ H1 ∧ . . . ∧Hn
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Atom FOL Condition

C(?x) C(x)
R(?x, ?y) R(x, y)
?x =?y x = y
?x 6=?y x 6= y

Table 4.3: Translation of rule atoms.

is translated into formula (called rule axiom)

∀x1, . . . , xk ((τ(B1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(Bm))⇒ (τ(H1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(Hn)))

where x1, . . . , xk are all free variables occurring in Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and Hj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Translation τ of atoms is given in Table 4.3.
Given an ontology and a collection of rules, we translate the ontology into FOL as

described in previous section and add the FOL axioms generated by translating the rules.
The resulting theory is passed to a FOL prover to perform a reasoning task.

4.3.3 Reasoner Performance

We tested our implementation of reasoner dl2fol that works according to the presented
algorithm. The tests were performed on the family ontology (Figure 4.1) with rules (Figure
4.2) and Wine ontology [Conc]. The tables 4.4 and 4.5 summarize the running times for
checking satisfiability of each concept.

The results are split into two categories. In the group named success, the reasoner
returned an expected result. All other results belong to group named fail. A result can
fail from various reasons:

(i) the reasoner returned a result which is not expected (this should not happen since
the translation is preserving and FOL reasoner is sound and complete),

(ii) the reasoner failed as a result of technical problems (e.g. the FOL reasoner cannot
handle the number of axioms or runs out of resources)

(iii) the reasoner hadn’t find a result in a time limit (300 seconds limit was used for
testing).

The reported time is average time of a successful satisfiability test.
The testing computer had an AMD Opteron 1 GHz processor and 1 GB RAM.
In the family ontology we observe typical characteristics. The FaCT++ is generally

faster than Pellet. The dl2fol reasoner is 70 times slower than specialized DL reasoners.
On the other hand, adding rules to the ontology led to a lower slowdown of dl2fol (each
rule used at most four variables). Testing satisfiability of one concept hadn’t finished in
the time limit.
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Reasoner Total Success Fail Avg. Time [s]

FaCT++ 11 11 0 0.013
Pellet 11 11 0 0.015
dl2fol 11 10 1 0.941
dl2fol w. rules 11 10 1 0.967

Table 4.4: Satisfiability results for family ontology.

Reasoner Total Success Fail Avg. Time [s]

FaCT++ 346 346 0 0.036
Pellet 346 346 0 0.039
dl2fol 346 287 59 45.875

Table 4.5: Satisfiability results for wine ontology.

The Wine ontology contains 346 concepts and 16 roles. Although the Wine ontology
contains 30 times more concepts than the family ontology, the FaCT++ and Pellet rea-
soners’ run time is only 3 times slower. The dl2fol slowdown and failed number of runs
increased substantially.

4.3.4 Further Work

An interesting challenge is to develop a class of (rich enough) rules that, when combined
with DL, will lead to decidable logic. An implementation with less expressive rules, called
DL-safe rules, is described in [MSS04].

Similarly as in DL, we can omit irrelevant rule axioms in reasoning tasks. An axiom
is said to be irrelevant to a consistency test of C if it can be shown (i.e. via a syntactic
analysis) that removing it from the ontology would not affect the interpretation of C; other
axioms are called relevant.

4.4 Conclusion

We presented a translation from DL to FOL. This was possible due to the limited expres-
sivity of SHOIQ compared with FOL. Cyclic TBoxes with least fixpoint semantics go
beyond the expressive power of FOL. Also DLs with transitive closure of roles are beyond
FOL: we need to express transitivity of R and that R∗ is the smallest relation including
R, which cannot be expressed in FOL.

We implemented a reasoner that takes an ontology, translates it into FOL, passes the
set of formulae to FOL reasoner, and interprets the result in terms of given ontology.
The reasoning in FOL is undecidable and some concepts weren’t proved to be satisfiable.
Compared to DL reasoners, the reasoning is much slower.
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Next, we extended our reasoner with Horn rules. The FOL reasoning with rules were
only few per cent slower than FOL reasoning without rules.



Chapter 5

Cartesian Product in Description
Logics

We extend two description logics by introducing cartesian product (CP) of concepts and
roles. For SROIQ, we show how CP axioms can be reduced using other language con-
structs. For EL++, we present a polynomial algorithm for subsumption checking with
CP axioms. We prove that the introduction of CP does not increase the complexity of
reasoning tasks in both SROIQ and EL++.

5.1 Introduction

Research in the description logic (DL) area focused on developing a rich ontology language
that guarantees decidability. The DL SROIQ was accepted as a next version of the Web
Ontology Language 1.1 (OWL). The expressivity of this logic is high as is the NExpTime-
hard complexity of reasoning [Kaz08]. Conversely, the search for a DL for which reasoning
is polynomial led to the EL++ [BBL05].

Several extensions of EL++ were proposed to increase expressive power without in-
creasing the worst-case complexity. [BBL08] extend EL++ by reflexive roles and range
restrictions.

In this paper we introduce cartesian product of concepts and roles into both SROIQ
and EL++. The cartesian product of concepts is also discussed in [RKH08] as concept
product. The ontology developers expressed [Bor94] the concern in cartesian product, but
it was not extensively studied to date.

To demonstrate the possibilities introduced by cartesian product we consider several ex-
amples. The following rule states that any individual elephant is bigger than any individual
mouse:

∀x∀y Elephant(x) ∧Mouse(y)→ biggerThan(x, y)

Using the usual DL semantics this rule expresses that ElephantI ×MouseI ⊆ biggerThanI

and using our syntax we write this rule as an axiom as follows:

Elephant×Mouse v biggerThan

56
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Such a rule is not directly expressible in DLs. The rule can be modeled only in the most
expressible DLs including SROIQ. Even using the DL-safe rules one might only say that
all named elephants are bigger than all named mice, while the CP axioms consider all
(including the derived) individuals.

Using the cartesian product of roles we can express that everything one owns (e.g. a
pet) likes his or her spouse:

∀x∀y∀z owns(x, y) ∧marriedTo(x, z)→ likes(y, z)

Using our notation we express the rule as an axiom as follows:

owns×marriedTo v likes

The introduction of CP of concepts allows the ontology to express new class axioms.
Using the CP of roles in SROIQ is more readable and natural for ontology designers,
although it may be modeled by other constructs (including role composition). Since EL++

doesn’t allow role composition, the CP of roles is a new construct that allows us to express
facts that are not capturable by other means.

In the following we briefly recall DL SROIQ and extend it by cartesian product axioms
to obtain SROIQ(×). We show how reasoning in SROIQ(×) knowledge base can be
reduced to reasoning in SROIQ knowledge base by reducing the CP axioms. In the similar
manner we extend EL++ and obtain EL++(×). Then we present subsumption checking
and classification algorithm for EL++(×) and show that its time complexity is polynomial.
In the application and conclusion we argue that CP is a powerful feature for ontology
modeling.

5.2 The Cartesian Product in SROIQ(×)

5.2.1 The DL SROIQ
We briefly recall the definition of the SROIQ DL [HKS06]. This DL underlies the OWL
1.1 submission.

Consider disjoint finite sets of concept names NC , role names NR containing the uni-
versal role U ∈ NR, and individual names NI .

Definition 5.1 (RBox). The set R of atomic roles is defined as R = NR∪{R− | R ∈ NR}.
For convenience define inv(R−) = R and inv(R) = R−.
The new roles are build using the role constructors listed in Table 5.1 (for semantics

see Definition 5.4).
A SROIQ role box (RBox) is a set R = Rh∪Ra, where Rh is a regular role hierarchy

and Ra is a finite set of role assertions.
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Construct Name Syntax Semantics (in FOL)

Atomic role R RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I

Inverse role R− {〈x, y〉 | 〈y, x〉 ∈ RI}
Universal role U ∆I ×∆I

Role inclusion R ◦ S {〈x, z〉 | ∃y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ 〈y, z〉 ∈ SI}
Role hierarchy (RI) R v S RI ⊆ SI

Concept product C ×D v R CI ×DI ⊆ RI

Role product R1 ×R2 v R {〈y, z〉 | ∃y∃z : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI1 ∧ 〈x, z〉 ∈ RI2} ⊆ RI

Table 5.1: Syntax and semantics of role expressions in SROIQ.

Construct Name Syntax Semantics (in FOL)

Universal concept (Top) > ∆I

Bottom ⊥ ∅
Atomic concept A AI ⊆ ∆I

Negation ¬C ∆I \ CI
Conjunction C uD CI ∩DI
Disjunction C tD CI ∪DI
Exists restriction ∃R.C {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}
Value restriction ∀R.C {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ⇒ y ∈ CI}
Qualified number restriction ≥ nR.C {x ∈ ∆I | |RI(x) ∩ CI}| ≥ n}
Qualified number restriction ≤ nR.C {x ∈ ∆I | |RI(x) ∩ CI}| ≤ n}
Nominal a ∈ NI {a} {aI}
Concept hierarchy (GCI) C v D CI ⊆ DI

Table 5.2: Syntax and semantics of concept descriptions in SROIQ.

Definition 5.2 (TBox). The SROIQ concept descriptions are build up from concept
names NC using the concept constructors listed in Table 5.2.

A general concept inclusion axiom (GCI) is an expression of the form C v D where C
and D are SROIQ concept descriptions.

A SROIQ terminology box (TBox) is a finite set of GCIs.

The CP of roles as defined here agrees with functional cartesian product used in math-
ematics. The exists restriction ∃R.> is then a projection of R on the first argument.

Definition 5.3. A SROIQ knowledge base consists of SROIQ RBox R, SROIQ TBox
T and SROIQ ABox A.

Definition 5.4. The interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) consists of a domain ∆I and a valuation
·I which associates

• with each concept name C a subset CI ⊆ ∆I,
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• with each role name R a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I,

• with each individual name a an element aI ∈ ∆I.

The function ·I is inductively extended to role and concept descriptions as shown in
tables 5.1 and 5.2.

An interpretation I satisfies an RI or GCI axiom ϕ if I |= ϕI.
An interpretation I satisfies an a knowledge base KB if it satisfies all RI and CGI

axioms. We then say that I is a model of KB and write I |= KB.
A knowledge base KB is satisfiable if it has a model.
Two knowledge bases are equivalent if they have the same models.
Two knowledge bases are equisatisfiable if both are satisfiable or both are unsatisfiable.

5.2.2 Adding Cartesian Product to SROIQ
Definition 5.5. A cartesian product inclusion axiom (CPI) is an expression of the form

C ×D v R or R1 ×R2 v S,

where C,D ∈ NC are SROIQ concepts and R,R1, R2, S ∈ R are atomic SROIQ roles.
A SROIQ(×) RBox is a union of SROIQ RBox and a finite set of CPIs.
A SROIQ(×) knowledge base KB is the union of a SROIQ(×) RBox R, a SROIQ

TBox T and SROIQ ABox A.

All the definitions of SROIQ apply also to SROIQ(×).

5.2.3 Modeling Cartesian Product in SROIQ
Theorem 5.6 (Transformation). Given an SROIQ(×) knowledge base KB we obtain an
SROIQ knowledge base KB’ as follows:

(i) For every CPI axiom C ×D v R ∈ KB is transformed to KB’ as follows

(a) introduce new role names R1, R2 and add a new RI axiom R1 ◦R2 v R,

(b) introduce new nominal {a} and add new GCIs C v ∃R1.{a} and D v ∃R−2 .{a}.

(ii) For every CPI axiom R1 ×R2 v R ∈ KB is transformed to KB’ as follows:

(a) add a new RI axiom inv(R1) ◦R2 v R.

(iii) All other axioms of KB are copied to KB’.

The knowledge bases KB and KB’ are equisatisfiable.

Proof. Since the transformation replaced all the CPIs in KB, the KB’ is indeed in SROIQ.
To prove equisatisfiability note that the KB’ theory is a conservative extension of the

KB theory. Thus both theories are satisfiable in the same models.
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Theorem 5.7. Every SROIQ(×) knowledge base can be transformed to an equisatisfiable
SROIQ knowledge base in polynomial time.

Proof. Since there is only polynomial number of CPI axioms in KB and transformation of
each is polynomial, the transformation is polynomial time.

We conclude with implications for complexity of reasoning tasks. Satisfiability of
SROIQ(×) knowledge base is decidable [HKS06]. The SROIQ(×) reasoning tasks have
the same complexity as SROIQ reasoning tasks. The tight complexity bound of satisfia-
bility of SROIQ knowledge base is still unknown; it is known that it is NExpTime-hard.

5.3 Reasoning in EL++(×)

5.3.1 The DL EL++

To simplify presentation we consider a variant of EL++ which is obtained from EL++ by
omitting concrete domains. Concrete domains may be treated as in [BBL05] and are not
involved by adding cartesian product constructs. Next, to simplify presentation and keep
the reasoning simpler, we consider only KBs in normal form. The linear time transforma-
tion of general EL++ KB to normal form is given in [BBL05] and the transformation can
also be performed for EL++(×) KB.

Instead of considering RBox and TBox separately as in SROIQ, the EL++ considers
only one set of GCI and RI axioms. Such a knowledge base is called CBox.

Definition 5.8. The set of basic concept descriptions for C is defined as BCC = NC ∪
{{a} | a ∈ NI} ∪ {>}.

The concept descriptions are formed using the constructors from Table 5.3.
An EL++ constraint box (CBox) C is a finite set of RI and CGI axioms.
The EL++ knowledge base in normal form is a finite set of axioms of the following

forms
A v C A uB v C ∃R.A v B A v ∃R.B
R v S R1 ◦R2 v S A×B v R R1 ×R2 v R

where A,B ∈ BCC, C ∈ BCC ∪ {⊥}, R,R1, R2 ∈ NR.
We write C vC D if C v D for all interpretations I that satisfy C.

5.3.2 Subsumption Checking Algorithm for EL++(×)

The polynomial algorithm for subsumption checking and polynomial reduction of other
reasoning tasks to subsumption checking is given in [BBL05]. We extend their work and
present a polynomial subsumption checking algorithm for EL++(×).

The algorithm checks subsumption of two concept names. The following lemma shows
how the subsumption of two (nested) concept descriptions can be reduced to subsumption
of concept names.
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Construct Name Syntax Semantics (in FOL)

Universal concept (Top) > ∆I

Bottom ⊥ ∅
Nominal {a} {aI}
Atomic concept A AI

Conjunction C uD CI ∩DI
Exists restriction ∃R.C {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}
GCI C v D CI ⊆ DI

RI R1 ◦ . . . ◦Rk v S RI1 ◦ . . . ◦RIk ⊆ SI

Concept assertion C(a) aI ∈ CI
Role assertion R(a, b) (aI , bI) ∈ RI

Concept product C ×D v R CI ×DI ⊆ RI

Role product R1 ×R2 v R {〈y, z〉 | ∃y∃z : 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI1 ∧ 〈x, z〉 ∈ RI2} ⊆ RI

Table 5.3: Syntax and semantics of concept descriptions in EL++(×).

Lemma 5.9. Given a normalized CBox C and EL++(×) concept descriptions C and D:

C vC D iff A vC′ B, where C ′ = C ∪ {A v C,D v B}

and A,B are new concept names.

The proof can be found in [BBL05].
Even when checking subsumption, the algorithm classifies the ontology – it computes

subsumptions between all pairs of concept names. The algorithm computes

• a mapping S from BCC to a subset of BCC ∪ {⊥}, and

• a mapping R from NR to a subset of BCC × BCC.

These mappings represent the subsumption of concept names in the following sense:

• if D ∈ S(C) then C v D,

• if (C,D) ∈ R(R) then C v ∃R.D.

The mappings are initialized as follows:

• S(C) = {C,>} for each C ∈ BCC,

• R(R) = ∅ for each R ∈ NR.

Then, the sets S and R are saturated by applying rules in Figure 5.1. The rules
R1–R8 are the same as in algorithm for EL++ [BBL05]. The rules R9, R10 are for
cartesian product of concepts and roles, respectively. Note that the rule R11 is in fact a
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R1 If C ′ v D ∈ KB, C ′ ∈ S(C) then S(C) := S(C) ∪ {D}.
R2 If C1 u C2 v D ∈ KB, C1, C2 ∈ S(C) then S(C) := S(C) ∪ {D}.
R3 If C ′ v ∃R.D ∈ KB, C ′ ∈ S(C) then R(R) := R(R) ∪ {(C,D)}.
R4 If ∃R.D′ v E ∈ KB, D′ ∈ S(D), (C,D) ∈ R(R) then S(C) := S(C) ∪ {E}.
R5 If ⊥ ∈ S(D), (C,D) ∈ R(R) then S(C) := S(C) ∪ {⊥}.
R6 If {a} ∈ S(C) ∩ S(D), C  D then S(C) := S(C) ∪ S(D).
R7 If R v S ∈ KB, (C,D) ∈ R(R) then R(S) := R(S) ∪ {(C,D)}.
R8 If R1 ◦R2 v S ∈ KB, (C,D) ∈ R(R1), (D,E) ∈ R(R2) then R(S) := R(S) ∪ {(C,E)}.
R9 If C ×D v R ∈ KB, D ∈ S(D′), C  D′ then R(R) := R(R) ∪ {(C,D′)}.
R10 If R1 ×R2 v R ∈ KB, (C,D) ∈ R(R1), (C,E) ∈ R(R2) then R(R) := R(R) ∪ {(D,E)}.
R11 If C v C ′ ∈ KB, (C ′, D) ∈ R(R) then R(R) := R(R) ∪ {(C,D)}.

Figure 5.1: Completion rules for the subsumption checking algorithm in EL++(×). A rule
is applied only if it changes the mappings S and R.

notational variant of rule R3: rule R11 propagates a relation R(C ′, D) from parent C ′ to
child C based on the derived relation (C ′, D) ∈ R(R), while rule R3 is based on the CGI
C ′ v ∃R.D.

The rules use binary relation  ⊆ BCC × BCC which is defined for the current context
S and R as follows: C  D iff there are C1, . . . , Ck ∈ BCC such that

(i) C1 = C or C1 = {a} for some individual a ∈ NI ,

(ii) Ck = D,

(iii) (Ci, Ci+1) ∈ R(Ri) for some Ri ∈ NR, 1 ≤ i < k.

Theorem 5.10 (Termination). Given a normalized CBox C, the rules in Figure 5.1 can
only be applied polynomial number of times. Each rule application is polynomial time.

Proof. Given a CBox C, the cardinality of derived NC , NR and NI is linear in size of C. The
cardinality of BCC is linear in size of NC ∪NR. Each rule adds a new element of BCC ∪{⊥}
to a set S(C) for some C ∈ BCC or a tuple (C,D) ∈ BCC × BCC to a set R(R) for some
R ∈ NR. No rule removes elements of these sets. Thus, the sets saturate after a polynomial
number of rule applications.

Each rule application can be done in polynomial time. In particular, the relation  
can be computed in polynomial time (graph reachability).

Since the subsumption algorithm for EL++ is polynomial, the termination theorem
implies that introducing the CPI axioms does not increase the complexity.

After termination, the following lemma explains how to answer subsumption queries.
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Theorem 5.11 (Soundness and completeness). Let S be the mapping obtained by appli-
cation of the rules on normalized CBox C, and let A and B be concept names occurring in
C. Then subsumption A vC B if and only if

(i) B ∈ S(A), or

(ii) ⊥ ∈ S(A), or

(iii) ⊥ ∈ S({a}) for a numeral concept {a} ∈ BCC.

Proof. (Soundness, ⇐) The algoritm applied to a normalized CBox C applies k rules in
total and yields a sequence of mappings S1, . . . ,Sk and R1, . . . ,Rk. Let A and B be two
concept names such that RHS is satisfied. To show that A vC B we prove the following
claim.

Claim 5.12. For all n ∈ N , models I of C, R ∈ NR, and x ∈ CI, the following holds:

(a) if D ∈ Sn(C) then x ∈ DI; and

(b) if (C,D) ∈ Rn(R) then there is y ∈ ∆I with (x, y) ∈ RI and y ∈ DI.

Proof of Claim 5.12. The claim is proved by induction on n. Let I be a model of C
and x ∈ CI .

For induction start n = 0. In point (a), S0(C) = {C,>}. Thus x ∈ CI implies
x ∈ S0(C). The point (b) is immediate since R0 = ∅ for all R ∈ NR.

The induction step. For point (a), assume D ∈ Sn(C)\Sn−1(C), otherwise we are done
by induction hypothesis. We make a case distinction according to which rule was used to
add concept D to Sn. For details about application of rules R1 - R6 see [BBL05].

For point (b), assume (C,D) ∈ Rn(R) \ Rn−1(R), otherwise we are done by induction
hypothesis. We make a case distinction according to which rule was used to add concept
(C,D) to Rn(R). For details about application of rules R7 - R8 see [BBL05].

R9 Then there exists a D ∈ Sn−1(D′), there are C1, . . . , Ck ∈ BCC such that

(i) C1 = C or C1 = {a} for some individual a ∈ NI ,

(ii) Ck = D′,

(iii) (Ci, Ci+1) ∈ Rn−1(Ri) for some Ri ∈ NR, 1 ≤ i < k

and a CPI C ×D v R ∈ KB for some C,D.
By point (b) of induction hypothesis, there are y1, . . . , yk ∈ ∆I such that

(i) y1 ∈ {x} ∪ {aI | a ∈ NI},

(ii) yk ∈ CIk = D′I ,

(iii) (yi, yi+1) ∈ RIi for some Ri ∈ NR, 1 ≤ i < k.
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By (ii) and point (a) of induction hypothesis, D ∈ Sn−1(D′) implies yk ∈ DI . The
assumption x ∈ CI and C1 = C in (i) imply x = y1. Since C × D v R ∈ KB we have
(x, yk) ∈ RI as required.

R10 Then there is an

• D ∈ BCC such that (C,D) ∈ Rn−1(R1), and

• E ∈ BCC such that (C,E) ∈ Rn−1(R2)

and a CPI R1 ×R2 v R ∈ KB for some R1, R2.
By point (b) of induction hypothesis applied twice,

• there is a y ∈ ∆I such that (x, y) ∈ RI1 and y ∈ DI , and

• there is a z ∈ ∆I such that (x, z) ∈ RI2 and y ∈ EI .

Since R1 ×R2 v R ∈ KB we have (y, z) ∈ RI as required.
R11 Then there are C ′, D ∈ BCC such that (C ′, D) ∈ Rn−1(R), and a CGI C v C ′ ∈

KB for some C,C ′.
Since C v C ′ ∈ KB, we have x ∈ C ′I . By point (b) of induction hypothesis, there is a

y ∈ ∆I such that (x, y) ∈ RI and y ∈ DI . This we have (x, y) ∈ RI as required.
This finishes the proof of Claim 5.12.

Using the claim we prove A vC B. We make a case distinction according to what
condition of RHS is satisfied.

(i) Let B ∈ Sl(A). By Claim 5.12 (a), we have x ∈ BI for all models I of C and all
x ∈ AI . In other words A vC B.

(ii) Let ⊥ ∈ Sl(A). By Claim 5.12 (a), we have x ∈ ⊥I for all models I of C and all
x ∈ AI . In other words there are no models I of C with AI 6= ∅. Thus A vC B.

(iii) Let ⊥ ∈ Sl({a}) for some individual name a. By Claim 5.12 (a), we have aI ∈ ⊥I
for all models I of C. In other words there are no models C. Thus A vC B.

This finishes the proof of soundness.

(Completeness, ⇒) We show the contrapositive: if no of the RHS conditions (i)–(iii)
hold, then there is a model I of C in which A 6vC B. The proof proceeds by constructing
a model I of C such that a ∈ AI \ BI for some a ∈ ∆I . In the model, each nonempty
concept name contains exactly one characteristic individual. To take into account the
inferred equalities, the concept names are factorized.

We define BC−C = {C ∈ BCC | A C} and a relation ∼ on BC−C as follows:

C ∼ D iff C = D or {a} ∈ S(C) ∩ S(D) for some individual name a.

We now show that the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation. The reflexivity and sym-
metry is obvious. The transitivity follows from rule R6.
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Properties of ∼ allow as to use [C] to denote the equivalence class of C ∈ BC−C w.r.t.
∼.

We now define an interpretation I as follows:

∆I = {[C] | C ∈ BC−C }
CI = {[D] ∈ ∆I | C ∈ S(D)} for all C ∈ NC

aI = [{a}] for all a ∈ NI

RI = {([C], [D]) ∈ ∆I ×∆I | (C,D) ∈ R(R)} for all R ∈ NR

In the definition, all concept names not in BCC and roles not in NR are interpreted as
the empty set. Each individual name {a} 6∈ BCC is interpreted as aI = [A] (the choice is
arbitrary). The interpretation of concepts is well-defined since C 6∈ S(⊥) for all C ∈ NC .
Thus the interpretation is well-defined.

We now claim a correspondence between I and S.

Claim 5.13. For all [C] ∈ ∆I and D ∈ BCC ∪ {⊥}, we have

[C] ∈ DI iff D ∈ S(C)

Proof of Claim 5.13 (by [BBL05]). We make a case distinction according to the form
of D:

• D = >. From properties of interpretations we have [C] ∈ >I , and in initialization
> ∈ S(C).

• D = ⊥. From semantics C 6∈ ⊥I . To obtain ⊥ 6∈ S(C), we show that ⊥ 6∈ S(E)
for all E ∈ BC−C . For contradiction suppose that there exists an E ∈ BC−C such
that ⊥ ∈ S(E). From definition of BC−C we have that A  E. Thus there are
C1, . . . , Ck ∈ BCC such that

(i) C1 = C or C1 = {a} for some individual a ∈ NI ,

(ii) Ck = E,

(iii) (Ci, Ci+1) ∈ R(Ri) for some Ri ∈ NR, 1 ≤ i < k.

Applying rule R5, from ⊥ ∈ S(Ck), (Ck−1, Ck) ∈ R(R) we obtain ⊥ ∈ S(Ck−1).
Applying the rule inductively we obtain ⊥ ∈ S(C1). But as A is a concept name,
this contradicts the initial assumption.

• D ∈ NC . Immediately from definition of I.

• D = {a}. ⇒: Let [C] ∈ {a}I . From definition of I we have [C] = [{a}] and hence
C ∼ {a}. From initialization {a} ∈ S({a}). Altogether {a} ∈ S(C). ⇐: Let
{a} ∈ S(C). This yields [{a}] ∼ [C] by definition of ∼ and equivalence class. Thus
aI = [C] and this implies [C] ∈ {a}I by semantics.
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This finishes the proof of Claim 5.13.

We now show that I 6|= A v B. Since A ∈ BC−C , we find A is nonempty and thus
[A] ∈ ∆I . Due to initialization of S we have A ∈ S(A), thus we also have [A] ∈ AI . From
RHS (i) and (ii) we assume B 6∈ S(A). By Claim 5.13, we have [A] 6∈ BI . Altogether
[A] ∈ AI \BI .

We now show that I is model of C. We make a case distinction according to the possible
forms of axioms.

• The axioms D v E, D1 uD2 v E, D v ∃R.E, ∃R.D v E, R v S, and R1 ◦R2 v R
are proved in [BBL05].

• C ×D v R. Let [C ′] ∈ CI and [D′] ∈ DI . Then Claim 5.13 yields C ∈ S(C ′) and
D ∈ S(D′). Since D′ ∈ BCC, we have A  D′. By definition of  and reduction
A v C, this implies C  D′. Thus rule R9 is applied to yield (C,D′) ∈ R(R).
By applying R11 we also obtained (C ′, D′) ∈ R(R). By definition of I we have
([C ′], [D′]) ∈ RI as required.

• R1 × R2 v R. Let ([C], [D]) ∈ RI1 and ([C], [E]) ∈ RI2 . Then there are [D′] = [D]
and [E ′] = [E] such that (C,D′) ∈ R(R1) and (C,E ′) ∈ R(R2) By applying R10 we
obtain (D′, E ′) ∈ R(S). By definition of I we have ([D′], [E ′]) = ([D], [E]) ∈ SI as
required.

This finishes proof of completeness.

There are several references to [BBL05] in the proof. This is the most comprehensive
paper describing EL++. It presents a subsumption checking algorithm and proves it sound
and complete. Since we extended EL++ by introducing new rules, our proof follows the
same lines and takes the newly added rules for cartesian products into account.

5.4 Application

We demonstrate the applications of cartesian product in two examples. First, we use CP
in an ontology. Then, we report results on reasoning about an EL++ ontology with CPI
axioms using the dl2fol reasoner introduced in Chapter 4.

5.4.1 Cartesian Product in an Ontology

Using only the concept product [RKH08] were unable to express the rule

∀x∀y marriedTo(x, y) ∧ loves(x, y)→ Happy(x)

We show how this can be modeled using the cartesian product of roles.
First, add a new role hasHappySpouse and axiom

marriedTo× loves v hasHappySpouse
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Second, we need to identify the individuals x for which hasHappySpouse(x, x). In more
expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, it is enough to define the role hasHappySpouse as reflexive.

Third, we choose the approach based on particular DL.
For SROIQ we define the concept Happy with a new CGI

∃marriedTo.∃hasHappySpouse.> v Happy.

Reflexive roles do not exists in EL++(×) and thus we take use of a diagonalization
trick. Define new role hasHappySpouseInv, axiom

loves×marriedTo v hasHappySpouseInv

and a new concept HappySpouse by

HappySpouse v ∃hasHappySpouse.> u ∃hasHappySpouseInv.>

For EL++(×) we define the concept Happy with a new CGI

∃marriedTo.HappySpouse v Happy.

This application shows that the class of rules that can be equivalently expressed as
knowledge base axioms is larger when using cartesian products of both concepts and roles.

5.4.2 Reasoning about an Ontology with Cartesian Product Ax-
ioms

In Chapter 4 we developed the DL reasoner dl2fol. One of its advantages is that it’s easy
to support new language constructs. Hence, we adapted the dl2fol to support reasoning in
EL++ with CPI axioms.

In the following we consider a box with cartesian CPIs, denoted as C. Let the two index
sets I, J define all CPIs:

{Ci × Cj v Rk | (i, j, k) ∈ I} ∪ {Ri ×Rj v Rk | (i, j, k) ∈ J}.

We translate the CPI axioms as follows:

τ(C) =
∧

(i,j,k)∈I

∀x, y(τx(Ci)⇒ τy(Cj)⇒ Rk(x, y))

∧
∧

(i,j,k)∈J

∀x, y, z (Ri(x, y) ∧Rj(x, z)⇒ Rk(y, z))

The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 4.6 and states how we perform the
reasoning tasks in FOL.

Theorem 5.14. Given an RBox R, an TBox T and a box with cartesian CPIs C.
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(i) A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff the formula τx(C) ∧ τ(T ) ∧ τ(R) ∧ τ(C) is
satisfiable.

(ii) A concept C is subsumed by a concept D w.r.t. T iff the formula τx(C) ∧ ¬τx(D) ∧
τ(T ) ∧ τ(R) ∧ τ(C) is unsatisfiable.

(iii) An ABox A is consistent with T iff the formula τ(A)∧τ(T )∧τ(R)∧τ(C) is satisfiable.

The key observations from our experiments with dl2fol and EL++ KBs with CPI axioms
are as follows. First, the costs (in terms of running time) of adding one CPI axiom are
approximately the same as of adding one SWRL rule with three variables. This stems from
the fact that in the translation of CPI axioms we use up to three universally quantified
variables. Second, these observations confirm that the dl2fol reasoner is a viable method
for testing new language constructs.

5.5 Conclusion

As the application shows, introducing cartesian product allows us to express rules that are
not expressible by other means in the TBox. The reasoning tasks in DLs with cartesian
product have the same worst-case complexities as the original DLs. For SROIQ(×), we
reduced CPI axioms and thus the same reasoning algorithms for SROIQ can be used.
For EL++(×), we presented a polynomial subsumption checking algorithm.



Chapter 6

Nonmonotonic Knowledge Bases

In this chapter we focus on nonmonotonic knowledge bases from the logical viewpoint. This
means that new fact are derived in the lines of (classical) logic, specifically by controlling
for inconsistencies during the derivation process.

All the presented theories are dealing with the same problem of nonmonotonic reason-
ing, but they are using various approaches. The connections between various reasoning
systems is a part of almost every paper and [MT93]. Extensions of default theories can
be reconstructed within the McDermott’s scheme and a fragment of McDermott’s scheme
can be reconstructed in default logic. Logic programming can be embedded into the logic
of reflexive knowledge and into autoepistemic logic.

The complexity is usually discussed very briefly. For complexity results of default
reasoning, autoepistemic logic and reasoning with propositional logic programs, stable
semantics of finite predicate logic programs see [MT93].

The selection of topics covered in this thesis is representative and by no means compre-
hensible. For a detailed treatment, the reader is referred to monographs on closed world
assumption [Rei78, Cla78], introduction and overview of several approaches to nonmono-
tonic reasoning [MN94], default logic [Bes89, MT93, Bre91], autoepistemic logic [MT93],
circumscription [DLS97, McC86, Lif94] and direct theories of nonmonotonic inheritance
[Hor94], reasoning with incomplete information [Eth88], commonsense reasoning [Luk90],
and logic programming [Apt90, NS93].

There are other approaches that are not covered in this thesis. One such approach in
mathematics is to capture the truthfulness of formulae by probabilistic interpretation. The
reader is referred to [Mac03] for Bayesian reasoning.

6.1 Introduction to Nonmonotonic Reasoning

Nonmonotonic reasoning is an approach to model human commonsense reasoning and other
sources of inconsistency by means used in logics.

69
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6.1.1 Classical Logics

The representatives of classical logics are propositional logic, predicate logic and more ad-
vanced modal logic, intuitionistic logic, temporal logic, etc. The logic is represented by its
syntax (the set of well-formed formulae) and semantics which provides the meaning to the
syntactically valid expressions.

The set of formulae is constructed inductively from some primitive (atomic) formulae
by means of appropriate logical operators of the language. Next, the formulae are assigned
semantics. Semantics assigns a valuation to formulae.

Semantics of complex formulae is defined inductively from valuation of primitive for-
mulae i.e. propositional variables (in case of propositional logic), relational structures
(predicate logic) or Kripke structures (modal and intuitionistic logics).

Classical logics are based on the notion of consequence. We say that a formula ϕ is a
semantic consequence of a set of formulae T if every valuation satisfying all formulae in T
also satisfies ϕ. We also say that ϕ is semantically entailed by T , and write T |= ϕ.

The propositional logic is decidable, that is there exists an algorithm for testing if a
formula ϕ is a consequence of a finite set of formulae T . Such an algorithm can list all the
variables appearing in T and ϕ, and check all their valuations. Another algorithm that
can be used is a tableaux method.

Such techniques are not available for predicate logic. The reason is that one must take
into account infinite domain of the relational structure. Thus, the semantic entailment
relation is not effective for testing consequence.

Therefore it is desirable to have a syntactic technique for testing consequence. This is
done by means of provability of a formula ϕ from a set of formulae T , written T ` ϕ.

The techniques for syntactic entailment involve manipulation of formulae and derivation
of new formulae by syntactic manipulation. The techniques include natural deduction
[RS70], Hilbert-style systems [HA50], refutation [Rob65], and tableaux [Smu68, NS93].

The most important result is that the syntactic technique possesses soundness and
completeness property. Formally, this means that

T |= ϕ if and only if T ` ϕ. (6.1)

Since the proofs are finite, completeness (right-to-left implication of (6.1)) property
implies compactness property. Formally,

T |= ϕ if and only if T ′ ` ϕ for some finite subtheory T ′ ⊂ T. (6.2)

Compactness then implies that the set of consequences of a theory T is recursively enu-
merable.

The consequence operation has several properties. Let Cn(T ) be the set of consequences
of the theory T , formally

Cn(T ) = {ϕ | T |= ϕ}.
First, Cn is a superset of T : the consequence contains all the facts and also the derived

information. Formally,
T ⊆ Cn(T ). (6.3)
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Second property of Cn is monotonicity : a larger theory has more consequences and
thus less models. Formally,

T1 ⊆ T2 implies Cn(T1) ⊆ Cn(T2). (6.4)

Third, Cn is idempotent : all the facts can be established on the basis of the theory.
Formally,

Cn(Cn(T )) = Cn(T ). (6.5)

The last two properties guarantee that once a fact is established in a theory, it will not
be withdrawn as long as new premises are added. Any further premises can only confirm
the already established fact. In classical logics and mathematics, the (total) knowledge
accumulates: whatever is proved, remains proved as long as the assumptions grow.

6.1.2 Human Commonsense Reasoning

Human commonsense reasoning employs techniques not employed in classical logic. While
the logical consequences of premises humans believe should also be believed, there are
various means of argumentation to draw conclusion in commonsense reasoning [MN94].

First, human make a tacit assumption that there is complete information about a
fact: Only the true statements about the fact are listed and the remaining statements are
considered false. Such reasoning is not monotonic: let T contains facts that are assumed
to be true. Consider a fact not in T . This fact is assumed to be false. If we add this fact
to T , the fact is now true, so the monotonicity is violated.

Second, humans reason by using default reasoning : humans infer assertions simply
because there is no information which blocks making such inferences. Such reasoning is
not monotonic: if the knowledge is augmented by a new fact, this fact may block the
default inferences, and a conclusion derived by default reasoning may be blocked in the
augmented knowledge.

Third, humans make reasoning both from belief and absence of belief. If in the reasoning
humans use the information that a fact is missing, the conclusion may become invalid if a
new belief is added.

Fourth, another method of reasoning is used about the effects of actions : humans tend
to think that an action changes only such aspects of the world, that are directly related to
the performed action. Such a reasoning is nonmonotonic, since additional things could be
changed due to an unobvious reason.

Other traits of human commonsense reasoning include representativeness heuristics for
generalizations: humans think that objects exhibiting certain characteristics will exhibit
other, related characteristics. A person sees what he/she expects to see – people tend
to evaluate evidence as supporting their expectations. Bounded rationality is exhibited in
reasoning with limited resources.

From the standpoint of classical logics, the human commonsense reasoning exhibits
errors. It’s difficult to explain patterns in errors and why humans typically make certain
types of errors.
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To address the commonsense reasoning several formal approaches are discussed in re-
mainder of this chapter.

6.1.3 Path From Classical to Nonmonotonic Logics

In the introduction of knowledge representation and reasoning described until now we
implicitly assumed that the knowledge bases are monotonic.

We need to be careful about terminology. Knowledge base (KB) is a set of axioms and
inference rules with no other conditions (regarding syntax (language constructors, rules. . . )
or semantics (monotonicity)). Generally, the term knowledge base is more frequent in
computer science and has the same meaning a logic in mathematics. The term ontology is
often used as a synonym for knowledge base. In this thesis we use the term ontology to
stress that a particular knowledge base is monotonic.

Monotonicity is a feature of a particular knowledge base. Monotonicity means, that
by adding new axioms or inference rules to the knowledge base, the set of theorems (true
statements) does not shrink.

To demonstrate monotonicity, consider first order predicate logic with the following set
of specific axioms:

Bird(x) ⇒ Flies(x)
Ostrich(x) ⇒ Bird(x)

Ostrich(arthur)

Using the axioms and inference rules of first order predicate logic we can prove
Flies(arthur). Adding new specific axioms cannot prevent the proof to hold.

However, in reality we often deal with inconsistent knowledge bases. Inconsistency
means, that a statement and also the negation of the statement are true.

To demonstrate inconsistency, consider first order predicate logic with the following set
of specific axioms:

Bird(x) ⇒ Flies(x)
Bird(oscar)

Using the axioms and inference rules of first order predicate logic we can prove Flies(oscar).
Again, adding new specific axioms cannot prevent the proof to hold. Now consider we learn
a new fact that is added to previous specific axioms:

¬ Flies(oscar)

Usually such a specific axiom is included in the knowledge base, because we either know
(from another source) additional facts about oscar or we want to stress that oscar is
abnormal (different than other birds). Since Flies(oscar) and also ¬Flies(oscar) hold,
the knowledge base is inconsistent.

In the classical logics, it is possible to prove each and every statement from an inconsis-
tent knowledge base. The classical logic theories take advantage of inconsistency in several
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ways. However, in practice the answer “the knowledge base is inconsistent, all statements
are true” is inconvenient. Even in an inconsistent KB, we would like to identify a reason-
able set of true statements. Here, the word reasonable can have many meanings. To get an
idea, here reasonable could mean (i) not all statements are true or (ii) the property that
only one of a statement and its negation is true.

The solutions to the problem of consistency give rise to nonclassical logics that are also
known as nonmonotonic logics.

6.2 Sources of Inconsistency

Inconsistencies occur very easily in applications. In this section we discus several situations
in which inconsistencies arise [HvHtT+04]. However, there definitely exists other ways how
an inconsistency arise.

6.2.1 Incorporating Default Rules into Classical Logic

During the development of an ontology, the knowledge engineer must check that the new
statements are consistent with respect to existing statements. By defining a new statement,
the engineer imposes a constraint that must be consistent with all the statements that may
be added in the future (which are not known at that moment).

As an illustrative example, consider a ontology about animals. The engineer works in
the top-down manner and starts with the following statements:

Bird v Animal

Bird v Flies

The engineer may be aware of the fact that “birds can fly” is not generally valid. Although,
the statement gets incorporated into the ontology either because (i) it is consistent in the
current ontology or (ii) the engineer does not find a counterexample or (iii) because flying
is a main feature of birds.

Later, we would like to extend the ontology with following statements:

Canary v Bird

Penguin v Bird

Penguin v ¬Flies

The problem is that the concept Penguin is unsatisfiable, because it implies that penguins
both fly (penguins are birds and birds fly) and do not fly (penguins do not fly). Canaries
are ordinary birds and they do fly.

Including penguins with the desired features into the ontology in a consistent manner
is problematic due to the strict statement that (all) birds fly. There are several ways to
deal with concept inclusion axiom Bird v Flies. First, simply removing the axiom is not
attainable since it could cause a significant loss of information in the ontology. Second,
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changing the statements in the current ontology may not be permitted. Therefore, the
strict statement “birds fly” must be specified in a way that allows exceptions.

6.2.2 Polysemy

Polysemy is the feature of a word that means that the word has multiple meanings. The
meanings may contradict each other, thus making the ontology inconsistent.

Polysemy slightly differs from homonyms. In lexicography, polysemes are defined within
a single dictionary lemma (item), while homonyms are treated as separate lemmas.

The word bow has several meanings including: (i) the weapon which shoots arrows,
or (ii) a kind of tied ribbon (decoration), (iii) the front of a ship, etc. In the following
example ontology the first two meanings of the bow are used. The ontology easily turns
inconsistent if we assert that a decoration is not a weapon:

Bow v Weapon

Bow v Decoration

Decoration v ¬Weapon

6.2.3 Assertion Updates

Although the terminology box in an ontology is fixed, the information asserted in the
assertion box of the ontology may frequently change in time. The answers to reasoning
tasks about individuals thus change as the assertions change.

6.2.4 Migration from Another Formalism

By migrating ontology from another formalism to description logic, inconsistencies may
arise.

The following example by [SC03, HvHtT+04] shows a typical example of unsatisfiable
concept in DL terminology that has been created by migration from a frame-based termi-
nological system. In order to make the semantics as explicit as possible, a very restrictive
translation was used to highlight as many ambiguities as possible.

Brain v CentralNervousSystem

Brain v BodyPart

CentralNervousSystem v NervousSystem

BodyPart v ¬NervousSystem

Migrating ontologies between formalisms is not a straightforward process since the roots
of the formalism are deeply incorporated into ontology.
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6.2.5 Multiple Data Sources

Given two or more ontologies, the typical task is to take them and derive or create a new
ontology. The merging process creates one new ontology from two or more ontologies with
overlapping parts. The integrating process builds a new ontology by composing parts of
other ontologies.

Aligning is the process of refining the source ontologies such that they are kept separate
and made consistent with each other.

The ultimate goal here is to create one consistent ontology that reuses parts from all
the sources. This goal is difficult to achieve in practice [HPS03].

6.2.6 How to Deal with Inconsistency

The inconsistency can be dealt in two ways.
First, in the classical logic approach, we, as an ontology designers, can test for incon-

sistencies during the ontology development and repair the inconsistencies.
Second, we can be aware of inconsistencies and use a form of reasoning to obtain

meaningful answers. This thesis extends the description logic with nonmonotonic reasoning
in Chapter 7. In the rest of this chapter we introduce several approaches to nonmonotonic
reasoning.

6.3 Closed World Assumption

Closed world assumption (CWA) introduced by Reiter is the first widely accepted form of
monotonic reasoning [Rei78, Cla78]. He analyzed the way in which knowledge is extracted
from databases and realized that a database implicitly contains a also negative information:
that is, every elementary fact that can be stored in the database but is not, is assumed to
be false.

Example 6.1. Realize asking an airline operator for a flight from New York to San Fran-
cisco arriving at 7:45 am. The answer is either yes or no. In reality, there is no “I don’t
know” answer. The reason is that the lack of information (about the particular flight) is
processed as falsity.

Formally, given a database encoded as a theory T , we define the CWA consequence for
an atomic ground statement p, written T `CWA ¬p as follows:

T `CWA ¬p if T 6` p. (6.6)

Then define

CWA(T ) = Cn(T ∪ {¬p : p is a ground atom, T `CWA ¬p}),

where Cn(T ) is the set of semantic consequences of the theory T .
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If T is a propositional theory then CWA(T ) is a complete theory. Indeed, for each
atom p, either p ∈ CWA(T ) or ¬p ∈ CWA(T ).

The CWA consequence `CWA is nonmonotonic. Contrary to monotonic logic, T1 ⊆
T2 does not imply CWA(T1) ⊆ CWA(T2). This directly follows from that CWA(T ) is
complete for a propositional theory.

Generally, CWA is not a safe reasoning: for a consistent theory T , CWA(T ) may
be inconsistent. For example, the theory T = {p ∨ q} is consistent, while CWA(T ) =
Cn({p∨q,¬p,¬q}) is inconsistent. In general, CWA handles disjunctive information poorly.

The basic result on reasoning with CWA is for Horn theories (theories consisting of
clauses which have at most one positive literal). For a Horn theory, CWA is safe reasoning:

Theorem 6.2. If T is consistent and Horn theory, then CWA(T ) is also consistent.

6.4 Default Theories

Default theories aim to incorporate reasoning under “usual circumstances”. Default logic
captures this meaning by controlling how the derivations of new facts are made. The
derivations are made syntactically as in classical logic, but the inference rules contain the
list of “exceptional cases” that prevent the rule to be applied.

The concept of default theory was introduced by Reiter [Rei80]. For an extensive
monograph the reader is referred to [MT93].

A default theory [Rei80] is a pair 〈D,W 〉, where W is a set of sentences and D is a set
of default rules. A default rule has the form

α : β1, . . . , βk
γ

(6.7)

where α, β1, . . . , βk, γ are sentences and k ≥ 0.
The above rule is intuitively interpreted as: “if α has been established and β1, . . . , βk

are all possible, then derive γ”. The main problem here is with the interpretation of word
“possible”. The classical logics offer an elegant way of interpreting “βi is possible” as “βi
is possible with respect to theory T”, namely T 6` ¬βi. The question is what T should be
considered. In default theories this gives rise to the notion of extension.

First, in order to formally define how the rules are applied and thus define the conse-
quences of a default theory, Reiter introduced a T -consequence of default theory 〈D,W 〉.

Definition 6.3. If T is a theory, then the T -consequence of 〈D,W 〉 is the smallest set S
of formulae satisfying the following conditions:

(i) W ⊆ S;

(ii) Cn(S) = S;

(iii) For all rules r ∈ D of the form (6.7), if α ∈ S and ¬βi 6∈ Cn(T ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
then γ ∈ S.
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We denote S = Γ(T,D,W ) and we often write Γ or Γ(T ) if the other arguments are
clear from context. Such smallest set S exist for any T,D,W .

In the Definition 6.3 of T -consequence, T is perceived as current state. T contains the
information that drives the applicability of default rules. In default logic we talk about
reasoning in “usual circumstances”. The default rule (6.7) contains the description of
exceptions of its applicability, namely the exceptions are ¬β1, . . . ,¬βk.

Second, we must define which are the “correct” states. Such a “correct” state is called
extension.

The extension is a formal representation of a belief set we can create on the basis of a
default theory. Extension is defined as the fixpoint of operator Γ, formally: extension is
any solution of the equation T = Γ(T ) for given D and W . The operator Γ is monotonic
in D and in W , but is antimonotonic in T . Thus, for fixed D and W

T1 ⊆ T2 implies Γ(T2) ⊆ Γ(T1). (6.8)

From this property we see that traditional ways (such as methods of Kleene fixed-point
theorem or Knaser–Tarski theorem) of computing a fixpoint fail. Moreover, a fixpoint may
not exist.

There is no guarantee that a default theory has an extension. Also, the default theory
may have more extensions. In contrast to classical logic, default logic assigns to a default
theory none, single or multiple consequences (extensions).

Note that the fixpoint equation T = Γ(T ) means two findings:

• Every formula in T has a derivation in which T serves only as a controlling context
for applicability of rules. That is all the formulae in T have a derivation from W
using underlying logic and those default rules in D which are not blocked by T .

• Every formula in Γ(T ) belongs to T . This means that nothing outside T is derived.

The following theorem 6.7 by [MT93] is a basis for the algorithm that computes exten-
sions for finite default theories. We later use this theorem for solving examples. To this
end, we need few definitions.

Given a default rule r of the form (6.7), define c(r) = γ and c(D) = {c(r) | r ∈ D}.
The following is a definition of the operator BD which is called the base operator. Notice

that we require α ∈ Cn(W ) and not W alone.

Definition 6.4. For a set D of rules and a theory W put

BD(W ) = W ∪
{
γ | α :

γ
∈ D and α ∈ Cn(W )

}
.

Definition 6.5. Given a set of default rules D and a subset S ⊆ L of language L. The
reduct of D with respect to S, denoted by DS, is the set of inference rules defined as follows:

DS =

{
α :

γ
| α : β1, . . . , βk

γ
∈ D and ¬β1 6∈ S, . . . ,¬βk 6∈ S

}
.
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Definition 6.6. Let F : P (X) → P (X) be an operator in X and let Y ⊆ X. The upper
iteration sequence of F starting at Y is defined by induction as follows:

(i) F ↑ 0(Y ) = Y .

(ii) F ↑ (α + 1)(Y ) = F (F ↑ α(Y )).

(iii) F ↑ λ(Y ) =
⋃
{F ↑ α(Y ) : α < λ} for a limit ordinal λ.

Theorem 6.7. A theory S is an extension for a default theory 〈D,W 〉 if and only if there
is a set U ⊆ c(D) such that S ⊆ Cn(W ∪ U) and W ∪ U = BDCn(W∪U) ↑ ω(W ).

We will now consider several examples by [MT93] to illustrate some basic properties of
extensions.

Number of Extensions

The following three examples demonstrate default theories that have none, unique and
several extensions.

The following example shows a default theory with no extension.

Example 6.8. Consider the default theory 〈D,W 〉 where

D =

{
: ¬p
p

}
and W = ∅,

where p is a propositional variable. According to theorem 6.7, there are only two candidates
for an extension: S1 = Cn(∅) and S2 = Cn({p}).

First, let us consider S1. Since ¬p is consistent with S1, it holds ¬¬p 6∈ S1 and using
the Definition 6.5 we obtain

DS1 =

{
:

p

}
.

Using the definitions 6.4 and 6.6 we get

BDS1 ↑ 1(W ) = {p}

and
BDS1 ↑ 2(W ) = {p},

therefore
BDS1 ↑ ω(W ) = {p}.

Since S1 6= Cn(BDS1 ↑ ω(W )), S1 is not an extension for 〈D,W 〉. Informally, S1 is not
an extension (belief set) because under the assumption that S1 is an belief set, formulae
not assumed as beliefs (namely p) can be derived.

Second, let us consider S2. Since ¬p is not consistent with S2, it holds ¬¬p ∈ S2. We
obtain

DS2 = ∅
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and
BDS2 ↑ ω(W ) = ∅.

Since S2 6= Cn(BDS2 ↑ ω(W )), S2 is not an extension for 〈D,W 〉. Informally, S2 is not
an extension because not all formulae assumed as beliefs (namely p) can be derived.

Thus, the theory has no extensions.

The previous Example 6.8 was analyzed carefully. In the following examples we proceed
along the same lines, we stress the main points and omit the unnecessary details. We use
the following notation Γ(S) = Cn(BDS ↑ ω(W )).

The following example shows a default theory with unique extension.

Example 6.9. Consider the default theory 〈D,W 〉 where

D =

{
: ¬p
q

}
and W = ∅,

where p, q are two different propositional variables. There are two candidates for an exten-
sion: S1 = Cn(∅) and S2 = Cn({q}).

First, let us consider S1. Now, Γ(S1) = Cn({q}) 6= S1, thus S1 is not an extension.
Second, let us consider S2. Now, Γ(S2) = Cn({q}) = S2, thus S2 is the only extension.

The following example shows a default theory with two extensions.

Example 6.10. Consider the default theory 〈D,W 〉 where

D =

{
p : ¬q
r

,
p : ¬r
q

}
and W = {p},

where p, q are two different propositional variables. There are four candidates for an ex-
tension: S1 = Cn({p}), S2 = Cn({p, q}), S3 = Cn({p, r}) and S4 = Cn({p, q, r}).

Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({p, q, r}) 6= S1

Γ(S2) = Cn({p, q}) = S2

Γ(S3) = Cn({p, r}) = S3

Γ(S4) = Cn({p}) 6= S4.

Thus only S2 and S3 are extensions.

Nonmonotonic Properties of Extensions

The next three examples illustrate the nonmonotonic properties of extensions. They extend
the previous three examples by extending W .

The following example shows that by extending W it is possible to turn a default theory
without extensions into a default theory that posses an extension.
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Example 6.11. The default theory 〈D,W 〉 in Example 6.8 has no extension. Now, let us
add p to W and obtain the default theory 〈D,W ′〉 where

D =

{
: ¬p
p

}
and W ′ = {p}.

The only candidate for an extension is S = Cn({p}). Now, Γ(S) = Cn({p}) = S, thus S
is an extension.

The following example shows that by extending W it may happen that an extension of
the enlarged default theory may not contain any extension of the original default theory.

Example 6.12. The default theory 〈D,W 〉 in Example 6.9 has exactly one extension
Cn({q}). Now, let us add p to W and obtain the default theory 〈D,W ′〉 where

D =

{
: ¬p
q

}
and W ′ = {p}.

We consider three candidates for an extension: S1 = Cn({q}), S2 = Cn({p, q}) and
S3 = Cn({p}).

Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({p, q}) 6= S1

Γ(S2) = Cn({p}) 6= S2

Γ(S3) = Cn({p}) = S3

Thus S3 is the only extension.

The following example shows that by extending W it may happen that the original and
enlarged default theories share some extension.

Example 6.13. The default theory 〈D,W 〉 in Example 6.10 has exactly two extensions
Cn({p, q}) and Cn({p, r}). Now, let us add q to W and obtain the default theory 〈D,W ′〉
where

D =

{
p : ¬q
r

,
p : ¬r
q

}
and W ′ = {p, q}.

There are two candidates for an extension: S1 = Cn({p, q}) and S2 = Cn({p, q, r}).
Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({p, q}) = S1

Γ(S2) = Cn({p, q}) 6= S2

Thus S1 is the only extension.

The following two examples illustrate the nonmonotonic properties of extensions when
new default rules are added to D.

The following example shows that by extending D it may happen that an extension of
the enlarged default theory may not contain any extension of the original default theory.
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Example 6.14. The default theory 〈D,W 〉 in Example 6.9 has exactly one extension
Cn({q}). Now, let us add :¬r

p
to D and obtain the default theory 〈D′,W 〉 where

D′ =

{
: ¬p
q
,
: ¬r
p

}
and W = ∅.

There are four candidates for an extension: S1 = Cn(∅), S2 = Cn({p}), S3 = Cn({q})
and S4 = Cn({p, q}).

Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({p}) 6= S1

Γ(S2) = Cn({p}) = S2

Γ(S3) = Cn({p, q}) 6= S3

Γ(S4) = Cn({p}) 6= S4.

Thus S2 is the only extension.

The following example shows that by extending D it may happen that the original and
enlarged default theories share some extension.

Example 6.15. The default theory 〈D,W 〉 in Example 6.10 has exactly two extensions
Cn({p, q}) and Cn({p, r}). Now, let us add q:

r
to D and obtain the default theory 〈D′,W 〉

where

D′ =

{
p : ¬q
r

,
p : ¬r
q

,
q :

r

}
and W = {p}.

The same four theories are the only candidates for an extension: S1 = Cn({p}), S2 =
Cn({p, q}), S3 = Cn({p, r}) and S4 = Cn({p, q, r}).

Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({p, q, r}) 6= S1

Γ(S2) = Cn({p, q, r}) 6= S2

Γ(S3) = Cn({p, r}) = S3

Γ(S4) = Cn({p}) 6= S4

Thus S3 is the only extension.

Inconsistent Extensions

The Example 6.9 shows that a default theory can have a unique consistent extension. The
next example shows that the default theory may have an inconsistent extension.

Example 6.16. Consider the default theory 〈D,W 〉 where

D =

{
p :

¬p

}
and W = {p}
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where p is a propositional variable. There are two candidates for an extension: S1 =
Cn({p}) and S2 = Cn({p,¬p}).

Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({p,¬p}) 6= S1 (6.9)

Γ(S2) = Cn({p,¬p}) = S2 (6.10)

Thus S2 is the only extension.

Notice that there are two natural notions for inconsistency of a default theory. First,
when a default theory has no extension (does not determine any belief set), and second,
when it has an inconsistent extension (determines an inconsistent belief set).

We will continue with the properties of default extensions. For this we need several
definitions. A default rule (6.7) is generating for a context S if α ∈ S,¬βi 6∈ S for each
1 ≤ i ≤ k. We denote by GD(D,S) the set of all generating defaults for S belonging to
D.

In the default rule (6.7)
α : β1, . . . , βk

γ

α is the precondition of the default; the βi-s are justifications of the default; and γ is the
consequent of the default.

Theorem 6.17.

(Antichain property) If S1, S2 are distinct extensions of 〈D,W 〉, then S1 6⊆ S2.

(Confirmation of evidence) If S is an extension of 〈D,W 〉 and W ′ ⊆ S, then S is an
extension of 〈D,W ∪W ′〉.
If S is an extension of 〈D,W 〉, then S is a unique extension of 〈GD(D,S),W 〉.
If all defaults in D have at least one justification, then 〈D,W 〉 has an inconsistent extension
if and only if W is inconsistent.

Normal Default Theories

An interesting subclass of default theories are normal default theories. A default rule (6.7)
is normal if k = 1 and β1 = γ. Therefore normal rules are of the form

α : γ

γ
.

A default theory 〈D,W 〉 is normal if all rules in D are normal. Normal default theories
possess stronger properties than default theories.

Theorem 6.18.

(Existence) A normal default theory always has an extension.
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(Incompatibility) If S1, S2 are distinct extensions of normal default theory 〈D,W 〉, then
S1 ∪ S2 is inconsistent.

(Semi-monotonicity) If 〈D1,W 〉, 〈D2,W 〉 are two normal default theories and D1 ⊆ D2,
then for every extension S1 of 〈D1,W 〉 there exists an extension S2 of 〈D2,W 〉 such that
S1 ⊆ S2.

If 〈D,W 〉 is a normal default theory and W ∪c(D) is consistent, then 〈D,W 〉 has a unique
extension.

Seminormal Default Theories

Another interesting subclass of default theories are seminormal default theories. Such
theories contain only rules of the form

α : β ∧ γ
γ

.

In general, a seminormal default theory does not guarantee an existence of extensions.
Every default theory 〈D,W 〉 can be faithfully represented by a default theory 〈D′,W 〉

in which each rule either has no justification or is seminormal. This faithful representation
means, that there is one-to-one correspondence between extensions of 〈D,W 〉 and 〈D′,W 〉.
For details on the faithful translation refer to [MT93, page 132].

Prioritized Default Rules

Often the defaults are assigned priorities. This attempts to represent the fact that some
defaults may be more preferable to others. An example of such a situation is when a set of
defaults is created by several experts who themselves are arranged into hierarchy. Then,
it is often natural to treat defaults created by experts who are higher up in the hierarchy
as preferable to those created by their subordinates [MT93, page 82].

Complexity of Default Theories

The complexity of problems associated with default logic is located on the second level of
polynomial hierarchy [Got92].

Theorem 6.19.

(Existence) Given a default theory 〈D,W 〉, the problem does 〈D,W 〉 possesses and
extension? is ΣP

2 -complete.

(Membership in some extension) Given a default theory 〈D,W 〉 and a propositional formula
ϕ, the problem does there exist an extension S of 〈D,W 〉 such that ϕ ∈ S? is
ΣP

2 -complete.

(Membership in all extensions) Given a default theory 〈D,W 〉 and a propositional formula
ϕ, the problem does ϕ belong to all extensions of 〈D,W 〉? is ΠP

2 -complete.
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For normal default theories, the problem of existence is simple, since every normal
default theory possesses an extension. The other two problems for normal default theories
have the same complexity as default theories.

Relation to Other Nonmonotonic Formalisms

Default logic is a generalization of classical logic. For a default theory 〈D,W 〉 with D = ∅,
the unique extension is Cn(W ).

Closed World Assumption can be represented in normal default logic. Consider a theory
T and define a default theory 〈DCWA, T 〉, where DCWA consists of defaults :¬p

¬p for each

atom p of the language. Then, T is CWA-consistent if and only if 〈DCWA,W 〉 has a unique
extension. In that case, CWA(T ) is the only extension of 〈DCWA,W 〉.

There is an exact correspondence of weak extensions of default theories with the no-
tion of stable (autoepistemic) expansions as discussed later in section 6.6. More precisely,
the default logic of weak extensions is, under a very simple mapping, isomorphic to au-
toepistemic logic (or equivalently, to the modal nonmonotonic logic KD45) [MT93, page
89].

6.5 Nonmonotonic Reasoning and Logic Program-

ming

Logic programming treats negation as failure to prove. It was soon observed that logic
programs can handle nonmonotonicity. Similarly as the lack of information means falsity
of the information in CWA, in logic programming the failure to prove a statement means
falsity of this statement.

The connection of logic programs to other nonmonotonic approaches like default and
autoepistemic logics was established [MT93]. We now deal with both types of negation:
traditional negation and negation as failure [GL91].

A general logic program is a finite set of clauses of the form

p(X)← q1(X), . . . , qm(X),not r1(X), . . . ,not rn(X) (6.11)

where X is a string of variables, not all variables of X must appear in all predicates. We
treat not ri(X) as the inability to prove ri(X).

For a clause C of the form (6.11), we define head(C) = p(X) and body(C) =
q1(X), . . . , qm(X),¬r1(X), . . . ,¬rn(X). The logical interpretation of clause (6.11) is a for-
mula:

∀X : q1(X) ∧ . . . ∧ qm(X) ∧ ¬r1(X) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬rn(X)⇒ p(X).

For a logical program P , we define Pground as the class of all ground instances of clauses
from P .
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To characterize least Herbrand model, with a logical program P we associate an oper-
ator TP that maps subsets of Herbrand base to subsets of Herbrand base:

TP = {p | ∃C ∈ Pground : p = head(C) ∧ I |= body(C)},

where I is the logical interpretation of program P .
A Horn logic program consists of clauses where n = 0. For Horn logic programs,

operator TP is monotonic and compact [MT93]. Hence TP possesses the least fixpoint.
This fixpoint coincides with the least Herbrand model MP of P .

A general logic program always has a model (Herbrand base is a model of every pro-
gram). While the least Herbrand model may not exist, there always is a minimal model
of general logic program. There can be several minimal models. There are several inter-
pretations of general logic programs: minimal models [MT93], supported models [MT93],
perfect models of stratified programs [GRS91] and stable models [Apt90, GL88].

A minimal model of a program always exists. Minimal model of program P is a minimal
subset of Herbrand base of P . Unfortunately, a minimal model may be very artificial
[MN94].

In supported models, each program is assigned its completion. The model of completion
of program P is also a model of P . Herbrand models of completion of P are characterized
as fixpoints of the operator TP .

The perfect models are defined for stratified programs. In stratified programs, the pred-
icate symbols are assigned ranks such that for all clauses of the form (6.11), rank(qi) ≤
rank(p) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and rank(rj) < rank(p) for all j, 1 < j < n. The desired model
is computed in stages: first, extension of predicates with lowest rank is computed, then
this information is used to compute extension of predicates with higher ranks. Since not
every program is stratified, the perfect model may not exist. If the perfect model exists,
it is unique. Moreover the perfect model of P is also a model of completion of P .

Stable models are obtained by an algorithm that defines how clauses of a program are
reduced and eliminated (for details refer to [MT93]). The result gives a stable model of
the program, if it exists. There exist programs without a stable model. If program P
is stratified (or locally stratified) then P possesses a unique stable model; moreover the
stable and perfect models are identical. Stable models are currently considered as the most
appropriate interpretations of logic programs [MT93].

Relation to Other Nonmonotonic Formalisms

Closed world assumption discussed in section 6.3 is closely related to logic programming.
If P is a (Horn) logic program and Pground is the set of ground instances of clauses of P ,
then CWA(Pground) is exactly the propositional theory of the least Herbrand model of P .
The answers to the ground atomic queries to P coincide with the results of SLD resolution
with respect to P [Apt90].
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6.6 Modal Nonmonotonic Logics

Monotonic modal logics study formal properties of such notions as knowledge and belief of
an agent. These logics are still not adequate for reasoning not only from what is known,
but also from what is possible or consistent to assume. Here, nonmonotonicity is captured
by modifying modal operators giving rise to nonmonotonic modal logics.

There is a general technique which assigns to each monotonic modal logic its nonmono-
tonic counterpart [McD82]. The technique models an ideally rational reasoning agent with
full power of introspection. In this section we start with introduction to modal monotonic
logics and show how the nonmonotonic counterpart is obtained.

6.6.1 Modal Monotonic Logics

Modal logic extends the standard logic by notion of modality. By using modality, it is
possible to express that something is usually true.

The semantics is based on a Kripke structure which considers the actual world to be
one of many possible worlds. A statement in modal logic that is possible is said to be true
in at least one possible world; a statement that is necessary is said to be true in all possible
worlds

Let LL be a modal language with modal unary functor L. The statement Lϕ is to
be read “the agent believes ϕ”. We start with the key properties that distinguish various
flavors of modal logics.

Consider a modal language with modal unary functor L. A given theory T is closed
under positive introspection if

ϕ ∈ T implies Lϕ ∈ T.

The closure under positive introspection is exactly the closure under necessitation rule of
modal logic.

The theory T is closed under negative introspection if

ϕ 6∈ T implies ¬Lϕ ∈ T.

Negative introspection makes theory nonmonotonic: if ϕ is not in T , then ¬Lϕ is in T .
Modal logics include the three propositional axioms, modus ponens rule, modal axioms

and necessitation rule. Necessitation rule is defined as:
ϕ

Lϕ

The modal logics are referred to by name of the axioms included. The Table 6.1 lists the
modal axioms that are used in modal logics and Table 6.2 lists the names of modal logics
with the names of their axioms.

The stable theories are closed under both positive and negative introspection. They are
a formal representation of belief sets of an ideally rational reasoning agent with a full power
of introspection. Stable theories are exactly the theories of Kripke models with universal
accessibility relation [MT93].
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Name of Axiom Axiom

k L(ϕ⇒ ψ)⇒ (Lϕ⇒ Lψ)
t Lϕ⇒ ϕ
d L¬ϕ⇒ ¬Lϕ
4 Lϕ⇒ LLϕ
5 ¬L¬Lϕ⇒ Lϕ
b ¬L¬Lϕ⇒ ϕ
w5 ¬L¬Lϕ⇒ (ϕ⇒ Lϕ)

Table 6.1: The list of axioms of modal logics.

Name of Logic Axioms

T t
B b
5 5
K k
T k, t
S4 k, t, 4
KD45 k, d, 4, 5
Sw5 k, t, 4, w5
S5 k, t, 4, 5

Table 6.2: The list of modal logic and their axiomatizations.
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6.6.2 Extension to Modal Nonmonotonic Logics

For modal logic S, we introduce the notion of context-dependent proof and use it to
define S-expansions describing an agent’s initial assumptions. S-expansions are candidate
theories for agent’s belief set.

Consider a modal logic S and a set of formulae I called initial knowledge.
In the following we use the consequence operator CnS in which the necessitation rule

is applicable to all formulae and not only to axioms of S.
McDermott and Doyle [McD82] define the following operator

MDD(T ) = CnS(I ∪ {¬Lϕ : ϕ 6∈ T}).

The fixpoints of that operator, namely the solutions of the equation

T = CnS(I ∪ {¬Lϕ : ϕ 6∈ T})

are called the S-expansions of I. The strength of this construction is in additional param-
eter S. Varying S leads to very different solutions. If S contains necessitation, then every
S-expansion is a stable theory. For S = S5, the S-expansions of I coincide with theories
of S5-models of I with universal accessibility relations; the S-expansions are closed under
S5-consequence.

Moore [Moo85] defines another operator, in which both positive and negative intro-
spection is taken into account:

Mo(T ) = Cn(I ∪ {Lϕ : ϕ ∈ T} ∪ {¬Lϕ : ϕ 6∈ T}).

Fixpoints of this operator are called stable (or autoepistemic) expansions of I. For special
case S = KD45, Moore operator coincides with McDermott operator [MN94]. Logics based
on Moore operator are called autoepistemic logics. It is currently believed that KD45 logic
models knowledge (or beliefs) of fully rationally reasoning and introspective agent [MT93].

Both operators MDD and Mo are nonmonotonic in I. On the other hand, the S-
expansion is monotonic in S. That is, for given I,S1,S2, if S1 ⊆ S2 then every S1-expansion
of I is also an S2-expansion of I.

The complexity of modal nonmonotonic logics varies greatly. The complexity of modal
nonmonotonic logic is not correlated with complexity of underlying modal (monotonic)
logic [MN94]. The complexity of problems associated with autoepistemic logic is the same
as complexity of problems in default logic, namely it is located in the second level of
polynomial hierarchy.

6.7 Circumscription

Circumscription is a technique for minimizing extensions. It uses second-order logic to
implicitly define a predicate it circumscribes [McC80]. By circumscribing a predicate P in
a theory T , we assume that all the information about the predicate P is given in T . Thus
only the models where P is minimal are considered.
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In this section we start with formal aspects of circumscription. The illustrative examples
are discussed in section 6.9.

For any relational symbols P , Q of the same arity

P ≤ Q stands for ∀x(P (x)⇒ Q(x)),

where x is a tuple of distinct variables. Next, P = Q stands for (P ≤ Q) ∧ (Q ≤ P ).
Finally, P < Q stands for (P ≤ Q) ∧ ¬(P = Q).

Definition 6.20. Let A be a sentence containing a predicate symbol P . The circumscrip-
tion of P in A(P ) is the following second-order sentence A∗(P ):

A(P ) ∧ ¬∃p[A(p) ∧ p < P ], (6.12)

where p is a predicate variable of the same arity as P .

The subformula ¬∃p[A(p) ∧ p < P ] expresses that the extent of P is minimal, given
restriction A(P ). A model of A∗ is a model of A that cannot be transformed into another
model of A by making the extent of P smaller (relative to set inclusion).

In the definition of circumscription (6.12) given above, minimality is understood as the
impossibility of making the extent of the circumscribed predicate smaller without changing
anything else in the model. We need to be able to specify that some of the object, function
or predicate symbols occurring in A are allowed to vary along with P in the process of
minimizing its extent.

Definition 6.21. Let A(P,Z1, . . . , Zm) be a sentence containing a predicate symbol P and
object, function, and/or predicate symbols Z1, . . . , Zm (and possibly other object, function,
and predicate symbols). The circumscription of P in A with varied Z1, . . . , Zm is the
sentence

A(P,Z1, . . . , Zm) ∧ ¬∃p, z1, . . . , zm[A(p, z1, . . . , zm) ∧ p < P ]. (6.13)

Here p is a predicate variable of the same arity as P ; if Zi is an object symbol, then zi is an
object variable; if Zi is a function/predicate symbol, then zi is a function/predicate variable
of the same arity. The equality symbol is not allowed to appear in the list Z1, . . . , Zm.

If we denote Z1, . . . , Zm by Z, and z1, . . . , zm by z, then (6.13) can be written as

A(P,Z) ∧ ¬∃p, z[A(p, z) ∧ p < P ]. (6.14)

This formula will be denoted by CIRC[A;P ;Z]. The basic circumscription (6.12) of P in
A corresponds to empty Z and we denote it as CIRC[A;P ].

6.7.1 Models of Circumscription

A structure M for a language is determined by its universe |M | and by the interpretation
M [C] where C can be any individual, function or predicate symbol in the language.

For two structures M1, M2, we write M1 ≤P ;Z M2 if M1 and M2 differ only in how they
interpret P and Z, and the extent of P in M1 is a subset of its extent in M2. Formally,
M1 ≤P ;Z M2 if
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(i) |M1| = |M2|,

(ii) M1[C] = M2[C] for every symbol C which is different from P and does not belong
to Z,

(iii) M1[P ] ⊆M2[P ].

The relation ≤P ;Z is reflexive and transitive, so we can talk about the elements of a
given subclass of structures that are minimal relative to this relation. A model M of A is
minimal relative to ≤P ;Z if there is no model M ′ of A such that M ′ ≤P ;Z M .

Proposition 6.22. A structure M is a model of CIRC[A;P ;Z] if and only if M is minimal

relative to ≤P ;Z.

Note that CIRC[A;P ;Z] does not necessarily have models, even if A does.

6.7.2 Circumscriptive Theories

A classical axiomatic theory can be viewed as a set of sentences — its axioms. A circum-
scriptive theory includes, in addition, some declarations, describing how circumscription
is to be applied to the conjunction of the axioms. These declarations characterize the
circumscription policy of the theory. The declaration of circumscribing a predicate P with
symbols Z1, . . . , Zn varied is written as

circ P var Z1, . . . , Zn (6.15)

where Z1, . . . , Zn is a list of object, function, and predicate constants not containing P .
When n = 0 then (6.15) is abbreviated as circ P . By including (6.15) in a circumscriptive
theory, we declare that we are only interested in the models of the axioms that are minimal
with respect to the relation ≤P ;Z1,...,Zn .

The circumscriptive theory is defined by a set Γ of sentences, called axioms of the
theory, and a set ∆ of expressions of the form (6.15), called policy declarations. A model
of circumscriptive theory 〈Γ,∆〉 is any model of Γ which is minimal with respect to each of
the relations ≤P ;Z1,...,Zn corresponding to the policy declarations (6.15) from ∆. A theorem
of 〈Γ,∆〉 is a sentence which is true in all its models.

How are these definitions related to the operator CIRC? Let Γ be finite and ∆
nonempty. Then, in the view of Proposition 6.22, the models of 〈Γ,∆〉 are the same
as the models of the classical axiomatic theory whose axioms are the circumscriptions

CIRC

[∧
A∈Γ

A;P ;Z1, . . . , Zn

]
(6.16)

for all declarations (6.15) from ∆.
The formalism of circumscriptive theories is nonmonotonic, in the sense that some

theorems may be lost when axioms are added to Γ. But adding declarations into ∆ can
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only make the theory stronger. Moreover, extending a declaration (6.15) by adding more
symbols to the list Z1, . . . , Zn also affects the theory monotonically.

Circumscription produces a second-order (classical) theory, since it quantifies a predi-
cate.

Second-order logic does not admit a complete proof theory. Specifically, there is no de-
ductive procedure that satisfies all of the following three conditions: soundness, complete-
ness and effectiveness. Here effectiveness means that there is a proof-checking algorithm
that decides whether a given sequence of symbols is a valid proof or not.

By analyzing circumscription in typical nonmonotonic problems, many important re-
ductions of second-order theories to first-order theories were observed. Typically the de-
duction theorems follow the following pattern: a circumscriptive theory T (a second-order
theory) with specific properties reduces to an equivalent first-order theory T ′. Therefore
the reasoning task can be performed in the reduct T ′ with lower complexity. Such theorems
differ only in considered properties of the theory T . We state only one theorem here, for
other theorems refer to [Lif94] for instance.

Theorem 6.23. Consider the theory T consisting of a single axiom

∀x : Q(x) ∧R(x)⇒ P (x).

The circumscription of P , written CIRC[T ;P ], is equivalent to first-order theory

∀x : (Q(x) ∧R(x)) ≡ P (x).

However, in general case, circumscriptive theories require second-order logic. The fol-
lowing example demonstrates this requirement by representing a transitive closure.

Example 6.24. Consider the theory T consisting of two axioms

∀x, y : R(x, y) ⇒ P (x, y) (6.17)

∀x, y : R(x, y) ∧ P (y, z) ⇒ P (x, z) (6.18)

The circumscription of P defines the transitive closure of R which is not representable by
a first-order formula.

If the theory T is a propositional theory, the complexity of problems is efficient. The
entailment problem for propositional circumscription is decidable [Prz88].

The circumscription of predicate theory is complex. The problems associated with
circumscription are located on the second level of polynomial hierarchy [Sch87].

There are several attempts to build a reasoner for second-order predicate logic. The
elimination algorithm by Doherty, Lukaszewicz and Szalas [DLS97] for reducing second-
order formulae to first-order formulae was optimized and implemented by Gustafsson
[Gus96]. The SCAN is an algorithm which eliminates second-order quantifiers over pred-
icate variables in formulae of type ∃P1, . . . , Pn : Φ where Φ is a first-order formula
[GO92, Ohl95]. The resulting and the original formulae are equivalent – if the algorithm
terminates.
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Parallel and Prioritized Circumscription

In the Definition 6.21 of circumscription of P we circumscribed only one predicate name
P . This definition can be extended to circumscribe a set of predicate names.

Parallel circumscription circumscribes a set of predicates P1, . . . , Pn. The introduced
case for one predicate P can be easily generalized to set of predicates P1, . . . , Pn.

Circumscribing the predicates again means selecting among the models of theory A
only those models that cannot be improved — there are no models with smaller extent of
at least one predicate, while the other remain the same as they were.

The following example demonstrates parallel circumscription of two predicates.

Example 6.25. The parallel circumscription of predicates P1, P2

CIRC[∀x(P1(x) ≡ P2(x));P1, P2; ∅]

is equivalent to
∀x¬P1(x) ∧ ∀x¬P2(x).

Prioritized circumscription is a further generalization of parallel circumscription. Pri-
oritized circumscription considers ordering on the circumscribed predicates. The predicates
are then minimized in the order defined by > relation in CIRC.

The difference between parallel and prioritized circumscription is demonstrated by the
following example.

Example 6.26. The parallel circumscription of predicates P1, P2

CIRC[P1(a) ∨ P2(a);P1, P2; ∅]

is equivalent to
∀x(P1(x) ≡ x = a) ∨ ∀x(P2(x) ≡ x = a).

The prioritized circumscription in which predicate P1 is minimized before P2

CIRC[P1(a) ∨ P2(a);P1 > P2; ∅]

is equivalent to
∀x(P2(x) ≡ x = a).

The prioritized circumscription in necessary for multi-level inheritance networks dis-
cussed in section 6.9.

Relation to Other Nonmonotonic Formalisms

Circumscription is a powerful method and some other nonmonotonic formalism can be
represented by circumscription. Specifically, a fragment of default logic can be embedded
into circumscription [Imi87].
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Edge Meaning Semantics (in FOPL)

P ⇒ Q Every P is Q ∀x : P (x)⇒ Q(x)
P < Q No P is Q ∀x : ¬(P (x)⇒ Q(x))
a⇒ P a is P P (a)
a< P a is not P ¬P (a)
P → Q Typical P is Q
P 9 Q Typical P is not Q
a→ P It is most natural to suppose that P (a)
a9 P It is most natural to suppose that ¬P (a)

Table 6.3: The edge types for visualizing KBs in a network.

6.8 Direct Theories of Nonmonotonic Inheritance

[Hor94] analyzes a number of nonmonotonic reasoning examples, and presents them in a
uniform graphical form that allows to develop detailed intuitions about the kind of conclu-
sions that may be derivable in inheritance networks. These intuitions can be formalized by
a mathematically rigorous “inheritance definition” to establish theorems about inheritance.
This is the key feature of this direct approach.

In contrast, in the traditional approaches the new (graphical) formalism is mapped into
some logical language for which the notion like consequence and consistency have already
been defined. Such approaches are is called nondirect.

The direct approach thus takes the examples identified in the research, builds a new
theory and test the theory against further examples. It does not confront the traditional
logic approaches, it focus on the output.

In direct theories [Hor94] the knowledge is defined in an network (oriented graph).
Nodes of the network correspond to concept names or individual names. The edges are
oriented and each edge possesses a type. The edge types are depicted in Table 6.3. Shortly,
the double lines represent strict statements representable by classical logics, and the single
lines represent defeasible statements. In the following a, b, . . . denote individuals, and
P,Q, . . . denote concept names.

Next, we consider paths in a network. According type of edge in the path, each path is
classified as strict (all edges are strict) or defeasible (all edges are defeasible) or compound,
and positive (all edges are positive) or negative (the last edge is negative and others are
positive). We introduce new notation: π(x, σ, y) denotes a positive path and π(x, σ, y)
denotes a negative path from x through a list of nodes σ to y.

Paths represent arguments, which support certain statements as their conclusions. In-
tuitively a path corresponds to several simple reasoning steps, each step arising from the
previous one.

An epistemic context is a pair 〈Γ,Φ〉, where Γ is a connected network and Φ is a set
of paths. We imagine that we are provided with Γ as initial knowledge and after some
reasoning we derive the knowledge Φ. The set Φ represents an extension, i.e. a set of
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statements we accept as true.
In any context, certain paths can be classified as inheritable. Formally 〈Γ,Φ〉|∼σ means

that the path σ is inheritable in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉. When a path is inheritable, it intuitively
means that the argument the path represents is accepted to hold.

The notion of inheritability relies on three preliminary notions which are constructibil-
ity, conflict and preemption.

First, the constructible paths are those that form a chain.

Definition 6.27 (Constructibility). A positive path π(x, σ, u) → y is constructible in the
context 〈Γ,Φ〉 iff π(x, σ, u) ∈ Φ and u→ y ∈ Γ.

A negative path π(x, σ, u) 9 y is constructible in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉 iff π(x, σ, u) ∈ Φ
and u9 y ∈ Γ.

The notion of constructibility and accepting paths is demonstrated in the following
example.

Example 6.28. Suppose we are provided with the initial knowledge in network Γ =
{Oscar → Canary, Canary → Bird,Bird→ Flies}.

In the context 〈Γ,Γ〉, the path Oscar → Canary → Bird is constructible. This path
gives a reason to accept that Oscar is a Bird.

Now suppose, that we accept the path Oscar → Canary → Bird so we shift to the
context 〈Γ,Γ∪{Oscar → Canary → Bird}〉. In this context, the path Oscar → Canary →
Bird→ Flies is constructible. This path gives a reason to accept that Oscar Flies.

Constructibility is a necessary condition a path must satisfy in order to be inheritable.
Second, a path is inheritable in a context only if it is not conflicted. The intuitive

meaning is that consistency (lack of conflict) must be checked before accepting an argu-
ment.

Definition 6.29 (Defeasible conflict). A path π(x, σ, y) conflicts with any path π(x, τ, y).

Definition 6.30 (Conflicted paths). A path σ is conflicted in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉 iff Φ
contains a path that conflicts (in Γ) with σ.

Example 6.31. Suppose we are provided with the network Γ illustrated by Figure 6.8 on
page 111.

In the context 〈Γ,Γ〉, there are two constructible paths Nixon → Quaker → Pacifist
and Nixon→ Republican9 Pacifist.

Both paths are classified as inheritable in the context. Note that the paths are conflicted
with each other, neither is conflicted in the context.

Now suppose, that after some reasoning we actually accept the first of the paths. Thus
we shift to the context 〈Γ,Γ ∪ {Nixon→ Quaker → Pacifist}〉. In this context, the path
Nixon→ Republican9 Pacifist is conflicted and no longer inheritable.
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Third, a constructible path cannot be inheritable in a context if it is preempted. The
intuitive meaning is that we should not accept a path (even if there is some reason for ac-
cepting it), whenever the epistemic context provides a better reason to accept a conflicting
path.

Definition 6.32 (Defeasible preemption). A positive path π(x, σ, u) → y is preempted in
the context 〈Γ,Φ〉 iff there is a node v such that

(i) either v = x or there is a path π(x, σ1, v, σ2, u) ∈ Φ, and

(ii) v 9 y ∈ Γ.

A negative path π(x, σ, u) 9 y is preempted in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉 iff there is a node v
such that

(i) either v = x or there is a path π(x, σ1, v, σ2, u) ∈ Φ, and

(ii) v → y ∈ Γ.

Example 6.33. Suppose we are provided with the network Γ illustrated by Figure 6.6 on
page 105. Let us assume we already accepted that Tweety is a Bird. i.e. we are in the
context 〈Γ,Γ ∪ {Tweety → Ostrich→ Bird}〉.

In this context, there are two constructible paths Tweety → Ostrich → Bird → Flies
and Tweety → Ostrich9 Flies.

Both paths are conflicted with each other, although neither is conflicted in the context.
It seems intuitive that only one path should be accepted: The first path is preempted by

the second path.
Intuitively, the reason for the preemption is that the second path can be thought as “more

specific” or “immediate” (subpath from node Ostrich to node Flies has length one) about
Ostriches.

The three notions are employed together to define defeasible inheritability.

Definition 6.34 (Defeasible inheritability).
If σ is an edge. Then 〈Γ,Φ〉|∼σ iff σ ∈ Φ.
If σ is a compound path. Then 〈Γ,Φ〉|∼σ iff

(i) σ is constructible in 〈Γ,Φ〉, and

(ii) σ is not conflicted in 〈Γ,Φ〉, and

(iii) σ is not preempted in 〈Γ,Φ〉.
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6.8.1 Extensions of Defeasible Networks

Next, we use the relation of defeasible inheritability to characterize extensions. In direct
theories, extension is a set of paths. We identify three types of extensions — credulous,
skeptical and flexible — and deal with each type separately.

Given a network Γ, by applying the relation of defeasible inheritability we derive a
set of paths Φ that is a candidate for extension. An extension represents a total set of
statements an ideal reasoner is able to accept based on the initial knowledge in network Γ.

Credulous Extensions

The credulous extension Φ requires exactly the paths σ ∈ Φ to be accepted. We want to
exclude the path sets Φ that

(i) might posses too few paths in Φ: there might be a path inheritable in the context
〈Γ,Φ〉 that does not belong to Φ, or

(ii) might contain too many paths in Φ: some path belonging to Φ might not be inheri-
table in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉.

The formal definition follows:

Definition 6.35. The path set Φ is a credulous extension of the network Γ iff

Φ = {σ : 〈Γ,Φ〉|∼σ}.

We continue with several theorems. Note that the theorems basically correspond to
their counterparts in default logic discussed in section 6.4. The following theorem 6.36
corresponds to Example 6.10.

Theorem 6.36. A given network may posses more than one credulous extension.

If the network has more than one credulous extensions, there are two approaches to
whether a path shall be accepted as an argument: a path is accepted if it is in either (i)
all credulous extensions, or (ii) the intersection of all credulous extensions.

Example 6.37. Suppose we are provided with the network Γ illustrated by Figure 6.1 on
page 97.

One extension contains the path n→ u→ v → t, the other extension contains the path
n→ q → p→ t.

There are two approaches to whether we should accept path n→ t.
In the first approach, each extension supports n→ t. Therefore, we accept n→ t as an

conclusion.
In the second, conservative, approach, the intersection of the two extensions does not

support n→ t. Therefore, we cannot accept n→ t.

The existence of a credulous extension depends on the network.
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Figure 6.1: A network possessing two credible extensions. One extension contains the path
n→ u→ v → t, the other extension contains the path n→ q → p→ t. However, whether
we accept n→ t depends on the conservativeness of the approach.
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Theorem 6.38. Every acyclic network posses a credulous extension.

A network with cycle may posses no extension.
The following two theorems hold for any type of extension (credulous, skeptical and

flexible).
In the next theorem, the right-to-left implication is a form of soundness, guaranteeing

that an extension does not create any new conflicts. Only the conflicts already present in
Γ will be supported.

Theorem 6.39. An extension Φ of a network Γ supports both the statements x → y and
x9 y iff both x→ y and x9 y belong to Γ.

The next theorem assures the atomic stability : the semantic properties of a network
are unaffected when the network is supplemented with its own conclusions.

Theorem 6.40. If Φ is an extension of a network Γ and Φ supports an atomic statement
π(a, p), resp. π(a, p), then there is an extension Φ′ of Γ∪ {π(a, p)}, resp. of Γ∪ {π(a, p)},
such that Φ′ supports A iff Φ supports A, for any statement A.

Note that generic stability (supplementing paths) does not hold for the notion of credu-
lous inheritance. The following example demonstrates that, supplementing a network with
its own conclusions may indeed affect the semantics of the network.

Example 6.41. Suppose we are provided with the network illustrated by Figure 6.2.
The path Mammal → LandDweller → AirBreather is permitted. However, the

path Whale → Mammal → LandDweller → AirBreather is preempted by Whale 9
LandDweller. Thus we cannot conclude that Whales are AirBreathers.

To demonstrate generic stability failure, extend the network with an permissible (and
already accepted) path Mammal → AirBreather.

Now, the path Whale → Mammal → AirBreather is permissible. Thus we can con-
clude that Whales are AirBreathers.

Skeptical Extensions

The skeptical extensions are defined through an iterative process of moving from one epis-
temic context to another in a rational way. Starting with Γ, at each succeeding stage,
the current epistemic context is repeatedly supplemented with the set of paths which are
justified in accepting, but which are not yet explicitly endorsed. This process continues
until it reaches a limit which is exactly the skeptical extension of Γ. At the end, all the
paths that are explicitly endorsed are justified in accepting, and all the paths that are
justified in accepting are explicitly endorsed.

The distinguishing feature of skeptical reasoning strategy is that we refrain from accept-
ing an argument if there is a plausible counterargument. This feature can lead to different
particular theories, based on the definition of “plausible”.
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Figure 6.2: Generic stability failure. In the depicted network we cannot con-
clude that Whales are AirBreathers since the path Whale → Mammal →
LandDweller → AirBreather is preempted by Whale 9 LandDweller. Since
Mammal → LandDweller → AirBreather is permitted, we could add the edge
Mammal → AirBreather into the network. But then we would conclude that Whales
are AirBreathers.
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At any stage, we justify in accepting a path σ only if we previously evaluated every other
path τ that might possibly have an effect (blocking or preempting) on the acceptability of
σ.

A skeptical reasoner accepts a path in a context if the path is both permissible and
does not conflict with another path that is also inheritable. A path meeting this conditions
is called permitted and denoted by |�.

Definition 6.42 (Permission).
If σ is an edge. Then 〈Γ,Φ〉|�σ iff σ ∈ Φ.
If σ is a compound path. Then 〈Γ,Φ〉|�σ iff

(i) 〈Γ,Φ〉|∼σ, and

(ii) there is no path τ such that 〈Γ,Φ〉|∼τ and τ conflicts (in Γ) with σ.

We define the degree of a path σ in Γ, denoted as degΓ(σ), to be 1 if σ is an edge,
otherwise (when σ is a compound path) to be the length of the longest generalized (without
respect to orientation) path in Γ from the initial node of σ to its end node.

Definition 6.43. If there is a sequence of path sets Φ1,Φ2,Φ3, . . . where

Φ1 = Γ

Φn+1 = Φn ∪ {σ : degΓ(σ) = n+ 1 and 〈Γ,Φn〉|�σ}. (6.19)

then the path set
⋃∞

n=1 Φn is the skeptical extension of Γ.

Theorem 6.44. Every acyclic network possesses a unique skeptical extension.

Now, we discuss the the relation between the skeptical and credulous extension of a
network.

Theorem 6.45. If a network posses only one credulous extension, it coincides with the
skeptical extension.

If a network posses two or more credulous extensions, the skeptical extension may not
coincide with any of the credulous extensions, nor theirs intersection. We illustrate this
with an example.

Example 6.46. Suppose we are provided with the network illustrated by Figure 6.3 on page
101.

The skeptical extension contains the path n→ s9 t.
There is a credulous extension that contains the path a→ q → p→ t, and not the path

n→ s9 t. This shows that the skeptical extension does not coincide with the intersection
of credulous extensions.
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Figure 6.3: A network possessing two credulous extensions, and a skeptical extension.
The skeptical extension does not coincide with any of the credulous extensions, nor theirs
intersection.
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Figure 6.4: Suppose in the network Γa it is appropriate to adopt credulous extensions, and
in the network Γb it is appropriate to use skeptical extensions. In the merged network only
one of these strategies may be used. omitting appropriate conclusions. This gives rise to
flexible extensions.
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Flexible Extensions

The extensions considered so far treated all the conflicts uniformly, either in a credulous
or a skeptical manner. It was not possible for the reasoner to, in one network, adopt a
credulous approach towards one conflict and a skeptical approach towards another. We
illustrate this interplay with an example.

Example 6.47. Suppose we are provided with the two networks Γa,Γb illustrated by Figure
6.4 on page 101.

Suppose in the network Γa it is appropriate to adopt credulous extensions, and in the
network Γb it is appropriate to use skeptical extensions.

In network Γa, there are two credulous extensions, one containing n → q1 → p1 and
the other one containing n→ r1 9 p1.

In network Γb, neither path n→ q2 → p2 nor n→ r2 9 p2 is in skeptical extension of
network Γb.

Now consider a merged network Γ = Γa ∪ Γb. Only one of the credulous and skeptical
approaches to extensions may be used. This means that one has to yield one approach and
displace the other. This gives rise to a third approach — the flexible extension — in which
both the intuitively appropriate path sets Γ ∪ {n → q1 → p1} and Γ ∪ {n → r1 9 p1} are
flexible extensions of Γ.

We formally introduce flexible extension to characterize the appropriate conclusions
from previous example.

Definition 6.48. The path set Φ is a flexible extension of the network Γ iff

Φ = {σ : 〈Γ,Φ〉|�σ}.

Flexible extensions contain all the credulous and skeptical extensions:

Theorem 6.49. Every credulous or skeptical extension is also a flexible extension.

This completes the study of extensions of the purely defeasible inheritance networks.

6.8.2 Mixed Inheritance

In the previous section we discussed the defeasible knowledge networks. The classical logic
theories are represented in the strict knowledge networks. Mixing the two types into a
network that contains both strict and defeasible edges is (in some sense) a generalization
of the approach presented in previous section. However, the generalization is complicated
and deserves a careful analysis [Hor94].

The strict edges allow to represent the knowledge in network more accurately. Moreover,
strict edges contribute to simplicity in reasoning, since they allow to draw conclusions in
a standard way.

We illustrate the interplay of strict and defeasible edges with a variant of a two-level
inheritance network example illustrated in Figure 6.6 on page 105. The example contains
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Figure 6.5: A network with both strict an defeasible edges. Just by assigning different
names (one set of names depicted in sans-serif, the other in italics) to nodes we intuitively
prefer different extensions than in a similar network illustrated by the Figure 6.6 on page
105 (the strict edge does not play an important role here).

only defeasible edges and will be discussed later. The following example is similar, but
only one edge was switched from defeasible to strict.

Example 6.50. Suppose we are provided with the network illustrated by Figure 6.5 on page
103. We will separately consider two sets of node names.

First, consider the names written in regular serif font. Since the concept Ostrich is
entirely included (the strict edge) in the concept Bird, the strict subsumption gives us that
Ostrich9 Flies is a better reason than Birds→ Flies (which is preempted).

This is a perfectly correct conclusion that holds in all credulous, skeptical and flexible
definitions of extensions. Unfortunately, there is another node interpretation in which the
path Ostrich 9 Flies should be preempted by Birds → Flies. It turns out that this
preemption is possible due to the defeasible subsumption.

Second, consider the same network from Figure 6.5, but this time consider the names
written in italics font (and respective interpretation).

Since the concept HighSchoolDropout is not entirely subsumed by concept Adult (since
the concepts imply opposite information about HumanWithJob), the strict subsumption
gives us that Adult→ HumanWithJob and HighSchoolDropout9 HumanWithJob are
incomparable as reasons for drawing conclusions about Zack. Depending on our approach
to extensions, this leads to either (i) multiple extensions in case of credulous extensions,
with Zack employed in one and unemployed in another; or (ii) skepticism concerning Zach’s
employment.

However, it may seem intuitive that the path Zack → HighSchoolDropout⇒ Adult→
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HumanWithJob should be preempted, yielding only one extension in which Zack is unem-
ployed.

6.9 Motivating Examples

In this section we present examples that demonstrate the necessary switch from classic
logic to knowledge base with nonmonotonic reasoning. For each example, we demonstrate
how all the main nonmonotonic formalisms discussed previously deal with the example,
specifically with direct theories of nonmonotonic inheritance, default logic and circumscrip-
tion.

6.9.1 Inheritance: Birds Do Fly, Ostriches Do Not Fly

The example discussed in this section is also known as Tweety Triangle.

Why Classical Logic Cannot Handle Exceptions

We want to represent information about animals and their properties. We start with an
informal specification:

Birds fly. (6.20)

This an example of a typical ontology. Such ontology contains concepts Bird and Flies.
This ontology is consistent and ready to answer queries.

Suppose that at one point we want to extend the ontology with information about
Ostriches. The resulting ontology is as follows:

Birds fly. (6.21)

Ostriches are birds. (6.22)

Ostriches do not fly. (6.23)

By the third sentence we want to say that Ostriches are not typical birds, because they do
not fly.

We can formalize this by a set T of first-order predicate logic axioms:

∀x : Bird(x)⇒ Flies(x) (6.24)

∀x : Ostrich(x)⇒ Bird(x) (6.25)

∀x : Ostrich(x)⇒ ¬Flies(x) (6.26)

As it turns out the theory T is inconsistent: for any Ostrich x, both Flies(x) and
¬Flies(x) hold. When dealing with instances, we consider a prominent instance of Ostrich
named Tweety in the following discussion. Why classical logic is unsuitable to handle
exceptions was dealt with in section 6.1.1.

In the subsequent part of this section we show how this ontology can be represented in
several nonmonotonic formalisms. For clarity, we adopted the usual formalism of respective
approaches into a unified form.
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Figure 6.6: Two-level inheritance network.

Direct Theories of Nonmonotonic Inheritance

The example is represented by a knowledge network Γ illustrated by Figure 6.6 on page
105.

Assume that, after some reasoning, we already accepted that Tweety is a Bird. i.e. we
are in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉, where Φ = Γ ∪ {Tweety → Ostrich→ Bird}.

The path Tweety → Ostrich→ Bird→ Flies is not permitted in the context Φ since
it is preempted by path Tweety → Ostrich 9 Flies. This is because path from Tweety
through Bird to Flies goes through the Ostrich node.

The network Γ has one extension. The extension is the same for all types of extension
definition (credulous, skeptical and flexible). The extension contains the path Tweety →
Ostrich9 Flies.

Default Logic

We formulate the ontology by the default rules

Bird(x) : Flies(x)

Flies(x)
(6.27)

and
Ostrich(x) : Bird(x)

Bird(x)
(6.28)

and
Ostrich(x) : ¬Flies(x)

¬Flies(x)
(6.29)
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Note that all the rules are normal default rules.
In default theories we reason about a particular individuals.
If we provide the reasoner with the initial assumption Bird(oscar), the reasoner can use

only the rule (6.27) and we obtain Flies(oscar). This is the only extension.
Assume, we provide the reasoner with the initial assumption Ostrich(tweety). There are

three strategies to apply default rules.
First, the reasoner can use the rule (6.29) to derive ¬Flies(tweety). Next, by rule (6.28)

we derive Bird(tweety). The reasoner may want to apply the rule (6.27), but this is blocked
since the justification Flies(tweety) is inconsistent with already derived ¬Flies(tweety). This
is the first extension.

Second, the reasoner can use the rule (6.28) to derive Bird(tweety). Next, the reasoner
can either (i) use the rule (6.29) which leads to similar result as in previous paragraph,
in which the order of application of rules (6.28) and (6.29) was switched, or (ii) use the
rule (6.27): The justification does not prevent the rule (6.27) to be applied and we derive
Flies(tweety). The reasoner may want to apply the rule (6.29), but this is blocked since the
justification ¬Flies(tweety) is inconsistent with already derived Flies(tweety). This is the
second extension.

To summarize, by using the default logic, we obtained two extensions, in the first
Tweety does fly, in the second Tweety does not. This is not the result we expected, since
Tweety as an instance of Ostriches really does not fly.

However, the expected result can easily be obtained by forcing the priorities on default
rules. We can define that rule (6.29) has higher priority (is preferable) than (6.28) which
has higher priority than (6.27). By using this ordering the reasoner derives the intended
extension in the first place.

Circumscription

Circumscription models what typically holds by introducing so called abnormality predi-
cates. The abnormality predicates describe what does not match the normality criteria
and thus allows the representation of defeasible inheritance. The abnormality predicates
are circumscribed to make provision for their abnormality. The intention is to consider
only the models that are as normal as possible, but the circumscribed predicates.

We turn to our example with Birds. We formalize the example with TBox:

Bird v Flies t AbBird (6.30)

Ostrich v Bird u ¬Flies (6.31)

The first inclusion states that any bird either (i) flies or (ii) is an abnormal bird (that does
not fly), thus satisfying the abnormality predicate AbBird.

First, when minimizing the predicate AbBird by adding circumscription policy

circ AbBird
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we obtain the subsumptions

Ostrich v AbBird

AbBird ≡ Bird u ¬Flies

This approach to modeling abnormality of predicates turns out to be too strong. It is
more natural to allow non-minimized predicates to vary during circumscription, instead of
keeping their extension fixed. The more predicates we allow to vary, the more subsumptions
are derivable.

Second, if it is very unlikely for a bird not to fly, then we would expect that only those
birds do not fly, for which it was explicitly stated: Ostriches.

We allow the concept Flies to vary, and fix Bird and Ostrich during minimalization by
adding circumscription policy

circ AbBird var Flies.

Consequently we obtain the following subsumptions:

Ostrich ≡ AbBird

AbBird ≡ Bird u ¬Flies

Third, we can go even further and consider ostriches abnormal to the degree that we
do not believe they exist unless there is evidence they do.

Moreover, if we also allow Ostrich to vary by considering circumscription policy

circ AbBird var Flies,Ostrich

we obtain the following subsumptions:

Ostrich ≡ AbBird

AbBird ≡ Bird u ¬Flies

AbBird ≡ ⊥

Now, we add evidence that an ostrich exists to the ABox through the assertion

Ostrich(tweety).

We obtain the following subsumptions:

Ostrich ≡ AbBird

AbBird ≡ Bird u ¬Flies

AbBird ≡ {tweety}
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Figure 6.7: Three-level inheritance network.

6.9.2 Multiple Inheritance: ...and Animals Do Not Fly

In the previous section we considered a two level inheritance. As an extension we now
consider the three level inheritance. The approach closely follows the previous section and
adds necessary details.

The ontology to be considered in this example is the following:

Animals do not fly. (6.32)

Birds are animals. (6.33)

Birds fly. (6.34)

Ostriches are birds. (6.35)

Ostriches do not fly. (6.36)

By defining priorities for respective formalisms (default rules, circumscribed predicate
names) we can manage the inheritance behavior of each predicate at each level.

Direct Theories of Nonmonotonic Inheritance

The example is represented by a knowledge network Γ illustrated by Figure 6.7 on page
108.

Assume, that after a some reasoning we already accepted that Tweety is an Animal.
i.e. we are in the context 〈Γ,Φ〉, where Φ = Γ∪{Tweety → Ostrich→ Bird→ Animal}.

The network Γ has one extension. The extension supports the statement Tweety 9
Flies through the path Tweety → Ostrich 9 Flies. The extension is the same for all
types of extension definitions (credulous, skeptical and flexible).
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Default Logic

We formulate the ontology by the default rules

Animal(x) : ¬Flies(x)

¬Flies(x)
(6.37)

Bird(x) : Animal(x)

Animal(x)
(6.38)

Bird(x) : Flies(x)

Flies(x)
(6.39)

Ostrich(x) : Bird(x)

Bird(x)
(6.40)

and
Ostrich(x) : ¬Flies(x)

¬Flies(x)
(6.41)

and a well-founded partial ordering (6.41) ≤ (6.40) ≤ (6.39) ≤ (6.38) ≤ (6.37). Just as a
reminder, this ordering means, that (6.41) has highest priority, is preferred and should be
applied first.

Again we consider several individuals from our domain.
First, assume we provide the reasoner with the initial assumption Animal(skippy). The

reasoner tries to apply all default rules in the defined ordering. Only the rule (6.37) is
applicable, thus we derive ¬Flies(skippy).

Second, assume we provide the reasoner with the initial assumption Bird(oscar). By
the rule (6.39) we derive Flies(oscar) and by the rule (6.38) we derive Animal(oscar).

Third, assume we provide the reasoner with the initial assumption Ostrich(tweety). By
the rule (6.41) we derive ¬Flies(tweety), by the rule (6.40) we derive Bird(tweety), and by
the rule (6.38) we derive Animal(tweety).

Circumscription

We formalize the example with TBox:

Animal v ¬Flies t AbAnimal (6.42)

Bird v Animal u (Flies t AbBird) (6.43)

Ostrich v Bird u ¬Flies (6.44)

The way to get the models that are “as normal as possible” in multi-level inheritance
is by employing priorities between minimized predicates.

We can minimize the two abnormality predicates AbAnimal and AbBird in parallel, allow
Flies to vary, and keep Animal, Bird and Ostrich fixed, denoted by circumscription policy

circ AbAnimal,AbBird var Flies.
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The result of parallel minimization is that ostriches may or may not fly with equal
preference: they are either abnormal animals or they are abnormal birds, respectively:

Bird v (Animal t AbAnimal) t (Bird t AbBird)

However, we may argue that the first option should be preferred: since Bird v Animal, the
normality information for birds is more specific than the normality information for animals
and should be preferred.

By employing priorities between minimized predicates the subsumption hierarchy may
be reflected. By defining that during minimization the AbBird has a higher priority than
AbAnimal and treating other predicates as in previous paragraph, we attain only the one
preferred model in which ostriches are abnormal birds:

Bird ≡ (Bird t AbBird).

6.9.3 Conflicting Defaults: Nixon Diamond

In the previous two examples the competing default rules were at distinct levels. In this
example the competing defaults have the same priority.

This example first appeared in [RC81] to show that default rules may lead to mutually
inconsistent conclusions. The name refers to beliefs about a particular president of USA,
which, when drawn in an inheritance network, form a diamond shape.

The situation is as follows:

Usually, Quakers are Pacifists. (6.45)

Usually, Republicans are not Pacifists. (6.46)

Richard Nixon is both a Quaker and a Republican. (6.47)

The question is: Is Nixon Pacifist?

Direct Theories of Nonmonotonic Inheritance

In direct theory of nonmonotonic inheritance the example is represented by network de-
picted in Figure 6.8.

In the skeptical approach, Nixon can neither be proved to be pacifist nor the contrary.
Thus no conclusion can be drawn about Nixon being a pacifist. There is one skeptical
extension that contains paths Nixon→ Republican and Nixon→ Quaker.

In the credulous approach, there are two cases and each forms an extension. In the first
case Nixon can be proved as pacifist through path Nixon → Quaker → Pacifist, thus
Nixon is believed to be pacifist. However, in the second case Nixon can be proved not to
be pacifist through path Nixon→ Quaker 9 Pacifist, thus Nixon is also believed not to
be pacifist. To conclude, there are two credulous extensions.
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Figure 6.8: Nixon Diamond

Default Logic

We formulate the ontology by the default rules

Nixon(x) : Republican(x)

Republican(x)
(6.48)

Nixon(x) : Quaker(x)

Quaker(x)
(6.49)

Republican(x) : ¬Pacifist(x)

¬Pacifist(x)
(6.50)

and
Quaker(x) : Pacifist(x)

Pacifist(x)
(6.51)

We consider an individual nixon belonging to class Nixon(Nixon).
We use the theorem 6.7 to verify a particular candidate for extension is really an

extension.
There are three candidates for an extension:

S1 = Cn({Nixon(nixon),Republican(nixon),Quaker(nixon)}),
S2 = Cn({Nixon(nixon),Republican(nixon),Quaker(nixon),¬Pacifist(nixon)}),
S3 = Cn({Nixon(nixon),Republican(nixon),Quaker(nixon),Pacifist(nixon)}).

Now we verify whether the candidates are extensions:

Γ(S1) = Cn({Nixon(nixon),Republican(nixon),Quaker(nixon)}) = S1

Γ(S2) = Cn({Nixon(nixon),Republican(nixon),Quaker(nixon)}) 6= S2

Γ(S3) = Cn({Nixon(nixon),Republican(nixon),Quaker(nixon)}) 6= S3
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Thus only S1 is an extension. This extension corresponds to skeptical extension of
direct theory approach.

By applying the prioritization of default rules, one of the candidates for extension S2

and S3 which were rejected, can be turned into extension. The two extensions correspond
to credulous extensions of direct theory approach.

Circumscription

We formalize the example with TBox:

Quaker v Pacifist t AbQuaker (6.52)

Republican v ¬Pacifist u AbRepublican (6.53)

Nixon v Quaker (6.54)

Nixon v Republican (6.55)

and ABox

Nixon(nixon). (6.56)

First we can minimize the two abnormality predicates AbQuaker and AbRepublican in par-
allel, allow Pacifist to vary, and keep Quaker, Republican and Nixon fixed, denoted by
circumscription policy

circ AbQuaker,AbRepublican var Pacifist.

The result of parallel minimization is that Nixon may or may not be Pacifist with equal
preference: he is either abnormal Quaker or abnormal Republican, respectively. This
corresponds to skeptical extension of direct theories of nonmonotonic inheritance.

By employing priorities between minimized predicates we can yield the normality of
Quakers or Republicans about Nixon. For instance, by defining that during minimiza-
tion the AbQuaker has a higher priority than AbRepublican and treating other predicates as in
previous paragraph, we attain only the one model in which Nixon is Pacifist. The choice
of particular prioritization determines which of the extension is obtained from the two
credulous extensions of direct theories of nonmonotonic inheritance.

6.10 Description Logic with Nonmonotonic Reason-

ing

In the previous section we considered several nonmonotonic formalisms with no particular
relation to DL. In this section we review the previous attempts to incorporate nonmono-
tonic reasoning into DLs. We consider the DL extensions based on Reiter’s default logic,
epistemic operators and circumscription.
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Applications of Description Logics that Require Nonmonotonic Reasoning

One of the shortcomings of description logics (DL) is that DLs do not allow to model
defeasible inheritance.

In many applications of DLs, the application developers seek some form of nonmono-
tonic reasoning.

There are two main difficulties that are experienced using existing search engines
[LSW98].

First, many of the existing search engines take only the syntactic information into
account and do not take semantics into account. Therefore not all relevant documents
are found. The recall of the search engine should be improved by employing logic and
reasoning.

Second, a large set of solutions is provided for a query. Many of the retrieved documents
do not contain relevant information. Therefore the solutions must be sorted according to
relevance before presenting them to users. This improves precision of the search engine.
The techniques from nonmonotonic reasoning basically solve inconsistencies by giving pref-
erence to one or the other statement. These techniques may be used to give preferences
on documents.

DLs are now used to formalize biomedical ontologies and it has been argued that such
ontologies must support defeasible inheritance to represent knowledge such as “in humans,
the heart is usually located on the left-hand side of the body; in humans with situs inversus,
the heart is located on the right-hand side of the body” [BLW09].

In commonsense reasoning the default rules, the absence of complete information and
conclusions derived from the lack of information are prevalent.

6.10.1 Description Logics with Default Rules

There are several approaches to extending description logic with default rules.
The naive combination of strict and default information may give unintuitive results.

This was demonstrated by [PN93] in analyzing the interplay of DL and default rules in
inheritance networks adapted to DL. The problem is that while in DL the subsumption
clearly separates specific and more general concepts, in default logic the default rules are
applied without respect to specificity of a subsumed concept.

A simple DL that contains a subset of constructors of OWL-DL coupled with default
rules is undecidable [BH92]. The decidability can be guaranteed by restricting the ap-
plication of default rules only to named individuals, obtaining the closed default logic as
opposed to open default logic in which default rules are applicable to all individuals.

A default extension that is based on preference semantics is given in [QR92]. The
main idea is that only the models are considered in which as many as possible defaults are
fulfilled.

Two kinds of default rules are differentiated in [Str93]. The first kind considers only
concept names in the default rules. The second kind considers also role names in default
rules for expressing default information.
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In the rest of this section we describe an approach of [LSW98]. We take the skeptical
reasoning approach and consider only concept names in default rules.

The knowledge base (KB) for description logic with default rules consists of both tax-
onomic information from TBox and default information encoded by default rules. Both
parts of ontology interplay to derive information.

In [LSW98], authors make several assumptions. First, they consider only the normal
default rules. Their approach can be generalized to consider general default rules [BH92,
BH93]. Second, ontology can contain cycles with respect to both taxonomic and default
axioms (general concept inclusion axioms and default rules).

A new tableaux inference rule named preferential instance relation defines when it is
plausible to conclude from a knowledge base whether an individual belongs to a concept.
The tableaux algorithm for DL is extended by a rule for computing preferential instance
relation that infers new knowledge from default rules.

The algorithm for computing preferential instance relation works as follows: First, all
default rules are instantiated with individuals we want to reason about. This creates a set
of closed defaults that are used later.

Second, the knowledge base is extended to a maximally extended KB. A maximally ex-
tended KB corresponds to extension and is defined as a KB for which there is no applicable
default in the set of defaults. During extending, all the default rules are applied to KB.
Since there may be different choices for which default rules to apply, the result is a set of
maximally extended KBs.

Moreover, to prefer specific default rules, [LSW98] define a preference relation on default
rules that define the ordering in which default rules are applied. A default A:B

B
is preferred

over C:D
D

if there is a sequence of concepts A, . . . , C such that between each adjacent pair
of concepts in the sequence there is a subsumption relation or a default rule.

Third, [LSW98] take a skeptical reasoning approach. The set of maximally extended
KBs is filtered to remove preferred KBs.

Fourth, the maximally extended KBs are merged. The assertions in the intersection
are used as the label for the tableaux node in which preferential instance relation rule was
used.

The preferential instance relation rule has the lowest priority. It is performed after all
the standard rules of DL (for list of DL inference rules refer to Figure 3.3 on page 29, and
for strategy in rule application refer to Figure 3.4 on page 32).

6.10.2 Description Logics with Epistemic Operators

In [DNR97], authors present Autoepistemic Description Logics (ADLs), in which the lan-
guage of description logics is augmented with modal operators interpreted according to the
nonmonotonic logic Minimal Knowledge and Negation as Failure (MKNF). The decision
procedures for query answering in expressive ADLs are provided. ADLs provide a formal
characterization of a wide variety of nonmonotonic features including defaults, integrity
constraints, role and concept closure.
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In [CLLR06], authors are considering standard DL knowledge base and develop a query
language supporting queries to the knowledge base with sophisticated mechanisms provided
by full first-order logic as in databases. They use an epistemic first-order query language
called EQL-Lite, which is able to incorporate closed-world reasoning on demand, as a means
for expressing queries over DL knowledge bases. In EQL-Lite, it is possible to formulate
full first-order queries over DL knowledge bases, while keeping computational complexity
of query answering under control. In particular, they show that EQL-Lite queries over
DL-Lite knowledge bases are first-order reducible (i.e., can be compiled into SQL) and
hence can be answered in LogSpace through standard database technologies.

6.10.3 Description Logics with Circumscription

Circumscription is one of the main approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning. Though, DLs
based on circumscription have not been extensively studied. In this section we summarize
a recent paper [BLW09].

Circumscription can be used to extend description logics with nonmonotonic features
in a straightforward and transparent way.

The restrictions that have to be imposed to attain decidability are simple and do not
prohibit modeling defeasible inheritance. Specifically, considering the circumscription of
the expressive DLs ALCIO and ALCQO, the satisfiability is defeasible under a simple
restriction: only concept names can be circumscribed and role names vary freely during
circumscription.

The exact computational complexity is NPNExp-complete and NExpNP-complete
depending on, respectively, whether or not the number of minimized and mixed predicates
is assumed to be bounded by a constant.

Allowing role names to be fixed during minimization (rather than vary them) makes
the reasoning undecidable even in the basic ALC, and even when TBox is empty.

The previously discussed approaches to extend DL with default rules or epistemic op-
erators have limitations: they treat objects that are named by an individual constant dif-
ferently than the unnamed ones. Default logic imposes a restriction that default rules are
applied only to individuals with a name [BH92] (so called closed defaults). Since the mod-
els of DL KBs usually include a large number of implicit (nameless) individuals imposed
by existential restrictions, the limitation of default rules application to named individuals
is significant. DL with circumscription is an appropriate tool for modeling defeasible in-
heritance since the restriction of nonmonotonic reasoning only to domain individuals that
are named by a individual constant can be avoided.

The circumscribed knowledge base (cKB) contains a standard DL knowledge base con-
taining RBox, TBox and ABox. Additionally, cKB is equipped with circumscription pat-
tern that lists the predicates (i.e. concepts and roles) to be minimized, fixed or allowed to
vary. The minimized predicates are usually “abnormality predicates” identifying predicates
that are abnormal. Circumscription patterns can express preferences between minimized
predicates by a partial ordering of predicates. This is vital to ensure a smooth interplay
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between defeasible inheritance and DL subsumption.



Chapter 7

Description Logic with Minimal
Knowledge and Negation as Failure
ALCKNF

In this chapter we extend DL to support nonmonotonic reasoning. We define the descrip-
tion logic of minimal knowledge and negation as failure (MKNF-DL) as an extension of
description logics (DL) with modal operators K and A. We focus on a MKNF-DL exten-
sion of ALC which we call ALCKNF . We show how several nonmonotonic examples are
treated by ALCKNF . We present two reasoning algorithms for satisfiability checking. The
general algorithm exposes the fundamental properties of ALCKNF , but is not suitable for
implementation. The tableaux algorithm with blocking is more suitable. Our blocking
technique allows for reasoning about a larger set of ontologies than previous approaches.
We prove the correctness of the tableaux algorithm and show how to use it for query
answering.

7.1 Basic Formalism

We start with usual formalism of MKNF-DL. The basic definitions and notation roughly
follow [DNR02].

7.1.1 Syntax

Consider disjoint finite sets of concept names NC , role names NR, and individual names
NI . The concept/role names are the atomic concepts/roles and the more complex con-
cepts/roles are build up from atomic concepts/roles using the operators.

Definition 7.1 (ALCKNF Syntax). The ALCKNF syntax is defined as follows:

C ::= > | ⊥ | Ca | ¬C | C1 u C2 | C1 t C2 | ∃R.C | ∀R.C | KC | AC
R ::= Ra | KR | AR

117
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where Ca ∈ NC is an atomic concept, C,C1, C2 are concept expressions, Ra ∈ NR is an
atomic role, and R is a role.

The syntax of ALCKNF contains modal operators K and A.

Definition 7.2. The operators K and A are called modal (or epistemic) operators.
An ALCKNF role R is called modal if it is of the form KR′ or AR′, where R′ is an

arbitrary role.
An ALCKNF concept C is called modal if it is of the form KD or AD, where D is an

arbitrary concept.

We differentiate the subjective, objective and mixed concepts. A concept is subjective if
each its atomic subconcept lies within the scope of at least one modal operator. Objective
concepts are the ALC concepts.

Definition 7.3. An ALCKNF concept C is subjective if each ALC atomic subconcept of
C is also a subconcept of a modal subconcept of C.

An ALCKNF concept C is objective if C does not contain a modal role or a modal
subconcept.

An ALCKNF concept C is mixed if C is neither subjective nor objective.

For example, concept ∃KR.C is neither subjective nor objective.

Definition 7.4. A general concept inclusion axiom (GCI) is of the form C v D, where C
and D are ALCKNF concepts.

A concept assertion is of the form C(a), where C is an ALCKNF concept and a ∈ NI

is an individual name.
A role assertion is of the form R(a, b), where R is an ALCKNF role and a, b ∈ NI are

individual names.

Definition 7.5. An GCI axiom C v D is subjective, resp. objective, if both C and D are
subjective, resp. objective.

A terminology (TBox) T is a set of objective axioms.
A modal terminology (MBox) Γ is a set of non-objective axioms.
An assertion box (ABox) A is a set of concept and role assertions.

The ALCKNF knowledge base (KB) is an extension of ALC KB to which we add the
modal formulae.

Definition 7.6 (ALCKNF Knowledge Base). The ALCKNF knowledge base Σ is a triple
〈T ,Γ,A〉, where TBox T is a set of objective axioms, MBox Γ is a set of non-objective
axioms, and ABox A is a set of (both objective and non-objective) assertions.

In the remainder we consider the following simplification of notation. We assume an
ALCKNF KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉. M denotes a modal operator, i.e., M ∈ {K,A}, N denotes
a possibly negated modal operator, i.e., N ∈ {K,A,¬K,¬A}. Ra denotes an atomic ALC
role, Ca, Da denote atomic ALC concepts, A,B,C,D (possibly with indices or primes)
denote arbitrary ALCKNF concepts.
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7.1.2 Semantics

Remind, that an ALC interpretation I = (∆, ·I) consists of domain ∆ and interpretation
function ·I which maps each atomic concept Ca to a subset of domain: CIa ⊆ ∆, each atomic
role Ra to a subset of cartesian product of domain: RIa ⊆ ∆×∆, and each individual name
x ∈ NI to an element of domain: xI ∈ ∆.

The semantics of ALCKNF considers sets of ALC interpretations with the following
properties:

(i) The domain ∆ is a countable (possibly infinite) set.

(ii) All ALC interpretations are defined over the same domain ∆.

(iii) Each individual name in every interpretation maps to the same domain element.

Definition 7.7 (ALCKNF Semantics). An ALCKNF interpretation is a triple (I,M,N ),
where I is an ALC interpretation (∆, ·I), and M and N are sets of ALC interpretations.

Atomic concepts Ca, roles Ra, and individuals a are interpreted in I as usual in ALC:

(Ca)
I,M,N = CIa

(Ra)
I,M,N = RIa

(a)I,M,N = aI .

The ALCKNF interpretation (I,M,N ) is extended to non-atomic and modal concepts
and modal roles as follows:

(>)I,M,N = ∆
(⊥)I,M,N = ∅

(¬C)I,M,N = ∆ \ (C)I,M,N

(C1 u C2)I,M,N = (C1)I,M,N ∩ (C2)I,M,N

(C1 t C2)I,M,N = (C1)I,M,N ∪ (C2)I,M,N

(∃R.C)I,M,N = {x ∈ ∆ | ∃y ∈ ∆ : (x, y) ∈ (R)I,M,N and y ∈ (C)I,M,N}
(∀R.C)I,M,N = {x ∈ ∆ | ∀y ∈ ∆ : (x, y) ∈ (R)I,M,N implies y ∈ (C)I,M,N}

(KC)I,M,N =
⋂
J∈M(C)J ,M,N

(AC)I,M,N =
⋂
J∈N (C)J ,M,N

(KRa)
I,M,N =

⋂
J∈M(Ra)

J ,M,N

(ARa)
I,M,N =

⋂
J∈N (Ra)

J ,M,N

Definition 7.8 (Satisfiability in (I, M, N )). A concept inclusion C v D is satisfied in
(I, M, N ), denoted as (I,M,N ) |= C v D, iff CI,M,N ⊆ DI,M,N .

A concept assertion C(a) is satisfied in (I, M, N ), denoted as (I,M,N ) |= C(a), iff
a ∈ CI,M,N .

A role assertion R(a, b) is satisfied in (I, M, N ), denoted as (I,M,N ) |= R(a, b), iff
(a, b) ∈ RI,M,N .
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Definition 7.9 (Satisfiability in (M, N )). A concept inclusion C v D is satisfied in (M,
N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= C v D, iff CI,M,N ⊆ DI,M,N for each I ∈ M.

A concept assertion C(a) is satisfied in (M, N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= C(a), iff
a ∈ CI,M,N for each I ∈ M.

A role assertion R(a, b) is satisfied in (M, N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= R(a, b), iff
(a, b) ∈ RI,M,N for each I ∈ M.

A TBox T is satisfied in (M, N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= T , iff all axioms in T are
satisfied in (M,N ).

An MBox Γ is satisfied in (M, N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= Γ, iff all axioms in Γ are
satisfied in (M,N ).

An ABox A is satisfied in (M, N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= A, iff all assertions in A
are satisfied in (M,N ).

A KB Σ is satisfied in (M, N ), denoted as (M,N ) |= Σ, iff all T , Γ and A are
satisfied in (M,N ).

Up to now, the definition of modal operators K and A were the same. Their meaning
is distinguished by imposing the maximality condition on K.

Definition 7.10 (ALCKNF Model). A set of ALC interpretations M is a model for an
ALCKNF KB Σ iff the following two conditions hold:

(i) the structure (M,M) satisfies Σ; and

(ii) for each set of ALC interpretations M′, if M′ ⊃ M then the structure (M′,M)
does not satisfy Σ.

Definition 7.11 (Entailment). A concept inclusion C v D is a consequence of KB Σ,
denoted as Σ |= C v D, iff (M,M) |= C v D for each model M of Σ.

A concept assertion C(a) is a consequence of KB Σ, denoted as Σ |= C(a), iff
(M,M) |= C(a) for each model M of Σ.

A role assertion R(a, b) is a consequence of KB Σ, denoted as Σ |= R(a, b), iff
(M,M) |= R(a, b) for each model M of Σ.

Definition 7.12 (Satisfiability). A KB Σ is satisfiable if there is a model for Σ.
Two KBs Σ and Σ′ are equivalent, denoted as Σ ≡ Σ′, iff for every set of ALC inter-

pretations M, M is model for Σ iff M is model for Σ′.
Two concepts C and C ′ are equivalent in KB Σ, denoted as Σ |= C ≡ C ′, iff for every

set of ALC interpretations M of Σ, M |= C v C ′ and M |= C ′ v C.

7.2 Examples and Applications

We consider several examples that demonstrate the typical applications of ALCKNF .
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7.2.1 Epistemic Queries

The epistemic queries allow for reasoning about the knowledge contained withing the KB.
To illustrate epistemic queries, consider a KB consisting of following facts (example adapted
from [Rei82]):

taughtBy(Math, John)

∃taughtBy.>(CS)

taughtBy(Psych,Mary) t taughtBy(Psych, Sue)

There are two types of questions: objective and epistemic.
The example of an objective question is “which courses are taught?” All the three

courses (Math,CS,Psych) are valid answers to the question. This objective question can
be represented by a query for a valid x in

∃taughtBy.>(x).

The example of an epistemic question is “which courses are taught by known individ-
uals?” The only valid answer to this question is Math. CS is not a valid answer since the
second fact does not use a known individual, and Psych is not a valid answer since the
third fact does not identify a particular person. To represent the epistemic question we
need to use a modal operator in the query for a valid x in

∃KtaughtBy.>(x).

Note that there is an important difference between the following two sentences

K∃taughtBy.>(Psych) and ∃KtaughtBy.>(Psych)

The first sentence says that a particular sentence is known to be true: it is known that
Psych is taught by a teacher. The second sentence says that for some value of y (filler of
taughtBy(Psych, y)) a particular sentence involving y is known to be true: there is an y for
which it is known that Psych is taught by y, that is, Psych is taught by a known teacher.

In the KB considered in this section, the first sentence is true, since it is known that
Psych is taught by somebody. But the second sentence is false, since Psych is not taught
by somebody known. The first sentence requires the existence of a teacher to be known,
while the second sentence requires the KB to know who exactly the teacher is.

7.2.2 Nested modal operators

By nesting modal operators we can represent meta-knowledge, knowledge about the rela-
tionship between the world and the epistemic state.
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For example, the sentence

K¬KtaughtBy(CS, John)

says that it is known that CS is not known to be taught by John. This is different from
objective knowledge ¬taughtBy(CS, John).

The most interesting case [LL00] is when the object of knowledge is neither objective
nor subjective. For example consider the sentence:

K [∃taughtBy.KAbelPriceLaureate] (CS)

The sentence represents knowledge that is both about the world and the epistemic state:
it is known that (i) CS is taught by someone (knowledge about world) who (ii) is among
the known AbelPriceLaureates (knowledge about epistemic state). This is a stronger claim
than

K [∃taughtBy.AbelPriceLaureate] (CS)

where it is known that CS is taught by someone among the AbelPriceLaureates (suitable
for the assumption that the set of AbelPriceLaureates is usually much smaller than the set
of teachers of CS).

7.2.3 Integrity Constraints

The Open World Assumption (OWA) and absence of Unique Name Assumption (UNA)
are fundamental features of standard DLs. These features are appropriate for distributed
knowledge representation where complete knowledge about the domain cannot be assumed.
The same features make it complicated to use DLs for data validation, where complete
knowledge about a part of a domain can be assumed.

Integrity constraints are used to ensure accuracy and consistency of data in a KB.
Consider an ALC KB Σ and an integrity constraint α expressed as a CGI axiom. The naive
approach to test whether Σ satisfies α would be to test for consistency of KB Σ′ = Σ∪{α},
where Σ′ is formed from Σ by adding α to its TBox 1 . However, as the IC α becomes
indistinguishable from other axioms in Σ′, the OWA and UNA apply to it. Though,
addition of ICs to KB should not change the content of KB, but just force the KB to
be inconsistent if the constraint is violated. This is demonstrated by the two following
examples in which we would like to detect inconsistency rather than consistency.

Example 7.13. Consider a KB Σ and an integrity constraint “a person has a mother”.

Σ : Person(adam)

α : Person v ∃hasMother.>
1Notation: The union operator Σ ∪ {α} will be used in the sense that the axiom α is added to KB

Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 thus obtaining a KB Σ′. If α is objective, α is added to T , obtaining Σ′ = 〈T ∪ {α},Γ,A〉;
If α is subjective, α is added to Γ, obtaining Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ ∪ {α},A〉.
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Due to OWA, not having a known mother of adam does not cause a logical inconsistency
of Σ ∪ {α}.

Example 7.14. Consider a KB Σ and an integrity constraint “a person has at most one
mother”.

Σ : Person(adam), hasMother(adam, ann), hasMother(adam,marie)

α : Person v ≤ 1hasMother.>

Due to absence of UNA and since ann and marie are not explicitly defined to be different
from each other, they will be inferred to be the same individual due to to the cardinality
restriction, in Σ ∪ {α}.

Standard DLs employ OWA without UNA. By using ALCKNF we can adopt OWA
without UNA for parts of the domain where we have incomplete knowledge, and CWA
with UNA for parts of the domain where we have complete knowledge.

Typical uses of ICs are [BDD+03]:

• Referential integrity constraints state that an individual must participate in a role
assertion. In the Example 7.13, we expect the KB Σ to be invalid w.r.t. participation
integrity constraint α since adam does not participate in hasMother relation.

• Domain integrity constraints require that individuals participating in a role assertion
are instances of certain concepts. The domain and range of roles are defined by typing
integrity constraints. The same approach can be used as in standard DL discussed
in section 3.7.3.

• Cardinality integrity constraints require that an individual must participate in a given
number of role assertions. In the Example 7.14, we expect the KB Σ to be invalid
w.r.t. uniqueness integrity constraint α since adam participated in two hasMother
relations.

Integrity constraints can be either used as epistemic queries to standard ALC KB Σ, or
incorporated into ALCKNF KB. We demonstrate the first case by the following examples.

Example 7.15 (Referential integrity). Continuing the Example 7.13, the constraint “a
person has a mother” can be expressed by an participation integrity constraint:

Σ : Person(adam)

α′ : KPerson v ∃AhasMother.>

There is no model for the ALCKNF KB Σ ∪ {α′}, therefore the KB Σ is invalid w.r.t.
IC α′. The proof follows.

Due to the IC α′, the modelM for Σ should satisfy ∃AhasMother.>(adam). This means
that there is an individual x ∈ ∆ such that M |= AhasMother(adam, x) and M |= >(x).
Consider an interpretation I ′ such that (adam, x) 6∈ AhasMotherI

′
and letM′ =M∪{I ′}.
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The interpretation of AhasMother in the structure (M′,M) is
⋂
J∈M hasMotherJ ,M′,M. Its

interpretation in the structure (M,M) is the same, hence the structure (M′,M) satisfies
Σ ∪ {α′}. This is a contradiction with maximality of M and therefore M is not a model
for Σ ∪ {α′}. From the generality of construction of M we conclude that Σ ∪ {α′} has no
models.

Example 7.16 (Domain integrity). The domain integrity constraint for role hasMother
can state that its domain is Person and range is Female:

Σ : Person(adam), hasMother(adam, ann)

α : K∃hasMother.> v APerson

β : > v ∀AhasMother.AFemale

There is no model for an ALCKNF KB Σ ∪ {β}, therefore the KB Σ is invalid w.r.t. IC
β. The proof follows.

Due to the IC β, the model M for Σ should satisfy ∀AhasMother.AFemale(adam).
This means that for all individuals x ∈ ∆, if M |= AhasMother(adam, x) then M |=
AFemale(x). Consider an interpretation I ′ such that (adam, x) ∈ AhasMotherI

′
and

x 6∈ AFemaleI
′

and let M′ = M ∪ {I ′}. The interpretation of AFemale in the struc-
ture (M′,M) is

⋂
J∈M FemaleJ ,M′,M. Its interpretation in the structure (M,M) is the

same, hence the structure (M′,M) satisfies Σ∪{β}. This is a contradiction with maximal-
ity of M and therefore M is not a model for Σ∪{β}. From the generality of construction
of M we conclude that Σ ∪ {β} has no models.

There is a model for an ALCKNF KB Σ ∪ {α}, therefore the KB Σ is valid w.r.t. IC
α. The proof is omitted.

Example 7.17 (Cardinality integrity). Continuing the Example 7.14, the constraint “a
person has at most one mother” can be expressed by an uniqueness integrity constraint:

Σ : Person(adam), hasMother(adam, ann), hasMother(adam,marie)

α′ : KPerson v ≤ 1AhasMother.>

The ALCKNF DL does not include cardinality syntax operators and this example is pre-
sented just for illustration. The intention is that there is no model for an ALCKNF KB
Σ ∪ {α′}, therefore the KB Σ is invalid w.r.t. IC α′.

7.2.4 Default Rules

Remind from section 6.4 that the default rule has the form

α : β1, . . . , βk
γ

(7.1)

where α, β1, . . . , βk, γ are sentences and k ≥ 0. The closed defaults semantics restricts the
application of default rules only to individuals explicitly contained in the ABox. There is
no consensus on open defaults [DNR02], therefore we focus on closed defaults only.
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The default rule of the form (7.1) is translated into the GCI

KI u Kα u ¬A¬β1 u . . . u ¬A¬βk v Kγ

where I is a new concept. The concept I together with assertions {I(a) | a ∈ NI} guarantees
application to explicit individuals in line with the closed default semantics.

Example 7.18. The default “an employee who belongs to programming department is likely
to be either an engineer or a mathematician, unless (s)he is a manager”, formally written
as

Employee u ∃belongsTo.ProgramingDept : Manager

Engineer tMathematician

can be translated to the following GCI:

KI u K(Employee u ∃belongsTo.ProgramingDept) u ¬A¬Manager

v K(Engineer tMathematician)

together with assertions {I(a)|a ∈ NI}.

The previous example was taken from [DNR02] to which reader is referred for details.

7.2.5 An Example ALCKNF Ontology

In section 6.9.1 we considered an terminological ontology. We demonstrated how various
nonmonotonic formalisms deal with this ontology. Now we consider the same ontology and
approach it with the ALCKNF .

The sets of atomic concepts, atomic roles and individuals are as follows:

NC = {Bird,Ostrich,Flies, I}
NR = ∅
NI = {tweety, oscar}

The ALCKNF KB Σ = (T ,Γ,A) is defined according to the translation of default rules
to ALCKNF as described in section 7.2.4 and consists of
the TBox T :

Ostrich v Bird

the MBox Γ:

KI uKBird u ¬A¬Flies v KFlies

KI uKOstrich u ¬A¬¬Flies v K¬Flies
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the ABox A:

Bird(oscar)

Ostrich(tweety)

I(oscar)

I(tweety).

Note that I is a concept that guarantees the application of GCIs in Γ only to individuals
explicit in KB.

By using the reasoning task described in section 7.5, we obtain that the following hold
in the KB Σ:

Σ |= Flies(oscar)

Σ |= ¬Flies(tweety)

Σ |= Ostrich v Bird

Σ 6|= Bird v Flies

Σ 6|= Ostrich v ¬Flies.

7.3 Model Representation

Our intention is to introduce a reasoning technique for ALCKNF . This will be attained in
the next section. In this section, we discuss the representation of ALCKNF models.

In our treatment of representing and reasoning inALCKNF we follow several approaches
to reasoning in propositional modal logic [Got92, MT93, Nie93].

The reasoning problem for ALCKNF is reduced to several reasoning problems in the
underlying nonmodal logic ALC. Each model for an ALCKNF KB Σ is characterized by
an ALC KB. Therefore, the set of ALC KBs that represents all the models of Σ constitute
a nonmodal representation of Σ. Such a representation allows for using classical reasoning
techniques for ALC to solve the reasoning problems for ALCKNF .

Recall that an ALCKNF model M is a set of ALC interpretations. The model M is
first-order representable if there exists a first-order theory (resp. ALC KB) ΣM such that

M = {I : I |= ΣM}.

Therefore the set of interpretations belonging to M can be represented by a first-order
theory ΣM. Note that the theory ΣM may be either finite or infinite.

Following the motivation of this approach, we consider only the case when theALCKNF
modelM is ALC representable, i.e. there exists an ALC KB ΣM such thatM = {I : I |=
ΣM}. Moreover, we consider only the case when the corresponding ΣM is finite. Since
ALC is a fragment of first-order logic, ifM is ALC representable thenM is also first-order
representable.
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ALCKNF KBs

not first-order representable

-
to guarantee

ALC
representability

Subjectively quantified
ALCKNF KBs

-
finite

representation

Simple
ALCKNF KBs

representation by finite ALC KBs
decidable

Figure 7.1: The structure of work on ALCKNF model representation. In previous publica-
tions [DNR02, KS08], to obtain a reasoning algorithm, the language of KBs was syntacti-
cally restricted to subjectively quantified and then to simple KB. In this thesis, we provide
a reasoning algorithm that works with subjectively quantified KBs. Since our approach
does not require the simple restriction, it allows reasoning over greater set of KBs.

To guarantee ALC representability of ALCKNF KB models, the KB is restricted to a
subjectively quantified KB. In previous publications [DNR02, KS08], a subjectively quanti-
fied KB is further restricted to simple KB whose models admit a representation in terms
of finite ALC KB and guarantee decidability of reasoning (specifically termination of the
tableaux algorithm). This progress is depicted in Figure 7.1.

The approach of subjectively quantified KBs and simple KBs was first introduced and
extensively analysed in [DNR02]. A further analysis is by [KS08]. We now compare both
papers and explain our approach.

First, we claim that the models of ALCKNF KBs cannot be characterized by first-order
theories.

Theorem 7.19. The models of ALCKNF are not first-order representable.

The proof is to be found in [DNR02, page 18] and we will not repeat it here. Briefly,
the proof considers a carefully constructed ALCKNF KB Σ, shows a model M for Σ, and
shows that M cannot be characterized in terms of first-order theory.

Second, we identify a subset ofALCKNF KBs whose models are first-order representable
by means of (either finite or infinite) first-order theories. This is achieved by the notion of
subjectively quantified KBs. We consider two definitions from previous papers.

Definition 7.20 (Subjectively Quantified KB by [DNR02]). A subjectively quantified
ALCKNF KB is an ALCKNF KB Σ in which each concept expression C occurring in
an inclusion or instance assertion of Σ is such that each quantified subexpression of C of
the form ∃R.D or ∀R.D satisfies one of the following conditions:

(i) R is an atomic role and D is an ALC concept;

(ii) R is an epistemic role of the form KR′ or AR′, and D is of one of the forms KD′,
¬KD′, AD′ or ¬AD′.

Definition 7.21 (Subjectively Quantified KB by [KS08]). A subjectively quantified
ALCKNF KB is an ALCKNF KB Σ such that each concept C of the form ∃R.D or ∀R.D
satisfies one of the following conditions:
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(i) R is an ALC role and D is an ALC concept;

(ii) R is of the form MRa and D is subjective.

The two definitions coincide on condition (i), since ALC roles are exactly the atomic
roles (ALC allows only atomic roles in quantifying expressions). On condition (ii), the
conditions on role R again coincide (ALCKNF allows only only atomic roles in quantifying
expressions.

The only difference is in the second conjunct of condition (ii): while the Definition 7.20
requires specific forms of D, the Definition 7.21 requires D to be subjective. However for
each D1 in satisfying the condition for D in Definition 7.20, there is a concept D2 satisfying
the condition for D in Definition 7.21 such that the models of D1 and D2 are the same.
To see this, notice that if D is of one of the forms KD′, ¬KD′, AD′ or ¬AD′ then D is
subjective.

To summarize, the Definition 7.21 by [KS08] is more general and we use it for the rest
of this chapter. However the difference between the definitions has no implications for
the tableaux algorithm, since the algorithm considers the flatten normal forms of formulae
(created in preprocessing stage, see section 7.4.1).

Theorem 7.22. A subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB is representable by an (either finite
or infinite) ALC theory.

The proof is to be found in [DNR02, page 27] and we only stress the main idea here.
Briefly, the proof shows that the models of a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB can be
characterized in terms of an ALC KB. The characterization relies on the notion of modal
atom: there is a one-to-one correspondence between certain sets of modal atoms and the
models of subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB.

As noted in section 7.2.2, the most interesting use case of ALCKNF is when the object
of knowledge is neither objective nor subjective. However, the subjectively quantified KBs
forbid exactly this case.

7.3.1 Previous Work

In previous publications [DNR02, KS08], authors further restrict ALCKNF KBs to obtain
a finite characterization of models (that are also first-order representable). This is achieved
by the notion of simple KBs.

In the following, we say that an ALCKNF concept is simple if C is subjectively quan-
tified and each quantified concept subexpression of the form ∃AR.ND, ∀AR.ND, where
N ∈ {K,¬K,A,¬A}, occurring in C is such that in D there are no occurrences of role
expressions of the form KR.

Definition 7.23 (Simple KB by [DNR02]). A simple ALCKNF KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 is an
ALCKNF KB that satisfies the following conditions:
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(i) Γ is a set of ALCKNF simple inclusions, i.e. inclusions assertions of the form
KC v D, where C is an ALC-concept such that T 6|= > v C, and D is a subjectively
quantified concept expression in which there are no occurrences of the operator K
within the scope of quantifiers; and

(ii) A is a set of instance assertions such that all concept subexpressions occurring in A
are simple.

Informally, condition (i) prevents occurrences of of KR in the right-hand side of epis-
temic inclusions. Condition (ii) imposes an analogous restriction, which is weaker and is
removed in the following Definition 7.24.

Notice, that the modal operators have high priority, hence KC v D is to be understood
as (KC) v D.

Definition 7.24 (Simple KB by [KS08]). An ALCKNF KB Σ is simple if Σ is subjectively
quantified and satisfies the following conditions:

(i) only axioms of the form KCa v D are contained in Γ, where Ca is an atomic ALC
concept and D is a subjectively quantified concept such that no K operator occurs in
existential and universal restrictions; and

(ii) for each KCa v D ∈ Γ, the following holds: T 6|= > v Ca.

The Definitions 7.23 and 7.24 agree on the restrictions imposed on Γ. However Def-
inition 7.24 significantly loosens the definition of a simple KB by allowing more concept
assertions in A. Condition (ii) of Definition 7.23 guarantees a finite number of models of
Σ up to renaming of individuals.

Theorem 7.25. A simple ALCKNF KB is representable by a finite ALC theory.

The proof can be found in [DNR02] and we will not repeat it here.
The restriction to simple KBs is still expressive enough and allows all the practical

applications discussed in section 7.2.

7.3.2 Our Approach

We present a reasoning algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of a subjectively quantified
ALCKNF KB. First, we show an general algorithm, which is impractical for implementa-
tion, but useful pro theoretical foundations that will be used in the proof of correctness of
the next algorithm. Second, we present a tableaux algorithm with a blocking technique,
which is suitable for implementation.

In standard DLs, the tableaux algorithm tests satisfiability of a concept description.
The algorithm starts with a concept description and applies consistency-preserving expan-
sion rules that build a tree representing a model. In the tree, the nodes correspond to
individuals and are labelled with sets of DL concept descriptions the individual belongs to.
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The models of standard DL KBs can be infinite and therefore the tableaux algorithm
uses a blocking technique that identifies infinite branches. This allows to represent the
infinite models by finitely-representable models.

The main motivation of our approach is analogous: the the infinite models of ALCKNF
can be blocked and represented by finitely-representable ALCKNF models.

7.4 Reasoning

In our approach, we reduce the reasoning problem for ALCKNF to several reasoning prob-
lems in ALC. Since each model for a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB Σ can be
represented by a set of ALC KBs, this allows us to use classical reasoning techniques for
ALC to solve reasoning problems in ALCKNF .

7.4.1 Preprocessing: Flatten Normal Form

The handling of flatten normal form of ALCKNF concepts is similar to the handling of
negation normal form of ALC concepts. In ALCKNF flatten normal form we also allow
negation in front of atomic modal concepts, since there is no way to “push” the negation
inside of a modal operator.

The following lemma may be used to transform a concept description into its flatten
normal form.

Lemma 7.26. Let S be a subjective ALCKNF concept, C,C1, C2, C3 arbitrary ALCKNF
concepts The following equations hold.

MS ≡ S

M(C1 u C2) ≡ MC1 uMC2

M(S t A) ≡ S uMA

C1 t (C2 u C3) ≡ (C1 t C2) u (C1 t C3)

C1 u (C2 t C3) ≡ (C1 u C2) t (C1 u C3)

¬(C1 u C1) ≡ (¬C1 t C2)

¬(C1 t C1) ≡ (¬C1 u C2)

¬¬C ≡ C

The proof of this lemma is straightforward [KS08] by an induction on the structure of
concept description and we omit it here.

Definition 7.27. Flat KB An ALCKNF KB Σ is flat if all concept descriptions occurring
in Σ are in flatten normal form.

Using the lemmas in this section, we can transform the KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 into an
equivalent flat KB Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ′,A′〉 in which all concepts in Γ and A are in flatten normal
form.
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Next, we define negation normal form, which will be used by the tableaux algorithm.

Definition 7.28. An ALCKNF concept C is atomic modal concept if it is of the form MD
where D is objective concept.

An ALCKNF concept C is in negation normal form if negation occurs only in front of
atomic modal concepts.

The negation normal form of ϕ is denoted by NNF (ϕ). We use ¬̇C to denote
NNF (¬C). The transformations of NNFs in the next lemma will be used by the tableaux
algorithm.

Lemma 7.29. If C is an ALCKNF concept, then

NNF (¬∃M1R.M2C) = ∀MR.¬M2C

NNF (¬∀M1R.M2C) = ∃MR.¬M2C

For proof see [DNR02, page 30].

7.4.2 General Algorithm

The models of a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB can be characterized by means of
(either finite or infinite) first-order theories. Specifically, each model for an ALCKNF KB
can be characterized in terms of an ALC KB. The characterization relies on the notion of
modal atoms : there is one-to-one correspondence between certain sets of modal atoms and
the models of subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB.

One approach for computing the models of an ALCKNF KB is to guess a partition
of slim modal atoms and check whether this partition satisfies a certain set of minimality
conditions. We call this approach a general algorithm.

In the following we assume a flat ALCKNF KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 with a domain ∆, unless
otherwise specified. We use ϕ to denote either concept or role description.

Definition 7.30 (Modal Atoms). Given the domain ∆, the set of modal atoms of Σ,
denoted MA∆(Σ), is defined inductively as follows:

(i) if C(a) ∈ A, then KC(a) ∈ MA∆(Σ);

(ii) if R(a, b) ∈ A, then KR(a, b) ∈ MA∆(Σ);

(iii) if ¬MC(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ), then MC(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ);

(iv) if C uD(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ), then C(x), D(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ);

(v) if C tD(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ), then C(x), ¬̇C(x), D(x), ¬̇D(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ);

(vi) if ∃MR.C(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ), then MR(x, y), C(y) ∈ MA∆(Σ) for each y ∈ ∆;

(vii) if ∀MR.C(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ), then MR(x, y), C(y) ∈ MA∆(Σ) for each y ∈ ∆;
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(viii) if KC v D ∈ Γ, then KC(x), D(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ) for each x ∈ ∆;

(ix) nothing else belongs to MA∆(Σ).

Note that definition above does not consider ¬MR(a, b) since it is not in the language
of subjectively quantified ALCKNF KBs.

Since the domain is infinite, the set of modal atoms MA∆(Σ) is infinite if either at least
one concept description in clause (vi) or (vii) appears as a subconcept in A, or Γ is not
empty (clause (viii) applies).

Definition 7.31 (Slim Modal Atoms). The set of slim modal atoms for Σ w.r.t. ∆, denoted
SMA∆(Σ) is a subset of MA∆(Σ) as follows:

SMA∆(Σ) = {MC(x) | MC(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ)} ∪
{MR(x, y) | MR(x, y) ∈ MA∆(Σ)}.

For example, for a KB Σ = 〈∅, ∅, {KC u KD(a)}〉, the set MA∆(Σ) = {KC u
KD(a),KC(a),KD(a)}. Only the subset SMA∆(Σ) = {KC(a),KD(a)} of MA∆(Σ) is
sufficient to characterize a model for Σ as the value of atoms in MA∆(Σ) \ SMA∆(Σ) can
be determined from values of atoms in SMA∆(Σ).

Let SMA∆(Σ) be the set of slim modal atoms of Σ w.r.t. the domain ∆. A partition of
SMA∆(Σ) is a pair (P,N) such that P ∪N = SMA∆(Σ) and P ∩N = ∅.

Atoms in P represent the atoms that are believed to be true and the atoms in N
represent the atoms that are believed to be false. The following definition shows how a
value of an atom from MA∆(Σ)\SMA∆(Σ) is determined by partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ).

Definition 7.32 (Values of Assertions w.r.t. (P,N)). Let C(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ) and
MR(x, y) ∈ MA∆(Σ) be flat ALCKNF assertions. Let (P,N) be a partition of SMA∆(Σ).
We define the value of MR(x, y) w.r.t. (P,N) as follows:

(i) MR(x, y) is (P,N)-true if MR(x, y) ∈ P ; and
MR(x, y) is (P,N)-false if MR(x, y) ∈ N .

We define the value of C(x) w.r.t. (P,N) inductively as follows:

(i) if C = MD, then C(x) is (P,N)-true if MD(x) ∈ P ; and (P,N)-false if MD(x) ∈
N .

(ii) if C = ¬MD, then C(x) is (P,N)-true if MD(x) is (P,N)-false; and (P,N)-false
otherwise.

(iii) if C = D1 uD2, then C(x) is (P,N)-true if both D1(x) and D2(x) are (P,N)-true;
and (P,N)-false otherwise.

(iv) if C = D1 t D2, then C(x) is (P,N)-true if D1(x) or D2(x) is (P,N)-true; and
(P,N)-false otherwise.
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(v) if C = ∃MR.D, then C(x) is (P,N)-true if there exists y such that MR(x, y) is
(P,N)-true and D(y) is (P,N)-true; and (P,N)-false otherwise.

(vi) if C = ∀MR.D, then C(x) is (P,N)-true if for each MR(x, y) which is (P,N)-true,
D(y) is (P,N)-true; and (P,N)-false otherwise.

Definition 7.33 (Objective KBs of (P,N)). Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 be a flat ALCKNF KB
and (P,N) a partition of SMA∆(Σ). We define the following ALC KBs

ObM(P,N) = 〈T , {C(x) | MC(x) ∈ P} ∪ {R(x, y) | MR(x, y) ∈ P}〉.

Intuitively, the objective knowledge bases represent the ALC knowledge extracted from
partition (P,N).

Definition 7.34 ((P,N) is Clash-free). Let (P,N) be a partition of SMA∆(Σ). We say
that (P,N) is M-clash-free if the following conditions hold:

(i) the ALC KB ObM(P,N) is satisfiable;

(ii) ObM(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each MD(x) ∈ N .

We say that (P,N) is clash-free if (P,N) is K-clash-free and A-clash-free.

Intuitively, a partition (P,N) is clash-free if it is without obvious inconsistencies.

Definition 7.35 (Consistency of (P,N) with Σ). Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 be a flat ALCKNF
KB and (P,N) a partition of SMA∆(Σ). We say that the partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ) is
consistent with Σ if the following conditions hold:

(i) (P,N) is clash-free;

(ii) if ϕ ∈ A then ϕ is (P,N)-true; and

(iii) for each KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is (P,N)-true.

Intuitively, if a partition (P,N) is consistent with Σ, then there exists an ALCKNF
structure (M,N ) that satisfies Σ, where M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)} and N = {I | I |=
ObA(P,N)}.

Definition 7.36 (Strongly-consistent). A partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ) is strongly-
consistent with Σ if (P,N) satisfies the following conditions:

(i) (P,N) is consistent with Σ;

(ii) ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N); and

(iii) ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N .

Intuitively, if a partition (P,N) is strongly-consistent with Σ, then there exists an
ALCKNF structure (M,M) that satisfies Σ, where M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}.
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Definition 7.37 (Minimality Condition). Let Σ be a flat ALCKNF KB and (P,N) a
partition of SMA∆(Σ). We say that (P,N) satisfies the minimality condition if there does
not exists a partition (P ′, N ′) of SMA∆(Σ) such that

(i) (P ′, N ′) is strongly-consistent with Σ;

(ii) ObK(P,N) |= ObK(P ′, N ′);

(iii) ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= ObK(P,N);

(iv) ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P ′, N ′); and

(v) for each Aϕ ∈ N ′, ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ.

The minimality condition in Definition 7.37 corresponds to the maximality condition
in Definition 7.10 of ALCKNF model.

The minimality condition in [DNR02] compares a partition of MA∆(Σ) with the par-
titions MA∆(Σ′), where Σ′ depends on Σ and the given partition. We use the approach
of [KS08] that in which it is sufficient to compare a partition of SMA∆(Σ) with other
partitions of MA∆(Σ).

Definition 7.38 ((P,N) Induced by (M,N )). Let (M,N ) be a pair of sets of interpre-
tations over ∆. We say that (M,N ) induces the following partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ):

P = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M,N ) |= Mϕ}
N = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M,N ) 6|= Mϕ}.

The previous Definition 7.38 relates the partition (P,N) to the structure (M,N ).

Theorem 7.39. A setM of interpretations over ∆ is a model for Σ iff the partition (P,N)
of SMA∆(Σ) induced by (M,M) satisfies the following conditions:

(i) M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)};

(ii) (P,N) is strongly-consistent with Σ; and

(iii) (P,N) satisfies the minimality condition.

To summarize, there is one-to-one correspondence between a model M of Σ and a
partition of SMA∆(Σ) satisfying certain conditions.

Correctness of the General Algorithm

In the remainder of this section we prove the correctness of the general algorithm stated
in Theorem 7.39.

The proof of correctness of the general algorithm is inspired by [DNR02] and adapts it
to our case, namely a flat ALCKNF KB and slim modal atoms.
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For the rest of this section (M.N ) stands for a pair of sets of ALC interpretations over
∆, and (P,N) stands for a partition of SMA∆(Σ).

We begin with preliminaries for the proof of correctness. Next, we define the structure
depth of a concept.

Definition 7.40 (Structure Depth). For a modal role assertion MR(x, y), we define
Depth(MR) = 0.

Let C be a flat ALCKNF concept. The depth of C is defined inductively as follows:

(i) if C = MD, then Depth(C) = 0;

(ii) if C = ¬MD, then Depth(C) = 0;

(iii) if C = ♥MR.D for ♥ ∈ {∃,∀}, then Depth(C) = Depth(D) + 1;

(iv) if C = D1�D2 for � ∈ {u,t}, then Depth(C) = max(Depth(D1), Depth(D2)) + 1.

For example, Depth(AC u (KDt¬AE)) = 2 and Depth(AC u∀KR.(AC uKD) = 3.
The following lemma establishes the relation between the value of C(x) in (P,N) and

(M,N ) |= C(x).

Lemma 7.41. Let (P,N) be induced by (M,N ) and C(x) ∈ MA∆(Σ). Then C(x) is
(P,N)-true if (M,N ) |= C(x), and C(x) is (P,N)-false otherwise.

Proof. The proof goes by an induction on the depth of C.
First, we prove the induction basis. Here, Depth(C) = 0 and there are two cases for

the structure of C:

(i) C = MD. Here C(x) ∈ SMA∆(Σ).

If (M,N ) |= C(x) then C(x) ∈ P by Definition 7.38. This implies that C(x) is
(P,N)-true by Definition 7.32.

If (M,N ) 6|= C(x) then C(x) ∈ N by Definition 7.38. This implies that C(x) is
(P,N)-false by Definition 7.32.

(ii) C = ¬MD. Here MD(x) ∈ SMA∆(Σ).

If (M,N ) |= C(x) then (M,N ) 6|= MD by the ALCKNF semantics in Definition
7.7. By Definition 7.38, we have MD(x) ∈ N , from which Definition 7.32 implies
¬MD(x) is (P,N)-true.

If (M,N ) 6|= C(x) then (M,N ) |= MD by the ALCKNF semantics in Definition
7.7. By Definition 7.38 we have MD(x) ∈ P , from which Definition 7.32 implies
¬MD(x) is (P,N)-false.

Second, we prove the induction step. Let Depth(C) = n + 1 and we have that for
each concept D with Depth(D) ≤ n, D(x) is (P,N)-true if (M,N ) |= D(x), and D(x) is
(P,N)-false if (M,N ) 6|= D(x). There are four cases for the structure of C:
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(i) C = D1 tD2. Here Depth(D1) ≤ n and Depth(D2) ≤ n.

If (M,N ) |= C(x) then (M,N ) |= D1(x) and (M,N ) |= D2(x) by the ALCKNF
semantics in Definition 7.7. And by the induction, both D1(x) and D2(x) are (P,N)-
true. Therefore, D1(x) uD2(x) is (P,N)-true by Definition 7.32.

If (M,N ) 6|= C(x) then (M,N ) |= ¬(D1 u D2)(x), therefore (M,N ) |= ¬D1 t
¬D2(x). By the ALCKNF semantics in Definition 7.7, we have (M,N ) |= ¬D1(x) or
(M,N ) |= ¬D2(x), which implies (M,N ) 6|= D1(x) or (M,N ) 6|= D2(x). And by the
induction, D1(x) is (P,N)-false or D2(x) is (P,N)-false. Therefore, D1(x)uD2(x) is
(P,N)-false by Definition 7.32.

(ii) C = D1 u D2. The proof of this case is analogous to the case of C = D1 t D2 and
we omit it here.

(iii) C = ∃MR.D. Here Depth(D) = n.

If (M,N ) |= C(x) then there exists an y such that (M,N ) |= MR(x, y) and
(M,N ) |= D(y) by the ALCKNF semantics in Definition 7.7. By the induction,
both MR(x, y) and D(y) are (P,N)-true. Therefore, ∃MR.D(x) is (P,N)-true by
Definition 7.32.

If (M,N ) 6|= C(x) then for all y such that (M,N ) |= MR(x, y) also (M,N ) 6|= D(y),
by the ALCKNF semantics in Definition 7.7. By the induction, for all y such that
MR(x, y) is (P,N)-true, D(y) is (P,N)-false. Therefore, ∃MR.D(x) is (P,N)-false
by Definition 7.32.

(iv) C = ∀MR.D. The proof of this case is analogous to the case of C = ∃MR.D and
we omit it here.

The following lemma establishes a relation between the set of ALC interpretations
M, resp. N , and ObK(P,N), resp. ObA(P,N), where (P,N) is a partition of SMA∆(Σ)
induced by (M,N ).

Lemma 7.42. Let (M,N ) satisfy a flat ALCKNF KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉. Let (P,N) be
a partition induced by (M,N ) and M ⊇ N . Then each interpretation in M satisfies
ObK(P,N) and each interpretation in N satisfies ObA(P,N).

Proof. To prove that each interpretation inM satisfies ObK(P,N), by Definition 7.33, we
shall show the following:

(i) Proof of each interpretation in M satisfies T : Straightforward from the fact that
(M,N ) satisfies Σ.

(ii) Proof of each interpretation in M satisfies ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ P : By Definition 7.32,
Kϕ is (P,N)-true for each Kϕ ∈ P . By Lemma 7.41 we get (M,N ) |= Kϕ for each
Kϕ ∈ P . Therefore, each interpretation in M satisfies ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ P by the
Definition 7.11 of ALCKNF entailment.
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To prove that each interpretation in N satisfies ObA(P,N), by Definition 7.33, we shall
show the following:

(i) Proof of each interpretation in N satisfies T : Straightforward from the fact that
(M,N ) satisfies Σ and M⊇ N .

(ii) Proof of each interpretation in N satisfies ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ P : The proof is analogous
to the case (ii) above and we omit it here.

The following two lemmas establish a relation between (P,N) being consistent with Σ
and (M,N ) satisfying Σ, where (P,N) is a partition induced by (M,N ).

Lemma 7.43. Let (P,N) be induced by (M,N ), (M,N ) satisfies a flat ALCKNF KB Σ,
M⊇ N , and N 6= ∅. Then (P,N) is consistent with Σ.

Proof. To show that (P,N) is consistent with Σ, we shall show that all three conditions of
the Definition 7.35 are satisfied:

(i) Proof of (P,N) is clash-free: By Definition 7.34, we shall show that (P,N) is both
K-clash-free and A-clash free.

(a) To prove that (P,N) is K-clash-free we need to show that the two conditions of
the Definition 7.34 of K-clash-freeness are satisfied.

i. Proof of the ALC KB ObK(P,N) is satisfiable: SinceM⊆ N and (M,N )
satisfies Σ, by Lemma 7.42, each interpretation in M satisfies ObK(P,N),
specifically (M,N ) |= ObK(P,N). Because M 6= ∅, there is an interpreta-
tion I such that I satisfies ObK(P,N). Therefore ObK(P,N) is satisfiable.

ii. Proof of ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ N : By Definition 7.38, we have
that (M,N ) 6|= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ N . From i. above, we have (M,N ) |=
ObK(P,N). Hence, ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ N .

(b) The proof that (P,N) is A-clash-free is analogous to the case (a) above and we
omit it here.

We conclude that (P,N) is clash-free.

(ii) Proof of if ϕ ∈ A then ϕ is (P,N)-true: Since (M,N ) satisfies Σ, (M,N ) |= ϕ for
each ϕ ∈ A. By Lemma 7.41 we get that ϕ is (P,N)-true for each ϕ ∈ A.

(iii) Proof of for each KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is
(P,N)-true: Since (M,N ) satisfies Σ, (M,N ) |= KC v D for each KC v D ∈ Γ.
This means that there is an x such that (M,N ) |= KC(x) and (M,N ) |= D(x). By
Lemma 7.41, we get that, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is also (P,N)-true.
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Lemma 7.44. Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉, (P,N) be induced by (M,N ), (P,N) be consistent with
Σ, and I |= T for each I ∈ M. Then (M,N ) satisfies Σ.

Proof. To prove that (M,N ) satisfies Σ, we shall prove that (M,N ) satisfies each com-
ponent of Σ (by Definition 7.9):

(i) (M,N ) |= T : Since I |= T for each I ∈ M, we get (M,N ) |= T .

(ii) (M,N ) |= Γ: From (P,N) being consistent with Σ, by Definition 7.35, for each
KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is (P,N)-true. The
Lemma 7.41 implies that for each KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, if (M,N ) |= KC(x)
then (M,N ) |= D(x). Therefore (M,N ) |= Γ.

(iii) (M,N ) |= A: From (P,N) being consistent with Σ, by Definition 7.35, we get ϕ
is (P,N)-true for each ϕ ∈ A. The Lemma 7.41 implies that (M,N ) |= ϕ for each
ϕ ∈ A. Therefore (M,N ) |= A.

The following lemma establishes a relation between a partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ) and
interpretations of objective knowledge.

Lemma 7.45. Let (P,N) be a clash-free partition of SMA∆(Σ). If M = {I | I |=
ObK(P,N)} and N = {I | I |= ObA(P,N)}, then (M,N ) induces the partition (P,N).

Proof. By Definition 7.33, ObK(P,N) |= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ P . Together with definition
of M we have I |= ϕ for each I ∈ M. And by Definition 7.10, (M,N ) |= Kϕ for each
Kϕ ∈ P .

Assume there is Kϕ ∈ N such that (M,N ) |= Kϕ. By definition of M, this implies
that ObK(P,N) |= ϕ. This contradicts the assumption that (P,N) is clash-free. Thus
(M,N ) 6|= Kϕ for each Kϕ ∈ N .

Therefore, by Definition 7.38, (M,N ) induces the partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ).

Proof of the Soundness of the General Algorithm, ⇐ of Theorem 7.39.
Let (P,N) be the partition of SMA∆(Σ) induced by (M,M) and satisfying the three
conditions of Theorem 7.39.

Condition (i) of Theorem 7.39 is:

M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N). (7.2)

Condition (ii) of Theorem 7.39 implies, by Definition 7.36, the following:

(P,N) is consistent with Σ (7.3)

ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N) (7.4)

ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N. (7.5)
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Condition (iii) of Theorem 7.39 implies, by Definition 7.37, that for each partition
(P ′, N ′) of SMA∆(Σ) at least one of the following conditions does not hold:

(P ′, N ′) is consistent with Σ (7.6)

ObK(P,N) |= ObK(P ′, N ′) (7.7)

ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= ObK(P,N) (7.8)

ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P ′, N ′) (7.9)

ObK(P,N) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ N ′. (7.10)

Assume thatM is not a model for Σ and that (M,M) satisfies Σ. We shall show that
this assumption leads to a contradiction with Condition (iii) of Theorem 7.39.

Because M is not a model for Σ, by Definition 7.10, there is a set M′ ⊃M such that
(M′,M) |= Σ. Let (P ′, N ′) be the partition of SMA∆(Σ) induced by (M′,M). In the
following we shall show a contradiction with conditions (7.6) – (7.10).

(i) By condition (7.2), I |= T for each I |= M. And because of condition (7.3), by
Lemma 7.44, we get that (M,M) |= Σ. Since M′ ⊃ M and (M′,M) |= Σ, by
Lemma 7.43, (P ′, N ′) is consistent with Σ. Therefore, condition (7.6) is satisfied.

(ii) Since (M′,M) |= Σ, by Lemma 7.42, each interpretation inM′ satisfies ObK(P ′, N ′).
This means that M′ ⊆ {I | I |= ObK(P ′, N ′)}. And from condition (7.2) and
M′ ⊃M, we get that

{I | I |= ObK(P ′, N ′)} ⊃ {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}. (7.11)

Hence, ObK(P,N) |= ObK(P ′, N ′). Therefore, condition (7.7) is satisfied.

(iii) By condition (7.2),M constains exactly all the interpretations satisfying ObK(P,N).
With 7.11 we get that ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= ObK(P,N). Therefore, condition (7.8) is
satisfied.

(iv) Any assertion of the form AC(x) or AR(x, y) satisfied in (M′,M) is also satisfied
in (M,M), because the second element of the two pairs are the same. Thus we
have that ObA(P,N) |= ObA(P ′, N ′). By condition (7.4) we get that ObK(P,N) |=
ObA(P ′, N ′). Therefore, condition (7.9) is satisfied.

(v) Let Aϕ ∈ N . Since (P ′, N ′) is induced by (M′,M), we get (M′,M) 6|= ϕ by
Definition 7.38. Because Aϕ only depends on the second element of the pair (M′,M),
it follows that there exists an I ∈ M such that I 6|= ϕ. From the condition (7.2), we
get that ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ. Therefore, condition (7.10) is satisfied.

To summarize, (P ′, N ′) satisfies all the conditions (7.6) – (7.10), which implies that
(P ′, N ′) does not satisfy condition (iii) of Theorem 7.39. This contradicts the assumption
that (P,N) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 7.39. ThereforeM is a model for Σ.
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Proof of the Completeness of the General Algorithm, ⇒ of Theorem 7.39.
Let M be a model for Σ, and (P,N) the partition of SMA∆(Σ) induced by (M,M). We
prove that (P,N) satisfies each of the three conditions of Theorem 7.39:

(i) Proof of M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}: By Lemma 7.42, each interpretation in M
satisfies ObK(P,N). This means thatM⊆ {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}. For contradiction
assume M 6= {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}. This means that M ⊂ {I | I |= ObK(P,N)},
and that there is an interpretation J 6∈ M such that J |= ObK(P,N). Hence
by Definition 7.33, J |= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ P . Therefore, the pair (M∪ {J },M)
induces the partition (P,N). Since T is the TBox of the ALC KB ObK(P,N), we
have M∪ {J } |= T . By Lemma 7.44, M∪ {J } satisfies Σ, which contradicts the
assumption that M is a model for Σ. Therefore M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}.

(ii) Proof of (P,N) is strongly-consistent with Σ: We prove the three conditions of Defi-
nition 7.36 of strong-consistency.

(a) Proof of (P,N) is consistent with Σ: Since M satisfies Σ, (P,N) is consistent
with Σ by Lemma 7.43.

(b) Proof of ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N): For contradiction assume ObK(P,N) 6|=
ObA(P,N). This means that there is an Aϕ ∈ P such that ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ.
We have M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)} from condition (7.2). Hence there is an
J ∈ M such that J 6|= ϕ. Moreover, since Aϕ ∈ P , we have (M,M) |= Aϕ,
which, by Definition 7.7, means I |= ϕ for each I ∈ M. This is an contradiction,
therefore ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N).

(c) Proof of ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N : By Definition 7.38, (M,M) 6|= Aϕ
for each Aϕ ∈ N . Hence there is an interpretation J ∈ M such that J 6|= ϕ.
From M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}, we have ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N .

(iii) Proof of (P,N) satisfies the minimality condition: Assume there exists a partition
(P ′, N ′) of SMA∆(Σ) such that all conditions (7.6) – (7.10) are satisfied. Consider
the structure (M′,M′′), where M′ = {I | I |= ObK(P ′, N ′)} and M′′ = {I | I |=
ObA(P ′, N ′)}. Condition (7.6) implies that (P ′, N ′) is clash-free, and by Lemma 7.45,
(M′,M′′) induces the partition (P ′, N ′) of SMA∆(Σ). Condition (7.9) implies that
M′′ ⊃M. Therefore, for any two sets of ALC interpretationsM1 andM2, we have

{Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M1,M′′) |= Aϕ} ⊆ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M2,M) |= Aϕ}.

Next, we shall prove that the partition (P ′, N ′) is also induced by (M′,M).

Assume (*) there exists an assertion Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) such that (M,M) |=
Aϕ and (M′,M′′) 6|= Aϕ. Hence we have that Aϕ ∈ P , and Aϕ 6∈ P ′,
which implies Aϕ ∈ N ′. Now, condition (7.2) implies ObK(P,N) |= ϕ, which
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contradicts the condition (7.10). Therefore the assumption (*) is wrong and for
each Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ), (M,M) |= Aϕ iff (M′,M′′) |= Aϕ.

Since the first element of pair (M′,M) and (M′,M′′) are the same, both pairs
induce the same partition of SMA∆(Σ). And since (M′,M′′) induces (P ′, N ′),
also (M′,M) induces (P ′, N ′).

From condition (7.6), (P ′, N ′) is consistent with Σ. Moreover from condition (7.6)
and because M′ = {I | I |= ObK(P ′, N ′)} and T is the TBox of ObK(P ′, N ′), we
have I |= T for each I ∈ M′. By Lemma 7.44, we have that (M′,M) satisfies Σ.
In addition, conditions (7.7) and (7.8) imply that M ⊃M.

As a resultM is not a model for Σ, which contradicts our assumptions. Therefore, the
hypothesis that conditions (7.6) – (7.10) are all satisfied is wrong and thus condition
(iii) of Theorem 7.39 holds.

We have proved the soundness and completeness of the general algorithm.

7.4.3 Tableaux Algorithm

In this section we define the tableaux algorithm that tests the satisfiability of a subjectively
quantified ALCKNF KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉.

Since every ALCKNF KB can be translated to flatten normal form (see section 7.4.1),
we assume w.l.o.g. the Σ to be in flatten normal form.

The satisfiability problem for Σ is solved by a tableaux algorithm for Σ. The tableaux
algorithm is trying to construct a model for Σ by means of branches which correspond
to finite subsets of modal atoms. A branch satisfying certain conditions corresponds to a
model for Σ.

The ALCKNF tableaux algorithm is similar to a standard ALC tableaux algorithm
as described in section 3.3.2. However, the are differences: Only modal assertions are
decomposed by the ALCKNF tableaux algorithm, including the GCIs in Γ. An ALC
reasoner is used as an underlying reasoner, which considers T and ALC assertions through
the so-called objective knowledge of a branch. The ALC reasoner is called in the conditions
of trigger-rule and testing the conditions of models (open branch, pre-preferred branch,
minimality condition).

A branch B is a set of membership assertions of the form C(x), where C is an ALCKNF
concept description.

The tableaux starts with an initial branch B0 = {KC(x) | C(x) ∈ A}. New branches
are obtained from the current branch by applying the tableaux expansion rules from Figure
7.2. The rules use notation that is defined below.

We now briefly describe the ALCKNF expansion rules and compare them with standard
DL tableaux rules as presented in Figure 3.3:

• The u-rule is analogous to the the corresponding DL tableaux rule.
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u-rule
If C uD(x) ∈ B,

and {C(x), D(x)} 6⊆ B,
then add C(x), D(x) to B.

t-rule
If C tD(x) ∈ B we distinguish the following four cases:

(a) if {C(x), ¬̇C(x), D(x), ¬̇D(x)} ∩ B = ∅,
then add either C(x), D(x) or C(x), ¬̇D(x) or ¬̇C(x), D(x) to B.

(b) if {C(x), ¬̇C(x)} ∩ B = ∅ and {D(x), ¬̇D(x)} ∩ B 6= ∅,
then add either C(x) or ¬̇C(x) to B.

(c) if {C(x), ¬̇C(x)} ∩ B 6= ∅ and {D(x), ¬̇D(x)} ∩ B = ∅,
then add either D(x) or ¬̇D(x) to B.

(d) if {¬̇C(x), ¬̇D(x)} ⊆ B,
then add C(x) to B.

∃-rule
If ∃MR.C(x) ∈ B,

and {MR(x, y), C(y)} 6⊆ B for any y ∈ OB,
and x is not blocked by some y ∈ OB,

then add MR(x, z), C(z) to B, for some z ∈ OB ∪ {i}, where i 6∈ OB.

∀-rule
We distinguish the following two cases:

(a) if ∀MR.C(x) ∈ B,
then for each MR(x, y) ∈ B, if C(y) 6∈ B then add C(y) to B.

(b) if ∀AR.C(x) ∈ B,
then for each KR(x, y) ∈ B, if AR(x, y) 6∈ B then add AR(x, y) to B.

trigger-rule
If KCa v D ∈ Γ, x ∈ OB, ObK(B) |= Ca(x),

and {KCa(x), D(x)} 6⊆ B,
then add KCa(x), D(x) to B.

Figure 7.2: Tableaux expansion rules for the satisfiability algorithm of ALCKNF
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• The t-rule adds both disjuncts (as they are or possibly negated) to the tableaux,
because they are needed in the minimality check. The for parts of the rule consider
all the cases that can happen; the part (d) detect and inconsistency and enforces a
clash in the underlying DL reasoner. In the corresponding DL tableaux rule, either
of the conjunct is added to the tableaux.

• The ∃-rule is analogous to the the corresponding DL tableaux rule.

• The ∀-rule has two parts. The first part deals with modal roles and is analogous to
DL tableaux rule. The second part deals with the relationship between KR(x, y) and
AR(x, y). In the tableaux algorithm, the “value” of AR(x, y) is by default “false”
until the appearance of KR(x, y) supporting it to be “true” (this is possible since
AR(x, y) ∈MA∆(Σ) it is supported by ∀AR.C(x) ∈MA∆(Σ)).

• The trigger-rule takes Γ into account. The underlying DL reasoner is used to check
that C(a) is entailed in K-objective knowledge, which represents “what is known so
far” by T and B.

The set of individuals appearing in B is denoted by OB.
To employ a blocking technique, the algorithm keeps ordering of individual names

according to time of their introduction to tableaux algorithm. Moreover, for each individual
y that is introduced into the tableaux by application of the ∃-rule to individual x, the
algorithm keeps track of the relationship and we define parent(y) = x. Then, predcessor
is transitive closure of parent.

Definition 7.46 (Blocking). The application of an expansion rule to an individual x is
blocked in a branch B if there is a predecessor y of x and a predecessor z of y such that
{C | C(y) ∈ B} = {C | C(z) ∈ B}.

The idea behind blocking is that the blocked individual x can use role successors of
y instead of generating new ones. The ordering of individual names according to time of
their introduction to tableaux algorithm is considered to avoid cyclic blocking (of x by y
and vice versa).

To guarantee termination of this blocking technique, the following strategy of expansion
rules applications to the individuals in a branch is used: all rules are applied to the first
introduced individual until no more rules apply, then all rules are applied to the second
introduced individual until no more rules apply, etc. When a rule is successfully applied
to an individual, the rule applications start again from the first individual. When no
expansion rules are applicable the tableaux algorithm ends.

Definition 7.47 (Completed Branch). We say a branch B is completed if no expansion
rules from Figure 7.2 are applicable to B.

Definition 7.48 ((PB, NB)). The partition (PB, NB) associated with a branch B is defined
as follows:

PB = {MC(x) | MC(x) ∈ B} ∪ {MR(x, y) | MR(x, y) ∈ B}
NB = {MC(x) | ¬MC(x) ∈ B}
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Here, PB is a set of atoms which are true, NB is a set of atoms which are false. Atoms
not in PB ∪NB are assumed to be false.

Definition 7.49 (Objective Knowledge). Let B be a branch for Σ. The ALC KB

ObK(B) = 〈T , {C(x) | KC(x) ∈ PB} ∪ {Ra(x, y) | KRa(x, y) ∈ PB}〉
ObA(B) = 〈T , {C(x) | AC(x) ∈ PB} ∪ {Ra(x, y) | ARa(x, y) ∈ PB}〉

is called K-objective, resp. A-objective, knowledge for B.

The objective knowledge is an ALC KB passed to an underlying ALC reasoner to check
a certain set of conditions.

Definition 7.50 (Open Branch). A branch B is open if all of the following conditions
hold:

(i) ObK(B) is satisfiable;

(ii) ObA(B) is satisfiable;

(iii) ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each KC(x) ∈ NB;

(iv) ObA(B) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ NB.

Informally, a branch B corresponds to a set of interpretations of the form (M,N ). The
K-objective knowledge must be satisfied by every interpretation in M. The condition (i)
checks whether K-objective knowledge, represented by ALC KB ObK(B), is consistent.
The A-objective knowledge must be satisfied by every interpretation in N . The condition
(ii) checks whether A-objective knowledge represented by ALC KB ObA(B) is consistent.
As the set NB contains concepts which are false, the condition (iii), resp. (iv), checks
that there is no concept C ∈ NB that contradicts the K-objective, resp. A-objective,
knowledge.

If there is an open branch B for Σ, then there is an ALCKNF structure (M,N ) that
satisfies Σ.

Definition 7.51 (Pre-preferred Branch). A branch B is pre-preferred if all of the following
conditions hold:

(i) B is completed and open;

(ii) ObK(B) |= ObA(B);

(iii) ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ NB.
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Informally, the above conditions check the branch B is compatible with the structure
(M,M). The condition (ii) relates the K-objective and A-objective knowledge. The
condition (iii) checks that there is no concept AC ∈ NB that contradicts the K-objective
knowledge.

If there is a pre-preferred branch B for Σ, then there is an ALCKNF structure (M,M)
that satisfies Σ.

The minimality condition below checks whether the set of interpretationsM = {I | I |=
ObK(B)} represents a model for Σ. The minimality condition checks the minimality of a
branch up to the renaming of individuals introduced by the ∃-rule.

For a branch B and an injection f , the branch obtained from B by replacing each
occurrence of individual x by f(x) for each x ∈ OΣ \ OB, is called a renamed branch of B
and denoted f(B).

Definition 7.52 (Minimality Condition). Let B be a completed branch for Σ. B satisfies
the minimality condition if there does not exist a completed and open branch B′ for Σ and
an injection f : OB′ \ OΣ → OB \ OΣ such that |OB′| ≤ |OB| and all of the following
conditions hold:

(i) ObK(B) |= ObK(f(B′));

(ii) ObK(f(B′)) 6|= ObK(B);

(iii) ObK(B) |= ObA(f(B′));

(iv) ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ Nf(B′).

Informally, the minimality condition corresponds to maximality condition of the K-
objective knowledge in the Definition 7.10 of ALCKNF model. First, as we are testing
B for minimality, the condition |OB′ | ≤ |OB| is reasonable because B cannot violate the
minimality condition because of a branch B′ which is bigger (i.e. |OB′ | > |OB|) than B.
Second, when considering a branch B′, we take renaming f of individuals introduced by
the ∃-rule into account. Conditions (i) and (ii) say that the set of models of ObK(f(B′))
is a superset of the set of models for ObK(B). The complete and open conditions on B′
and conditions (iii) and (iv) reflect the conditions in the Definition 7.51 of pre-preferred
branch.

If minimality condition does not hold, there exists a structure (M′,M) such that
M′ ⊃M and (M′,M) satisfies Σ. This implies that M is not a model for Σ.

For the tableaux algorithm with this minimality condition to be complete [KS08], KBs
must be restricted according to the following definition.

Definition 7.53 (Minimality-proper KB). An ALCKNF KB is minimality-proper if it
satisfies the following condition: for each KC v D ∈ Γ and each D(x) ∈ A

(i) D does not contain a subconcept of the form ∀AR.E; and

(ii) D does not contain a subconcept of the form ∃AR.E in a disjunction.
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For example, KC v KD t ∃AR.C is not minimality-proper, while KC v ∃AR.C is.
The minimality-proper condition prevents ∀AR.C(x) to appear in B′ of the minimality

condition 7.52. The fact the branch B′ is open implies that (M′,M′′) |= Σ, where M′ =
{I | I |= ObK(B′)) and M′′ = {I | I |= ObA(B′)). The purpose of conditions (iii)
and (iv) in Definition 7.52 is to imply that M = {I | I |= ObK(B)) can replace M′′ to
ensure that (M′,M) |= Σ. This purpose would not be achieved if there were assertions of
the form ∀AR.C(x) ∈ B′ because there could exist R(x, y) such that ObK(B) |= R(x, y)
and ObA(f(B′)) 6|= R(x, y), which does not meet the requirement of “assuming as much
as we know from B”. Because of the tableau expansion rules, the branch B′ does not
contain AR(x, y), C(y) and all the assertions obtained from C(y). For analogous reason
the minimality-proper KBs forbid ∃AR.E in disjunctions. We prove later that for the
minimality-proper KBs, the minimality check is correct.

In the general algorithm, the restriction to minimality-proper KBs was not necessary.
The general algorithm considers the partition of whole set of modal atoms, i.e. each modal
atom is assumed to be either true of false. However, the branch B in the tableaux algorithm
is just a partial view of the set of modal atoms. Specifically, the modal atoms not in PB∪NB
are “unknown”, which is the case of AR(x, y) in B′ containing AR.C(x).

Definition 7.54 (Preferred Branch). A branch B is preferred if all of the following condi-
tions hold:

(i) B is pre-preferred;

(ii) B satisfies the minimality condition.

If there is a preferred branch B for Σ, then there is an ALCKNF structure (M,M)
that satisfies Σ and for each set of interpretationsM′, ifM′ ⊃M then (M′,M) does not
satisfy Σ. We conclude that B is a model for Σ.

The proof of the two following claims is given later in this section.

Lemma 7.55 (Termination). Let Σ be a subjectively quantified and minimality-proper
ALCKNF KB. Then the tableaux algorithm for checking satisfiability of Σ always termi-
nates.

To state completeness we must define what it means for a branch to represent a model.
Let B be a completed branch for Σ and M a model for Σ. We define that B represents
M if B is preferred and there exists an injection f : OB \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ such that
M = {I | I |= ObK(f(B))} holds.

Theorem 7.56 (Soundness and completeness). Let Σ be a subjectively quantified and
minimality-proper ALCKNF KB. Then Σ is satisfiable if and only if there exists a preferred
branch B of the tableaux for Σ.

If B is a preferred branch for Σ, then M = {I | I |= ObK(B)} is a model for Σ.
If M is a model for Σ, then there exists a completed branch B for Σ that represents

M.
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Theorem 7.57 (Decidability). Let Σ be a subjectively quantified and minimality-proper
ALCKNF KB. Then the satisfiability problem of Σ is decidable.

Proof. Consequence of termination (Lemma 7.55), and soundness and completeness (The-
orem 7.56) of the tableaux algorithm.

Correctness of the Tableaux Algorithm

In this section we prove the correctness of the tableaux algorithm stated in Theorem 7.56
and Lemma 7.55.

The proof of correctness of the tableaux algorithm is based on the correctness of the
general algorithm. The main idea is a correspondence between a partition (P,N) for Σ
and a branch B for Σ.

For the remainder of this section we make the following simplification of notation:
(P,N) is a partition of SMA∆(Σ), and B is a branch for Σ.

The basic definitions correspond to the definitions for the general algorithm. We begin
with preliminaries for the proof of correctness.

Definition 7.58 (Values of Assertions in B). Let B be a branch for a flat ALCKNF KB
Σ, C(x) ∈ B, and MR(x, y) ∈ B. We define the value of MR(x, y) w.r.t. (PB, NB) as
follows:

(i) MR(x, y) is (PB, NB)-true if MR(x, y) ∈ PB; and
MR(x, y) is (PB, NB)-false otherwise.

We define the value of C(x) w.r.t. (PB, NB) inductively as follows:

(i) if C = MD, then
C(x) is (PB, NB)-true if MD(x) ∈ PB; and
C(x) is (PB, NB)-false if MD(x) ∈ NB.

(ii) if C = ¬MD, then
C(x) is (PB, NB)-true if MD(x) is (PB, NB)-false; and
C(x) is (PB, NB)-false if MD(x) is (PB, NB)-true.

(iii) if C = D1 uD2, then
C(x) is (PB, NB)-true if both D1(x) and D2(x) are (PB, NB)-true; and
C(x) is (PB, NB)-false if D1(x) or D2(x) is (PB, NB)-false.

(iv) if C = D1 tD2, then
C(x) is (PB, NB)-true if D1(x) or D2(x) is (PB, NB)-true; and
C(x) is (PB, NB)-false if both D1(x) and D2(x) are (PB, NB)-false.

(v) if C = ∃MR.D, then
C(x) is (PB, NB)-true if there exists y such that MR(x, y) is (PB, NB)-true and D(y)
is (PB, NB)-true; and
C(x) is (PB, NB)-false if for each MR(x, y) which is (PB, NB)-true, D(y) is (PB, NB)-
false.
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(vi) if C = ∀MR.D, then
C(x) is (PB, NB)-true if for each MR(x, y) which is (PB, NB)-true, D(y) is (PB, NB)-
true; and
C(x) is (PB, NB)-false if there exists y such that MR(x, y) is (PB, NB)-true and D(y)
is (PB, NB)-false.

For a branch B and an assertion C(x) ∈ B, C(x) can be both (PB, NB)-true and
(PB, NB)-false, or neither (PB, NB)-true and (PB, NB)-false.

The following definition establishes a correspondence between the knowledge of B and
a partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ).

Definition 7.59 ((PB, NB) Induced by (Φ1,Φ2)). Let Σ be an ALCKNF KB and Φ1,Φ2

two consistent ALC KBs. A partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ) is induced by (Φ1,Φ2) if

P = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ1 |= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ2 |= ϕ};
N = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ1 6|= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ2 6|= ϕ}.

We say that (P,N) is induced by Φ1 if (P,N) is induced by (Φ1,Φ1).

The following lemma establishes the properties of a partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ) in-
duced by ALCKNF KBs.

Lemma 7.60. Let Φ1,Φ2 be two consistent ALC KBs sharing the same ALC TBox T with
Σ, and (P,N) be a partition of SMA∆(Σ) induced by (Φ1,Φ2). Then

(i) Φ1 |= ObK(P,N) and Φ2 |= ObA(P,N); and

(ii) (P,N) is clash-free.

Proof. Since (P,N) is induced by (Φ1,Φ2), by Definition 7.59 we have

P = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ1 |= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ2 |= ϕ} (7.12)

N = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ1 6|= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ2 6|= ϕ}. (7.13)

For ObM(P,N) = 〈T ,AM〉 by Definition 7.49 we have

AM = {ϕ | Mϕ ∈ P}. (7.14)

Now we prove the two points of this lemma:

(i) By the definition of P in (7.12)

Φ1 |= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ P. (7.15)

By (7.14) and (7.15), we have that Φ1 |= AK. Since T is the TBox of Φ1, we get
that Φ1 |= ObK(P,N).

The proof that Φ2 |= ObA(P,N) is analogous and we omit it here.
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(ii) By Definition 7.34 we shall prove the following two conditions:

(a) Proof of ObM(P,N) is satisfiable: Since Φ1 is consistent, Φ1 is satisfiable. By
point (i) of this lemma, Φ1 |= ObK(P,N). Therefore ObK(P,N) is satisfiable.
The proof that ObA(P,N) is satisfiable is analogous and we omit it here.

(b) Proof of ObM(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each MD(x) ∈ N : By (7.13), Φ1 6|= D(x) for
each KD(x) ∈ N . By point (i) of this lemma, Φ1 |= ObK(P,N). Therefore
ObK(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each KD(x) ∈ N . The proof that ObA(P,N) 6|= D(x)
for each AD(x) ∈ N is analogous and we omit it here.

The following lemma establishes the relation between a branch B for Σ and MA∆(Σ),
between PB and SMA∆(Σ), and NB and SMA∆(Σ).

Lemma 7.61. Let Σ be a ALCKNF KB and B be a branch for Σ. Then

(i) B ⊆ MA∆(Σ); and

(ii) PB ⊆ SMA∆(Σ) and NB ⊆ SMA∆(Σ).

Proof.

(i) Let B0 be the initial branch for Σ. Let B0,B1, . . . ,Bm be a chain of branches for
Σ such that Bi+1 is obtained from Bi by applying a tableaux expansion rule Rulei,
where 1 ≤ i < m, and Bm = B. The proof goes by induction.

For the induction basis, n = 0. B0 ⊆ MA∆(Σ) by Definition 7.30.

For the induction step, let Bn ⊆ MA∆(Σ). Since Bn ⊆ Bn+1, we shall show that
Bn+1 \ Bn ∈ MA∆(Σ). We make a case distinction according to Rulen which is
applied to Bn to obtain Bn+1.

(a) Rulen is the u-rule and is applied to C t D(a) ∈ Bn: By the u-rule we get
Bn+1 = Bn∪{C(a), D(a)}. And {C(x), D(x) | x ∈ ∆} ⊆ MA∆(Σ) by Definition
7.30, which covers all the cases for Bn+1 \ Bn.

(b) Rulen is the t-rule and is applied to CuD(a) ∈ Bn: By the t-rule we get Bn+1 =
Bn∪{C(a), D(a)} or Bn+1 = Bn∪{C(a), ¬̇D(a)} or Bn+1 = Bn∪{¬̇C(a), D(a)}
or Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {C(a)} or Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {¬̇C(a)} or Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {D(a)}, or
Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {¬̇D(a)}. And {C(x), ¬̇C(x), D(x), ¬̇D(x) | x ∈ ∆} ⊆ MA∆(Σ)
by Definition 7.30.

(c) Rulen is the ∃-rule and is applied to ∃MR.C(a) ∈ Bn: By the ∃-rule we get
Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {MR(a, b), D(b)} for some individual b ∈ ∆ not appearing in Bn.
And {MR(a, y), C(y) | y ∈ ∆} ⊆ MA∆(Σ) by Definition 7.30.
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(d) Rulen is the ∀-rule and is applied to ∀MR.C(a) ∈ Bn: By the ∀-rule we get
Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {C(b)} for each MR(a, b) ∈ Bn, or Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {AR(a, b)} for
each KR(a, b) ∈ Bn. And {MR(a, y), C(y) | y ∈ ∆} ⊆ MA∆(Σ) by Definition
7.30.

(e) Rulen is the trigger-rule and is applied to KC v D ∈ Γ where ObK(Bn) |= C(a):
By the trigger-rule we get Bn+1 = Bn∪{KC(a), D(a)}. And {KC(x), D(x) | x ∈
∆} ⊆ MA∆(Σ) by Definition 7.30.

Therefore, Bn+1 ⊆ MA∆(Σ). Specifically, Bm = B ⊆ MA∆(Σ).

(ii) We have that PB = {Mϕ | Mϕ ∈ B} by Definition 7.48. Also, SMA∆(Σ) =
{Mϕ | Mϕ ∈ MA∆(Σ)} by Definition 7.31. Since B ⊆ MA∆(Σ) by point (i) of
this Lemma, we get PB ⊆ SMA∆(Σ).

By point (i) of this Lemma, B ⊆ MA∆(Σ), and therefore

¬MC(a) ∈ B implies ¬MC(a) ∈ MA∆(Σ).

By Definition 7.30,

¬MC(a) ∈ MA∆(Σ) implies MC(a) ∈ MA∆(Σ).

Hence,
¬MC(a) ∈ B implies MC(a) ∈ MA∆(Σ).

By Definition 7.48, NB = {MC(a) | ¬MC(a) ∈ B}. Therefore MC(a) ∈ MA∆(Σ) for
each MC(a) ∈ NB and we conclude NB ⊆ SMA∆(Σ).

The following lemma establishes properties of an open branch.

Lemma 7.62. Let B be a branch for Σ. Then

(i) If B is open then PB ∩NB = ∅; and

(ii) If B is completed and open then for each ϕ ∈ B, ϕ is (PB, NB)-true and is not
(PB, NB)-false.

Proof.

(i) Assume PB ∪ NB 6= ∅. From the Definition 7.48 of (PB, NB), there is an assertion
MC(a) such that MC(a) ∈ PB and MC(a) ∈ NB. By Definition 7.49,

MC(a) ∈ PB implies ObK(P,N) |= C(a).

Hence, there is C(a) such that ObK(P,N) |= C(a) and MC(a) ∈ NB which contra-
dicts that B is open in Definition 7.50. Therefore the assumption is wrong and we
conclude PB ∩NB = ∅.
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(ii) Let ϕ ∈ B.

if ϕ = MR(a, b) then ϕ ∈ PB, by Definition 7.48. This implies that MR(a, b) is
(PB, NB)-true by Definition 7.58. An role assertion in B cannot be (PB, NB)-false by
Definition 7.58.

If ϕ = C(a), we prove that C(a) is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false by induc-
tion on the depth of C.

First, we prove the induction basis. Here Depth(C) = 0. There are two cases for the
structure of C:

(a) C = MD. By point (i) of this lemma we have PB ∩ NB = ∅. Therefore, by
Definition 7.58, we get that ϕ is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false.

(b) C = ¬MD. We have MD(a) ∈ NB by Definition 7.48. Hence ¬MD(a) is
(PB, NB)-true by Definition 7.58.

By point (i) of this lemma we have PB ∩NB = ∅. Therefore, by Definition 7.58,
we get that ϕ is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false.

Second, we prove the induction step. Here Depth(C) = n + 1. We assume that if
Depth(D) ≤ n then for each D(a) ∈ B, D(a) is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-
false. There are four cases for the structure of C:

(a) C = D1 uD2. Here Depth(D1) ≤ n and Depth(D2) ≤ n.

Since B is completed, by the u-rule, also D1(a) ∈ B and D2(a) ∈ B. By the
induction, both D1(a) and D2(a) are (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false.
Therefore, by Definition 7.58, D1 uD2(a) is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-
false.

(b) C = D1 tD2. The proof of this case is analogous to the case of C = D1 uD2

and we omit it here.

(c) C = ∃MR.D. Here Depth(D) = n.

Since B is completed, by the u-rule, we have i. there exists an b such that
MR(a, b) ∈ B and D(b) ∈ B, or ii. a is blocked by c1. We prove both cases
separately:

i. By the induction, D(b) is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false. From the
beginning of this proof, MR(a, b) ∈ B implies MR(a, b) is (PB, NB)-true and
is not (PB, NB)-false. Hence, there exists a b such that MR(a, b) and D(b)
are both (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false. Therefore, by Definition
7.58, ∃MR.D(a) is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false.

ii. Let c1, c2, . . . cn be individuals such that a is blocked by c1, ci is blocked by
ci+1 for each 1 ≤ i < n, and cn is not blocked. By the induction, there exists
d such that both MR(cn, d) and D(d) are (PB, NB)-true and not (PB, NB)-
false. Hence a can use d as a role successor of MR, which yields MR(a, d).
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And by case i. we have that MR(a, d) is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-
false. Therefore, by Definition 7.58, ∃MR.D(a) is (PB, NB)-true and is not
(PB, NB)-false.

(d) C = ∀MR.D. The proof of this case is analogous to the case of C = ∃MR.D
part i. and we omit it here.

Therefore ϕ is (PB, NB)-true and is not (PB, NB)-false for each ϕ ∈ B.

The following lemma establishes a relation between objective knowledge of a branch B
and objective knowledge induced by a partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ).

Lemma 7.63. Let B be a completed and open branch for Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉, Φ an ALC KB
sharing the same TBox T with Σ, and (P,N) a partition induced by (ObK(B),Φ). Then
ObK(B) ≡ ObK(P,N).

Proof. Since (P,N) is induced by (ObK(B),Φ), by Lemma 7.60, ObK(B) |= ObK(P,N).
We shall prove that ObK(P,N) |= ObK(B). Since ObK(P,N) = 〈T ,A′〉 and ObK(B) =

〈T ,A′′〉 share the same ALC TBox T , it suffices to prove A′ |= A′′. We prove this by
showing that {Kϕ | Kϕ ∈ B} ⊆ {Kϕ | Kϕ ∈ P}.

P = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(B) |= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | Φ |= ϕ}, by Definition
7.59 and because (P,N) is induced by (ObK(B),Φ).

ObK(B) |= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ B, by Definition 7.49.

By the two previous statements, we get Kϕ ∈ P for each Kϕ ∈ B. Therefore {Kϕ | Kϕ ∈
B} ⊆ {Kϕ | Kϕ ∈ P}.

The following lemma establishes that for a pre-preferred branch B, the partition (P,N)
induced by ObK(B) is strongly-consistent with Σ.

Lemma 7.64. Let B be a completed and pre-preferred branch for Σ, and (P,N) a partition
induced by ObK(B). Then (P,N) is strongly-consistent with Σ.

Proof. By Lemma 7.61 we have

PB ⊆ SMA∆(Σ) (7.16)

NB ⊆ SMA∆(Σ). (7.17)

Since (P,N) is induced by ObK(B), by Definition 7.59 we have

P = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(B) |= ϕ} (7.18)

N = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(B) 6|= ϕ}. (7.19)
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Since B is pre-preferred, by Definition 7.51 we have

B is open (7.20)

ObK(B) |= ObA(B) (7.21)

ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ NB. (7.22)

Since B is open, by Definition 7.50 we have

ObK(B) is satisfiable (7.23)

ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each KC(x) ∈ NB (7.24)

We begin with proving that (P,N) is consistent with Σ. We shall show that all three
conditions of Definition 7.35 are satisfied:

(i) Proof of (P,N) is clash-free: We shall show that the two conditions of Definition
7.34 are satisfied:

(a) Proof of ObM(P,N) is satisfiable: Since (P,N) is induced by ObK(B), by Lemma
7.63 we have

ObK(B) ≡ ObK(P,N) (7.25)

and by Lemma 7.60 we have

ObK(B) |= ObA(P,N). (7.26)

Since ObK(B) is satisfiable by (7.23), ObK(P,N) and ObA(P,N) are both sat-
isfiable.

(b) Proof of ObM(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each MD(x) ∈ N : By (7.19) and (7.25) we get

ObK(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each MD(x) ∈ N. (7.27)

By (7.26) and (7.27) we get ObA(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each AD(x) ∈ N .

(ii) Proof of if ϕ ∈ A then ϕ is (P,N)-true: Since A ⊆ B, we can prove a stronger claim:
if ϕ ∈ B then ϕ is (P,N)-true. The proof goes by an induction on the depth of ϕ.

First, we prove the induction basis. Here, Depth(ϕ) = 0 and there are four cases for
the structure of ϕ:

(a) ϕ = Kψ. By Definition 7.49, Kψ ∈ B implies ObK(B) |= ψ. With (7.18) we get
Kψ ∈ P . Therefore, by Definition 7.58, Kϕ is (P,N)-true.

(b) ϕ = Aψ. By Definition 7.49 and (7.21), Aψ ∈ B implies ObK(B) |= ψ. With
(7.18) we get Aψ ∈ P . Therefore, by Definition 7.58, Aψ is (P,N)-true.

(c) ϕ = ¬KC(x). By Definition 7.48, ¬KC(x) ∈ B implies KC(x) ∈ NB. By
(7.24) we get ObK(B) 6|= C(x). With (7.19) we get KC(x) ∈ N . Therefore, by
Definition 7.58, ¬KC(x) is (P,N)-true.
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(d) ϕ = ¬AC(x). By Definition 7.48, ¬AC(x) ∈ B implies AC(x) ∈ NB. By
(7.22) we get ObK(B) 6|= C(x). With (7.19) we get KC(x) ∈ N . Therefore, by
Definition 7.58, ¬AC(x) is (P,N)-true.

Second, we prove the induction step. Let Depth(ϕ) = n and we have that for each
ψ with Depth(ψ) < n, ψ is (P,N)-true. We shall prove that ϕ is (P,N)-true. There
are four cases for the structure of ϕ:

(a) ϕ = D1 uD2(x). Here Depth(D1) < n and Depth(D2) < n.

By the u-rule D1(x), D2(x) ∈ B. By the induction, both D1(x) and D2(x) are
(P,N)-true. Therefore, by Definition 7.58, D1 uD2(x) is (P,N)-true.

(b) ϕ = D1tD2(x). The proof of this case is analogous to the case of ϕ = D1uD2(x)
and we omit it here.

(c) ϕ = ∃MR.D(x). Here Depth(D) = n− 1.

By the ∃-rule, we have i. there exists an y such that MR(x, y) ∈ B and D(y) ∈
B, or ii. x is blocked by z1. We prove both cases separately:

i. By the induction, both MR(x, y) and D(y) are (P,N)-true. Therefore, by
Definition 7.58, ∃MR.D(x) is (P,N)-true.

ii. Let z1, z2, . . . zn be individuals such that x is blocked by z1, zi is blocked by
zi+1 for each 1 ≤ i < n, and zn is not blocked. By the induction, there exists
y such that both MR(zn, y) and D(y) are (P,N)-true. Hence x can use y
as a role successor of MR, which yields MR(x, y). And by case i. we have
that MR(x, y) is (P,N)-true. Therefore, by Definition 7.58, ∃MR.D(a) is
(P,N)-true.

(d) ϕ = ∀MR.D(x). The proof of this case is analogous to the case of ϕ =
∃MR.D(x) part i. and we omit it here.

(iii) Proof of for each KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is
(P,N)-true: Let KC(x) be (P,N)-true. Then, by Definition 7.58, KC(x) ∈ P . By
(7.18), ObK(B) |= C(x), and by the trigger-rule D(x) ∈ B. Therefore, by point (ii),
D(x) is (P,N)-true.

We have proved that (P,N) is consistent. Next, we prove that (P,N) is strongly-
consistent. We prove that (P,N) satisfies each of the remaining two conditions of Theorem
7.36:

(i) Proof of ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N): By Lemma 7.63 we have ObK(B) ≡ ObK(P,N)
and by Lemma 7.26 we have ObK(B) |= ObA(P,N). Therefore, ObK(P,N) |=
ObA(P,N).

(ii) Proof of ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N : By (7.19), ObK(B) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N.
By Lemma 7.63 we have ObK(B) ≡ ObK(P,N). Therefore, ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each
Aϕ ∈ N .
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The following definition identifies a branch B from a partition (P,N) of SMA∆(Σ).

Definition 7.65 ((P,N) Agrees with B). Let B be branch for Σ. A partition (P,N) of
SMA∆(Σ) agrees with B if ϕ is (P,N)-true for each ϕ ∈ B.

The following lemma establishes some properties of partition (P,N) that agrees with
branch B.

Lemma 7.66. Let B be a branch for Σ, and (P,N) a partition of SMA∆(Σ) such that
(P,N) agrees with B. Then

(i) PB ⊆ P and NB ⊆ N ;

(ii) ObM(P,N) |= ObM(B);

(iii) if (P,N) is clash-free then for each Mϕ ∈ NB, ObM(P,N) 6|= ϕ; and

(iv) if (P,N) is clash-free then B is open.

Proof.

(i) Since (P,N) agrees with B, by Definition 7.65, Mϕ is (P,N)-true for each Mϕ ∈ B,
and ¬Mϕ is (P,N)-true for each ¬Mϕ ∈ B. By Definition 7.32 we get Mϕ ∈ P for
each Mϕ ∈ B, and Mϕ ∈ N for each ¬Mϕ ∈ B. Therefore, by Definition 7.48 we
have PB ⊆ P and NB ⊆ N .

(ii) We have PB ⊆ P by point (i) of this lemma. By Definitions 7.33 and 7.49 we get
ObM(P,N) = 〈T , {ϕ | Mϕ ∈ P}〉 and ObM(B) = 〈T , {ϕ | Mϕ ∈ PB}〉. Therefore
ObM(P,N) |= ObM(B).

(iii) Since (P,N) is clash-free, by Definition 7.34, ObM(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Mϕ ∈ N .
We have NB ⊆ N by point (i) of this lemma. Therefore ObM(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each
Mϕ ∈ NB.

(iv) Let (P,N) be clash-free. To prove that B is open by proving the two conditions of
Definition 7.50:

(a) Proof of ObM(B) is satisfiable: By Definition 7.34, we have ObM(P,N) is satis-
fiable. By point (ii) of this lemma, we have ObM(P,N) |= ObM(B). Therefore,
ObM(B) is satisfiable.

(b) Proof of ObM(B) 6|= C(x) for each MC(x) ∈ NB: By Definition 7.34, we have
ObM(P,N) 6|= C(x) for each MC(x) ∈ N . By point (ii) of this lemma, we have
ObM(P,N) |= ObM(B). Hence, ObM(B) 6|= C(x) for each MC(x) ∈ N . By
point (i) of this lemma, ObM(B) 6|= C(x) for each MC(x) ∈ NB.
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The following lemma establishes that a renamed branch f(B) has the same properties
as B.

Lemma 7.67. Let B be a branch for Σ, and f : OB \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ an injection. Then

(i) B is open iff f(B) is open;

(ii) B is pre-preferred iff f(B) is pre-preferred;

(iii) B satisfies the minimality condition iff f(B) satisfies the minimality condition; and

(iv) B is preferred iff f(B) is preferred;

Proof. The proof is straightforward because f only renames individuals.

The following lemma establishes that for a partition (P,N) with certain properties,
there is a corresponding branch B such that (P,N) agrees with B.

Lemma 7.68. Let (P,N) be a partition of SMA∆(Σ) which is consistent with Σ, and
ObK(P,N) 6|= R(x, y) for each AR(x, y) ∈ N . Then there is a completed and open branch
B for Σ and an injection f : OB \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ such that (P,N) agrees with f(B).

Proof. We prove by induction that there exists a completed branch B for Σ and an injective
function f : OB \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ such that (P,N) agrees with fm(B). Afterward, we prove
that B is open.

Let B0 be the initial branch for Σ. Let B0,B1, . . . ,Bm be a chain of branches for Σ
such that Bi+1 is obtained from Bi by applying a tableaux expansion rule Rulei, where
1 ≤ i < m, B0 = {KC(x) | C(x) ∈ A}, and Bm = B. The proof goes by induction.

First, we prove the induction basis. Since (P,N) is consistent with Σ, by Definition
7.35, ϕ is (P,N)-true for each ϕ ∈ A. Hence, (P,N) agrees with A, by Definition 7.65.
And from B0 = A, we get that (P,N) agrees with B0.

Second, we prove the induction step. Let there exists a branch Bn for Σ and an injective
function fn such that (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn). We make a case distinction according to
Rulen which is applied to Bn to obtain Bn+1:

(i) Rulen is the u-rule and is applied to C uD(a) ∈ Bn: Here C uD(fn(a)) ∈ fn(Bn).
By the u-rule we get Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {C(a), D(a)}. Hence, fn(Bn+1) = fn(Bn) ∪
{C(fn(a)), D(fn(a))}.
By induction, (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn).

Hence, from C u D(fn(a)) ∈ fn(Bn), we get C u D(fn(a)) is (P,N)-true. By Defi-
nition 7.32, both C(fn(a)) and D(fn(a)) are (P,N)-true. Hence, (P,N) agrees with
fn(Bn+1). We can set fn+1 = fn and therefore (P,N) agrees with fn+1(Bn+1).

(ii) Rulen is the t-rule and is applied to C t D(a) ∈ Bn: The proof of this case is
analogous to the previous case and we omit it here.
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(iii) Rulen is the ∃-rule and is applied to ∃MR.C(a) ∈ Bn: Here ∃MR.C(fn(a)) ∈ fn(Bn).
By induction ∃MR.C(fn(a)) is (P,N)-true. This implies that by Definition 7.32
there exists b such that MR(fn(a), b) and C(b) are (P,N)-true. We distinguish the
following two cases:

(a) There exists c ∈ OBn such that fn(c) = b: By the ∃-rule, there exists an
expansion Bn+1 of Bn such that Bn+1 = Bn∪{MR(a, c), C(c)}. This implies that
fn(Bn+1) = fn(Bn)∪{MR(fn(a), b), C(b)}. Since (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn) and
both MR(fn(a), b) and C(b) are (P,N)-true, by Definition 7.65, (P,N) agrees
with fn(Bn+1). Let fn+1 = fn and we get that (P,N) agrees with fn+1(Bn+1).

(b) There does not exist c ∈ OBn such that fn(c) = b: By the ∃-rule, there exists
an expansion Bn+1 of Bn such that Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {MR(a, c), C(c)} and c 6∈ OBn .
Let fn+1(c) = b and let fn+1(d) = fn(d) for each d ∈ OBn . This implies that
fn+1(Bn+1) = fn(Bn) ∪ {MR(a, b), C(b)}. Since (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn) and
both MR(a, b) and C(b) are (P,N)-true, by Definition 7.65, (P,N) agrees with
fn+1(Bn+1).

(iv) Rulen is the ∀-rule: We make a case distinction

(a) Rulen is the ∀-rule and is applied to ∀MR.C(a) ∈ Bn: By the ∀-rule we get
Bn+1 = Bn ∪ S, where S = {C(b) | MR(a, b) ∈ Bn}. Hence, fn(Bn+1) =
fn(Bn) ∪ fn(S), where fn(S) = {C(b) | MR(a, b) ∈ fn(Bn)}.
By induction, (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn). We show that (P,N) agrees with
fn(S).

By induction, MR(a, b) is (P,N)-true for each MR(a, b) ∈ fn(Bn). Because
∀MR.C(a) ∈ Bn, by Definition 7.32, C(b) is (P,N)-true for each MR(a, b) ∈
fn(Bn). Hence, C(b) is (P,N)-true for each C(b) ∈ fn(S). We can set fn+1 = fn
and therefore (P,N) agrees with fn+1(Bn+1).

(b) Rulen is the ∀-rule and is applied to ∀AR.C(a) ∈ Bn: By the ∀-rule we get
Bn+1 = Bn ∪ S, where S = {AR(a, b) | KR(a, b) ∈ Bn}. Hence, fn(Bn+1) =
fn(Bn) ∪ fn(S), where fn(S) = {AR(a, b) | KR(a, b) ∈ fn(Bn)}.
By induction, (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn). We show that (P,N) agrees with
fn(S).

Since ObK(P,N) 6|= R(x, y) for each AR(x, y) ∈ N , we have if ObK(P,N) |=
R(x, y) then AR(x, y) ∈ P . By Definition 7.49, ObK(P,N) |= R(x, y) iff
KR(x, y) ∈ P . Hence, if KR(x, y) ∈ P then AR(x, y) ∈ P . And by Defi-
nition 7.32, if KR(x, y) is (P,N)-true then AR(x, y) is (P,N)-true.

By induction KR(x, y) is (P,N)-true for each KR(x, y) ∈ fn(Bn). Therefore
AR(x, y) is (P,N)-true for each KR(x, y) ∈ fn(Bn).

Hence, AR(a, b) is (P,N)-true for each AR(a, b) ∈ fn(S). By Definition 7.65,
(P,N) agrees with fn(Bn+1). We can set fn+1 = fn and therefore (P,N) agrees
with fn+1(Bn+1).
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(v) Rulen is the trigger-rule and is applied to KC v D ∈ Γ where ObK(Bn) |= C(a):
By the trigger-rule we get Bn+1 = Bn ∪ {KC(a), D(a)}. Hence, fn(Bn+1) = fn(Bn)∪
{KC(fn(a)), D(fn(a))}. We show that both KC(fn(a)) and D(fn(a)) are (P,N)-
true.

First, by induction, (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn). By Lemma 7.66, ObK(P,N) |=
ObK(fn(Bn)). Since ObK(Bn) |= C(a), we get ObK(fn(Bn)) |= C(fn(a)). Hence,
ObK(P,N) |= C(fn(a)). Since (P,N) is consistent with Σ, we have that (P,N)
is clash-free by 7.35. Hence, ObK(P,N) 6|= C(x) for each KC(x) ∈ N . With
already proved ObK(P,N) |= ObK(fn(Bn)), we have KC(fn(a)) 6∈ N , therefore
KC(fn(a)) ∈ P . By Definition 7.32, KC(fn(a)) is (P,N)-true.

Second, by induction, (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn). By Definition 7.35, for each KC v
D ∈ Γ, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is (P,N)-true. With already proved
KC(fn(a)) is (P,N)-true, D(fn(a)) is (P,N)-true.

By Definition 7.65, (P,N) agrees with fn(Bn+1. We can set fn+1 = fn and therefore
(P,N) agrees with fn+1(Bn+1).

We have proved that there exists a completed branch B for Σ and an injective function
f : OB \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ such that (P,N) agrees with fm(B).

Now, we prove that B is open. (P,N) being consistent with Σ implies (P,N) is clash-
free. And since (P,N) agrees with f(B), we get f(B) is open by Lemma 7.66. Because
f(B) was obtained from B by renaming, we have that B is open by Lemma 7.67.

The following lemma establishes that individuals in B are the same as individuals in
ObK(P,N). The set of individuals appearing in a set of assertions Q is denoted by OQ.

Lemma 7.69. Let B1,B2 be two branches for Σ. Then OB1 = OB2 iff OObK(B1) = OObK(B2),
and OB1 ⊆ OB2 iff OObK(B1) ⊆ OObK(B2).

Proof. Let Bi be a branch for Σ, and B0 the initial branch for Σ.
By Definition 7.48, we get OBi = OPBi

∪ ONBi
.

We prove that OBi = OPBi
∪ONB0

. Since no expansion rule retracts individuals from a
branch, we have ONB0

⊆ ONBi
. New individuals are added to a branch by an application

of the ∃-rule to an assertion ∃MR.C(a): if a new individual b is introduced to ONBi
, then

b is also introduced to OPBi
, since MR(a, b) ∈ Bi. Therefore OBi = OPB0

∪ ONB0
.

Since B1 and B2 have the same initial branch B0, we get OB1 = OB2 iff OPB1
= OPB2

,
and OB1 ⊆ OB2 iff OPB1

⊆ OPB2
.

By Definition 7.49 of ObK(Bi), we have OObK(Bi) = OPBi
. Therefore, OB1 = OB2 iff

OObK(B1) = OObK(B2), and OB1 ⊆ OB2 iff OObK(B1) ⊆ OObK(B2).

The following lemma states that if a partition (P,N) is a model and agrees with an
open branch B then the objective knowledge from (P,N) is equivalent to the objective
knowledge from B.
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Lemma 7.70. Let (P,N) be strongly-consistent with Σ and satisfy the minimality condi-
tion, B be an open branch, and (P,N) agrees with B. Then ObK(P,N) ≡ ObK(B).

Proof. Since (P,N) is strongly consistent, by Definition 7.36, we have the following:

(P,N) is consistent with Σ (7.28)

ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N) (7.29)

ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N. (7.30)

By Definition 7.35, we have

for each KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, (7.31)

if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is (P,N)-true.

By Definition 7.34, we have

ObM(P,N) is satisfiable (7.32)

ObM(P,N) 6|= D(x) for each MD(x) ∈ N. (7.33)

We shall prove two claims and then use them to prove this lemma.
Claim a. {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ B} = {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ P}.
We have, ObK(P,N) |= ObK(B) by Lemma 7.66. Therefore {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈

B} ⊆ {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ P}.
We prove that it is not possible that {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ B} ⊂

{KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ P}. Let

SK = {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ P} \ {KR(x, y) | KR(x, y) ∈ B} (7.34)

be nonempty. We construct a partition (P ′, N ′) of SMA∆(Σ) which will witness that (P,N)
is not minimal. Let

P ′ = P \ SK (7.35)

N ′ = N ∪ SK. (7.36)

We have, by (7.35), that

ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= R(x, y) for each KR(x, y) ∈ SK. (7.37)

By (7.34), (7.35), and (7.36) we get

ObK(P,N) |= ObK(P ′, N ′) (7.38)

ObA(P,N) = ObA(P ′, N ′) (7.39)

N ⊂ N ′. (7.40)

We show that (P,N) does not satisfy the minimality condition (Definition 7.52) because
of (P ′, N ′) by showing the following:
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(i) Proof of ObM(P ′, N ′) is satisfiable: ObK(P ′, N ′) is satisfiable by (7.38) and (7.32).
And ObA(P ′, N ′) is satisfiable by (7.39) and (7.32). Therefore, ObM(P ′, N ′) is satis-
fiable.

(ii) Proof of ObM(P ′, N ′) 6|= D(x) for each MD(x) ∈ N ′: By (7.33) and (7.38), we get
that ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= D(x) for each KD(x) ∈ N . By (7.37), ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= R(x, y)
for each KR(x, y) ∈ SK. Therefore, by (7.36), ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= ϕ for each Kϕ ∈ N ′.
By (7.33) and (7.39), we get that ObA(P ′, N ′) 6|= D(x) for each AD(x) ∈ N . Since
SK does not contain assertions of the form Aϕ, by (7.36), we get ObA(P ′, N ′) 6|= ϕ
for each Aϕ ∈ N ′.

(iii) Proof of ϕ is (P ′, N ′)-true for each ϕ ∈ A: Since A ⊆ B, we can prove a stronger
claim: ϕ is (P ′, N ′)-true for each ϕ ∈ B.

The proof goes by an induction on the depth of ϕ.

First, we prove the induction basis. Here, Depth(ϕ) = 0 and there are two cases for
the structure of ϕ:

(a) ϕ = Mψ(x). Since (P,N) agrees with B and Mψ ∈ B, we have Mψ is (P,N)-
true. Hence, by 7.32, Mψ ∈ P . By (7.34) and Mψ ∈ B, we have Mψ 6∈ SK.
Hence, by (7.35), we get Mψ ∈ P ′. Therefore Mψ is (P ′, N ′)-true.

(b) ϕ = ¬Mψ(x). Since (P,N) agrees with B and ¬Mψ ∈ B, we have ¬Mψ is
(P,N)-true. Hence, by 7.32, Mψ ∈ N . By (7.40) we have Mψ ∈ N ′. Therefore
¬Mψ is (P ′, N ′)-true.

Second, we prove the induction step. Let Depth(ϕ) = n and we have that for each
ψ ∈ B with Depth(ψ) < n, ψ is (P,N)-true. There are four cases for the structure
of ϕ:

(a) ϕ = C t D(x). Since C t D(x) ∈ B and B is completed, by the u-rule we
get C(x), D(x) ∈ B. By induction, both C(x) and D(x) are (P ′, N ′)-true.
Therefore, C tD(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true by Definition 7.32.

(b) ϕ = C uD(x). The proof of this case is analogous to the case of ψ = C uD(x)
and we omit it here.

(c) ϕ = ∃MR.C(x). Since ∃MR.C(x) ∈ B and B is completed, by the ∃-rule we
have i. there exists a y such that MR(x, y) ∈ B and D(y) ∈ B, or ii. x is
blocked by z1. We prove both cases separately:

i. The proof of this case is analogous to the case of ϕ = CuD(x) and we omit
it here.

ii. Let z1, z2, . . . zn be individuals such that x is blocked by z1, zi is blocked
by zi+1 for each 1 ≤ i < n, and zn is not blocked. By the induction, there
exists y such that both MR(zn, y) and C(y) are (P ′, N ′)-true. Hence x can
use y as a role successor of MR, which yields MR(x, y). And by case i. we
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have that MR(x, y) is (P ′, N ′)-true. Therefore, ∃MR.C(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true
by Definition 7.32.

(d) ϕ = ∀KR.C(x). By the construction of P ′ in (7.35), KR(x, y) ∈ P ′ iff
KR(x, y) ∈ B. Because B is completed, by the ∀-rule we get C(y) ∈ B for each
KR(x, y) ∈ B. By induction, C(y) is (P ′, N ′)-true. Hence, C(y) is (P ′, N ′)-true
for each KR(x, y) being (P ′, N ′)-true. Therefore, ∀KR.C(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true.

(e) ϕ = ∀AR.C(x). Since (P,N) agrees with B and ∀AR.C(x) ∈ B, we have
∀AR.C(x) is (P,N)-true. By the definitions of P and P ′, if AR(x, y) is (P ′, N ′)-
true then AR(x, y) is (P,N)-true. Hence C(y) is (P,N)-true.

Due to the restriction to minimality-proper KB Σ, C does not contain subex-
pressions of the form KR. Note that SK, the difference between P and P ′ (and
also N and N ′). contains only modal atoms of the form KR(x, y) by (7.34).
Therefore, by Definition 7.32, C(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true. Hence, C(y) is (P ′, N ′)-true
for each AR(x, y) being (P ′, N ′)-true. Therefore, ∀AR.C(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true.

(iv) Proof of for each KC v D ∈ Γ and x ∈ ∆, if KC(x) is (P,N)-true then D(x) is
(P,N)-true: By (7.35) and (7.36), if KC(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true then KC(x) is (P,N)-
true. Therefore, D(x) is (P,N)-true by (7.31).

Due to the restriction to minimality-proper KB Σ, D does not contain subexpressions
of the form KR. Note that SK, the difference between P and P ′ (and also N and N ′).
contains only modal atoms of the form KR(x, y) by (7.34). Therefore, by Definition
7.32, D(x) is (P ′, N ′)-true.

We have proved Claim a.
Claim b. Let (P ′, N ′) be induced by (ObK(B), ObK(P,N)). Then (P ′, N ′) is consistent

with Σ.
Since (P ′, N ′) is induced by (ObK(B), ObK(P,N)), by Definition 7.59

P ′ = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(f(B)) |= ϕ} ∪ (7.41)

{Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(P,N) |= ϕ}
N ′ = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(f(B)) 6|= ϕ} ∪ (7.42)

{Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ}

We shall show that (P ′, N ′) is consistent with Σ.
The proof of Claim b is analogous to the proof of (P ′, N ′) being consistent with Σ in

Lemma 7.64 and we omit it here. Briefly, in the proof of Claim b, Claim a is used in the
induction step where ϕ = ∀AR.C(x).

Finally, we can prove this lemma. By Lemma 7.66 we have

ObK(P,N) |= ObK(f(B)). (7.43)

We prove the other direction by contradiction. Assume that

ObK(f(B)) 6|= ObK(P,N). (7.44)
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Let (P ′, N ′) be the partition induced by ObK(f(B)), ObK(P,N)). Let M = {I | I |=
ObK(f(B))} and N = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}. Since (P ′, N ′) is induced by (M,N ), we
have by Definition 7.59:

P ′ = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | M |= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | N |= ϕ}
N ′ = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | M 6|= ϕ} ∪ {Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | N 6|= ϕ}.

By Claim b, (P ′, N ′) is consistent with Σ. By Lemma 7.44, we have (M,N ) |= Σ. By
(7.43) and (7.44), we have M ⊃ N . Therefore, by the ALCKNF semantics in Definition
7.7,M is not a model for Σ. This contradicts the fact thatM is a model or Σ. Therefore,
the assumption (7.44) is wrong and we conclude ObK(f(B)) |= ObK(P,N).

Therefore, ObK(P,N) ≡ ObK(B).

Proof of the Soundness of the Tableaux Algorithm, ⇒ of Theorem 7.56. Let (P,N) be
the partition induced by ObK(B).

By Definition 7.59 we have that

P = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(B) |= ϕ}
N = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(B) 6|= ϕ}.

For model M = {I | I |= ObK(B)}, we have

P = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M,M) |= ϕ}
N = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M,M) 6|= ϕ}.

By Definition 7.38, we have that (P,N) is induced by (M,M).
Since B is preferred, by Definition 7.54, B is pre-preferred, and by Definition 7.51, B is

completed and open. By Lemma 7.63, we get

ObK(B) ≡ ObK(P,N). (7.45)

Therefore, M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}.
For contradiction, assume M is not a model for Σ. Hence, by Theorem 7.39, either

(i) M 6= {I | I |= ObK(P,N)}, or (ii) (P,N) is not strongly-consistent with Σ or (iii)
(P,N) does not satisfy the minimality condition. We have shown above that (i) is not
the case. By Lemma 7.64, (P,N) is strongly-consistent with Σ, hence (ii) is not the case.
Therefore, (P,N) does not satisfy the minimality condition. By Definition 7.37, there
exists a partition (P ′, N ′) of SMA∆(Σ) such that all of the following conditions hold:

(P ′, N ′) is consistent with Σ (7.46)

ObK(P,N) |= ObK(P ′, N ′) (7.47)

ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= ObK(P,N) (7.48)

ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P ′, N ′) (7.49)

ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N ′. (7.50)
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We shall show that if such a (P ′, N ′) exists, then B violates the minimality condition,
which contradicts that B is preferred.

By (7.47) and (7.50), we get

ObK(P ′, N ′) 6|= R(x, y) for each AR(x, y) ∈ N ′. (7.51)

By (7.51), (7.46), and Lemma 7.68, there exists

a completed and open branch B′ for Σ (7.52)

an injection f : OB′ \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ (7.53)

such that (P ′, N ′) agrees with f(B′). (7.54)

To show that B violates the minimality condition, by Definition 7.52, we shall prove
the following:

(i) Proof of B′ is completed and open: This condition holds by (7.52).

(ii) Proof of ObK(B) |= ObK(f(B′)): Since (P ′, N ′) agrees with f(B′), by Lemma 7.66,
we have

ObM(P ′, N ′) |= ObM(f(B′)). (7.55)

By (7.45) and (7.47), we get ObK(B) |= ObK(P ′, N ′). And by (7.55), we get
ObK(B) |= ObK(f(B′)).

(iii) Proof of ObK(f(B′)) 6|= ObK(B): By (7.55) and (7.48), we get

ObK(f(B′)) 6|= ObK(P,N). (7.56)

By (7.45), we have ObK(P,N) ≡ ObK(B). Therefore, ObK(f(B′)) 6|= ObK(B).

(iv) Proof of ObK(B) |= ObA(f(B′)): By (7.45), we have ObK(P,N) ≡ ObK(B). By
(7.49), we have ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P ′, N ′). Hence, ObK(B) |= ObA(P ′, N ′).

By (7.55), we have ObM(P ′, N ′) |= ObM(f(B′)). Therefore, ObK(B) |= ObA(f(B′)).

(v) Proof of ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ Nf(B′): By (7.45) and (7.50), we get
ObK(B) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N ′. By (7.54), (P ′, N ′) agrees with f(B′), and by Lemma
7.66, we get Nf(B′) ⊆ N ′. Therefore, ObK(B) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ Nf(B′).

(vi) Proof of f is an injection from OB′ \ OΣ to OB \ OΣ: By (7.53), f is an injection
from OB′ \ OΣ to ∆ \ OΣ. We shall prove that the range is OB \ OΣ. By point (iv),
ObK(B) |= ObK(f(B′)), so we get OObK(B) ⊇ OObK(f(B′)). By Lemma 7.69, we have
OB ⊇ Of(B′). Therefore, the range of f is OB \ OΣ.

(vii) Proof of |OB′| ≤ |OB|: Since f(B′) is a renamed branch of B′, we have |OB′ | = |Of(B′)|.
From point (iv), we have OB ⊇ Of(B′). Hence, |OB| ≥ |Of(B′)|. By Lemma 7.67, we
have |OB′ | ≤ |OB|.
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We have shown that B violates the minimality condition, which contradicts the premise
that B is a preferred branch. Hence, the hypothesis is wrong. Therefore,M is a model for
Σ.

Proof of the Completeness of the Tableaux Algorithm, ⇐ of Theorem 7.56. Let (P,N)
be a partition induced by (M,M). By Definition 7.38, we have

P = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M,M) |= Mϕ}
N = {Mϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | (M,M) 6|= Mϕ}.

Since M is a model for Σ, by Theorem 7.39 we have

M = {I | I |= ObK(P,N)} (7.57)

(P,N) is strongly-consistent with Σ (7.58)

(P,N) satisfies the minimality condition. (7.59)

From (7.58), by Definition 7.36 we have

(P,N) is consistent with Σ (7.60)

ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N) (7.61)

ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N. (7.62)

From (7.60), (7.62), by Lemma 7.68, there exists

a completed and open branch B for Σ (7.63)

an injection f : OB \ OΣ → ∆ \ OΣ (7.64)

such that (P,N) agrees with f(B). (7.65)

Hence, by Lemma 7.70, we have

ObK(f(B)) ≡ ObK(P,N). (7.66)

And, by (7.60), we get
M = {I | I |= ObK(f(B))}. (7.67)

To prove that B represents M, we shall show that B is preferred. By Lemma 7.67, B
is preferred iff f(B) is preferred. Hence, we show that f(B) is preferred.

By Definition 7.54 of preferred branch we shall prove the following:

(i) Proof of f(B) is pre-preferred : By Definition 7.51 of pre-preferred branch we shall
prove the following:

(a) Proof of f(B) is completed and open: By (7.63) and Lemma 7.67, B is completed
and open.
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(b) Proof of ObK(f(B)) |= ObA(f(B)): By (7.61) and (7.66), we have ObK(f(B)) |=
ObA(P,N). And by Lemma 7.66, we have ObK(f(B)) |= ObA(f(B)).

(c) Proof of ObK(f(B)) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ Nf(B): By (7.62) and (7.66), we
have ObK(f(B)) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N . By Lemma 7.66, Nf(B) ⊆ N , and we
have ObK(f(B)) 6|= C(x) for each AC(x) ∈ Nf(B).

(ii) Proof of f(B) satisfies the minimality condition: Assume B does not satisfy the
minimality condition. Hence, f(B) does not satisfy the minimality condition.

By Definition 7.52, there exists a completed branch B′ of the tableaux for Σ and an
injection g : OB′ \ OΣ → OB \ OΣ such that all of the following conditions hold:

B′ is open (7.68)

|OB′ | ≤ |Of(B)| (7.69)

ObK(f(B)) |= ObK(g(B′)) (7.70)

ObK(g(B′)) 6|= ObK(f(B)) (7.71)

ObK(f(B)) |= ObA(g(B′)) (7.72)

ObK(f(B)) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ Ng(B′). (7.73)

Let (P ∗, N∗) be induced by (ObK(g(B′)), ObK(f(B))). By Definition 7.59, we have

P ∗ = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(g(B′)) |= ϕ} ∪ (7.74)

{Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(f(B)) |= ϕ}
N∗ = {Kϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(g(B′)) 6|= ϕ} ∪ (7.75)

{Aϕ ∈ SMA∆(Σ) | ObK(f(B)) 6|= ϕ}.

By Lemma 7.60 and Lemma 7.63, we get

ObK(g(B′)) ≡ ObK(P ∗, N∗) (7.76)

ObK(f(B)) |= ObA(P ∗, N∗). (7.77)

To prove that (P,N) violates the minimality condition, we shall show that (P ∗, N∗)
is the witness. By Definition 7.37, we shall show the following:

(a) Proof of (P ∗, N∗) is strongly-consistent with Σ: By Definition 7.36, we shall
show the following:

i. Proof of (P ∗, N∗) is consistent with Σ: By Definition 7.35, we shall show
the following:

A. Proof of (P ∗, N∗) is clash-free: True by Lemma 7.60.

B. Proof of ϕ is (P ∗, N∗)-true for each ϕ ∈ A: Since A ⊆ g(B′), we can
prove a stronger claim: ϕ is (P ∗, N∗)-true for each ϕ ∈ g(B′).
The proof goes by an induction on the depth of ϕ.
First, we prove the induction basis. Here, Depth(ϕ) = 0 and there are
four cases for the structure of ϕ:
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ϕ = KC(x). Since KC(x) ∈ g(B′), we have ObK(g(B′)) |= C(x).
By (7.74), we have KC(x) ∈ P ∗. And by Definition 7.58, we get
that KC(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true.
ϕ = AC(x). Since AC(x) ∈ g(B′), by (7.72), we have
ObK(f(B)) |= C(x). By (7.74), we have AC(x) ∈ P ∗. And by
Definition 7.58, we get that AC(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true.
ϕ = ¬KC(x). Since ¬KC(x) ∈ g(B′), we have ObK(g(B′)) 6|=
C(x). By (7.75), we have KC(x) ∈ N∗. And by Definition 7.58,
we get that ¬KC(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true.
ϕ = ¬AC(x). Since ¬AC(x) ∈ g(B′), by (7.73), we have
ObK(f(B)) 6|= C(x). By (7.75), we have ¬AC(x) ∈ N∗. And
by Definition 7.58, we get that ¬AC(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true.

Second, we prove the induction step. Let Depth(ϕ) = n and we have
that for each ψ ∈ B such that Depth(ψ) < n, ψ is (P ∗, N∗)-true. We
shall prove that ϕ is (P ∗, N∗)-true. We omit the proof of this step
as it is analogous to the proof of Claim b. in Lemma 7.70 with the
following exception: it is possible to prove that ϕ is (P ∗, N∗)-true for
ϕ = C u D(x), C t D(x), ∃MR.C(x),∀KR.C(x), but the claim does
not hold for ϕ = ∀AR.C(x). This is why we consider only minimality-
proper KBs (Definition 7.53).

C. Proof of for each KC v D ∈ Γ, if KC(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true then D(x) is
(P ∗, N∗)-true: By 7.49, if KC(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true, then ObK(P ∗, N∗) |=
C(x). And by (7.76), we get ObK(g(B′)) |= C(x), which implies that
KC(x) ∈ g(B′). By the trigger-rule, we have D(x) ∈ g(B′). And by
point B. above, D(x) is (P ∗, N∗)-true.

ii. Proof of ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P,N): True by (7.61).

iii. Proof of ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N : True by (7.62).

(b) Proof of ObK(P,N) |= ObK(P ∗, N∗): True by Lemma 7.70, (7.66), and (7.76).

(c) Proof of ObK(P ∗, N∗) 6|= ObK(P,N): True by Lemma 7.71, (7.66), and (7.76).

(d) Proof of ObK(P,N) |= ObA(P ∗, N∗): True by Lemma 7.77, and (7.66).

(e) Proof of ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N∗: By (7.75), we have ObK(f(B)) 6|= ϕ
for each Aϕ ∈ N∗. By (7.66), we have ObK(f(B)) ≡ ObK(P,N). Therefore,
ObK(P,N) 6|= ϕ for each Aϕ ∈ N∗.

Therefore, (P,N) violates the minimality condition, which contradicts the assump-
tion (7.59). The hypothesis that f(B) does not satisfy the minimality condition is
wrong, which implies that f(B) satisfies the minimality condition.

We have shown that f(B) is preferred branch. By Lemma 7.67, B is a preferred branch.
And by (7.67), B represents M.

The branch tree represents all the possible the branches generated by the tableaux
algorithm.
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Definition 7.71. A branch tree for Σ is a tree, in which each node is labeled by a branch.
The root node is labeled by the initial branch B0 for Σ. The ancestors of a node B represent
branches obtained from B by application of an expansion rule. If the node has more than one
ancestors, the node represents a nondeterministic rule. A leaf node represents a completed
branch.

Notice, that the nondeterministic rules are t-rule and ∃-rule.

Proof of the Termination of the Tableaux Algorithm, Lemma 7.55. The branches are
generated in a monotonic way: each expansion rule only introduces new assertions to
the branch and never retract assertions.

(i) The size of a branch B is bounded : For each individual x in branch B, the assertions
of the form C(x) in branch B are subconcepts or negation of subconcepts in Σ; and
for each two individuals x, y in branch B, the assertions of the form R(x, y) in branch
B are modal roles appearing in Σ. Therefore the size of the set of assertions for an
individual or a pair of individuals is bounded by the size of Σ.

(ii) The number of new individuals introduced in the branch is bounded : By point (i), for
each individual, the size of the set of assertions about this individual is bounded by
the size of Σ. There is not an infinite number of new individuals since the infinite
application of an ∃-rule is blocked by Definition 7.46.

(iii) The number of branches introduced by expansion rules is bounded : We analyze the
topology of the branch tree. First, the t-rule introduces up to three branches. Sec-
ond, the number of branches created by ∃-rule is bounded by the number of individ-
uals in a branch. The number of individuals in A is bounded and, by point (ii), the
number of new individuals in a branch is bounded. Hence, the number of branches
introduced by ∃-rule is bounded. Therefore the tableaux algorithm is finitely branch-
ing.

By the König’s Lemma the branch tree has a finite number of nodes, which implies
that the branch tree has a bounded number of leaf nodes. Therefore, the tableaux
algorithm considers a bounded number of branches.

We conclude that the ALCKNF tableaux algorithm terminates.

7.5 Reasoning Tasks

All the reasoning tasks in DLs are usually reduced to satisfiability checking of a KB. For
a detailed treatment of the reasoning tasks for ALC see section 3.2.4. In this section we
show the reductions for ALCKNF .
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7.5.1 Instance Checking

Let C be an epistemic concept and a an individual. Instance checking is the problem that
answers whether epistemic assertion C(a) holds in an ALCKNF KB Σ.

Remind that the deduction theorem does not hold for ALCKNF due to the preference
semantics. Therefore it is not possible to directly reduce logical implication to unsatisfiabil-
ity. However, [DNR02] show that such reduction is possible by means of a straightforward
transformation of the query.

In the following the notation C[K/A] denotes a concept that is obtained from concept
C by replacing all the occurrences of K with A.

Lemma 7.72. Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 be an ALCKNF KB, and let C be an ALCKNF concept
and a an individual. Then, Σ |= C(a) iff the ALCKNF KB

Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ,A ∪ {¬AC[K/A](a)}〉

is unsatisfiable.

For proof see [DNR02, page 43].
We can use Σ′ from Lemma 7.72 for instance checking of subjectively quantified concept

assertions in subjectively quantified KBs.

Theorem 7.73. Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 be a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB, C be a sub-
jectively quantified ALCKNF concept, and a an individual. Then, Σ |= C(a) iff there is no
preferred branch for the subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB 〈T ,Γ,A∪{¬AC[K/A](a)}〉.

Proof. We know from Lemma 7.72 that Σ |= C(a) iff Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ,A ∪ {¬AC[K/A](a)}〉
is unsatisfiable. Since C is a subjectively quantified concept, the concept C[K/A] is also
subjectively quantified, and therefore the concept ¬AC[K/A] is also subjectively quanti-
fied. Hence the KB Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ,A∪ {¬AC[K/A](a)}〉 is subjectively quantified ALCKNF
KB satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.56 which proves the claim.

Corollary 7.74. Let Σ be a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB, and let C be a subjec-
tively quantified ALCKNF concept and a and individual. Then the problem Σ |= C(a) is
decidable.

Proof. Direct consequence of the Theorem 7.73 and the fact that tableaux algorithm always
terminates (Theorem 7.55).

7.5.2 Role Checking

Let R be an epistemic role and a, b individuals. Role checking is the problem that answers
whether epistemic assertion R(a, b) holds in an ALCKNF KB Σ.

In the following the notation R[K/A] denotes a role that is obtained from role R by
replacing all the occurrences of K with A.
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Lemma 7.75. Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 be an ALCKNF KB, and let R be an ALCKNF role and
a, b an individuals. Then, Σ |= R(a, b) iff the ALCKNF KB

Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ,A ∪ {¬AR[K/A](a, b)}〉

is unsatisfiable.

Proof. (⇐): Let Σ′ be unsatisfiable and suppose Σ 6|= R(a, b). Then there exists a model
M for Σ such that (M,M) 6|= R(a, b), which implies (M,M) |= ¬KR(a, b), Then, since
(M,M) interprets both role expression of the form AR and KR in the same way, it
follows that (M,M) |= ¬AR[K/A](a, b). Hence, since (M,M) |= Σ, also (M,M) |= Σ′.
Since by hypothesis M is a model for Σ, it follows that for each M′ such that M′ ⊃ M,
(M′,M) 6|= Σ. Therefore, for each M′ such that M′ ⊃ M, (M′,M) 6|= Σ′, which
implies thatM is a model for Σ′. This contradicts the hypothesis that Σ′ is unsatisfiable.
Therefore, Σ |= R(a, b).

(⇒): Let Σ |= R(a, b) and suppose Σ′ is satisfiable. Then, there exists a structure M′

which is a model for Σ′. Hence (M′,M′) |= ¬ AR[K/A](a, b). Since ¬AR[K/A](a, b) is a
subjective A-assertion and for every structureM′′, both (M′,M′) and (M′′,M′) interpret
subjective A-assertions in the same way, it follows that (M′′,M′) 6|= R(a, b) for every
structureM′′. SinceM′ is a model for Σ′, it follows that there is no structureM′′ such that
both M′′ ⊃ M′ and (M′′,M′) |= Σ′. As shown above, every structure M′′, (M′′,M′) |=
¬AR[K/A](a, b), hence for eachM′′ such thatM′′ ⊃M′, (M′′,M′) 6|= Σ. Consequently,
from Definition 7.10 it follows that M′ is a model for Σ, and since (M′,M′) 6|= R(a, b), it
follows that Σ 6|= R(a, b), which contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore, Σ′ is unsatisfiable.

We can use Σ′ from Lemma 7.75 for role checking of subjectively quantified role asser-
tions in a subjectively quantified KBs.

Theorem 7.76. Let Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉 be a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB, and let R
be a subjectively quantified ALCKNF role and a, b an individuals. Then, Σ |= R(a, b)
iff there is no preferred branch for the subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB 〈T ,Γ,A ∪
{¬AR[K/A](a, b)}〉.

Proof. We know from Lemma 7.75 that Σ |= R(a, b) iff Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ,A∪{¬AR[K/A](a, b)}〉
is unsatisfiable. Since R is a subjectively quantified role, the role R[K/A] is also subjec-
tively quantified, and therefore the concept ¬AR[K/A] is also subjectively quantified.
Hence the KB Σ′ = 〈T ,Γ,A∪{¬AR[K/A](a, b)}〉 is subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.56 which proves the claim.

Corollary 7.77. Let Σ be a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB, and let R be a subjec-
tively quantified ALCKNF role and a, b and individuals. Then the problem Σ |= R(a, b) is
decidable.

Proof. Direct consequence of the Theorem 7.76 and the fact that tableaux algorithm always
terminates (Theorem 7.55).
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7.5.3 Subsumption Checking

Let C,D be two concepts. Subsumption checking is the problem that answers whether the
subsumption C v D holds in an ALCKNF KB Σ = 〈T ,Γ,A〉.

First, consider the case where C,D are ALC concepts. We use three claims from
[DNR02, page 44], which deal with ALC KB.

Claim 1: if Σ is satisfiable, then Σ |= C v D iff 〈T ,A〉 |= C v D.
Claim 2: if 〈T ,A〉 is satisfiable, then 〈T ,A〉 |= C v D iff 〈T , ∅〉 |= C v D.
Claim 3: 〈T , ∅〉 |= C v D iff the ALC KB 〈T , {C u ¬D(a)}〉 is unsatisfiable.
To conclude, for an ALC inclusion C v D, the subsumption of this inclusion in

ALCKNF reduces to unsatisfiability in ALC.
Second, consider the case where C,D are subjectively quantified ALCKNF concepts.

TheALCKNF tableaux algorithm computes a finite number of finiteALC KBs representing
the sets of models of subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB Σ. For each model M of Σ
represented by the ALC KB ΣM, only a finite number of individuals can be distinguished
by epistemic concepts, i.e. the individuals explicitly mentioned in the ABox A of ΣM; all
other individuals in the interpretation domain verify exactly the same epistemic concepts.
Therefore, it is possible to verify whether C v D is satisfied in M by verifying whether
all the individuals in OΣM plus one individual from ∆ \OΣM satisfy the epistemic concept
¬C t D in M. Specifically, M satisfies C v D iff M satisfies the finite set of epistemic
assertions ¬CtD(a) for each individual a ∈ OΣM∪{b} where b ∈ ∆\OΣM . Therefore, the
subsumption of epistemic concepts in M can be reduced to a finite number of epistemic
instance checking problems in ΣM. Since the set of ALC KBs representing all the models
of Σ is finite, we conclude that subsumption checking in a subjectively quantified KB can
be reduced to a finite number of instance checking problems in subjectively quantified
ALCKNF KBs.

Corollary 7.78. Let Σ be a subjectively quantified ALCKNF KB, and let C,D both be
either ALC concepts or subjectively quantified ALCKNF concepts. Then the problem Σ |=
C v D is decidable.

7.6 Conclusion

Our approach is an improvement from previous publications. First, in both [DNR02,
KS08] present a tableaux algorithm that requires simple KBs. Our tableaux algorithm
works with more general subjectively quantified KBs, which is achieved by a blocking
technique. Second, by preprocessing the KB into flatten normal form, we believe the set
of tableaux expansion rules is more readable. The S5 rules in [DNR02] can be omitted due
to preprocessing, our t-rule can be understood as a combination of t-rule and mcut-rule
in [DNR02], and ∀-rule is a combination of the ∀-rule and KR-rule in [DNR02]. Third,
by using the minimality condition similar to one in [KS08], the the minimality test is
“exponentially cheaper” than in [DNR02].
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The logic ALCKNF described here is very expressive and also very intractable. We
do not propose to use it directly for representing knowledge. Since the logic ALCKNF
unifies several nonmonotonic formalisms such as default logic, circumscription and logic
programming, restriction to such approaches is more appropriate in practice. However
ALCKNF may help to understand the limitations, possibilities and relations among the
approaches.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

The main motivation for this thesis was improving the reasoning in DLs, which materialized
in three products: a DL reasoning algorithm, an extension of DL by cartesian product,
and nonmonotonic logic ALCKNF .

In Chapter 2 we introduced the ontologies and related tools, while Chapter 3 focused
on theory of DLs. Chapter 6 introduces the nonmonotonic knowledge bases. These chap-
ters stressed the motivating ideas (e.g. various nonmonotonic KBs with nonmonotonic
reasoning) and context (top ontologies), the typical approaches to reasoning (e.g. DL
tableaux algorithm), and demonstrated it with several examples (how several examples are
approached by each of the nonmonotonic formalisms in section 6.9).

The main achievements of this thesis are the following:
In Chapter 4, we discussed our reasoner for DL with rules. We presented a translation

of expressive SHOIQ DL with (Horn) rules to first-order logic. The reasoner takes an
ontology, translates it into FOL, passes the set of formulae to FOL reasoner, and inter-
prets the result in terms of given ontology. This method supports adding new language
constructor into the language by providing reasoning capabilities for this new construc-
tors. We observed that, although the FOL reasoners are more general than a DL reasoner,
they fail to answer some queries. This stems from the FOL reasoners dealing with FOL
undecidability. Moreover, our reasoner was much slower that standard DL reasoners.

In Chapter 5, we extended two DLs by introducing cartesian product of concepts and
roles. For the expressive SROIQ DL, we have shown how cartesian product can be
modeled by other language constructs. For less expressive EL++ DL, we presented a
polynomial subsumption checking algorithm. In both DLs, the introduction of CP did
not increase the complexity of reasoning. We demonstrated that CP allows for expressing
relationships that were not expressible by other means in in the TBox. Such relationships
were previously represented by semantic rules and we have shown how such rules can be
modeled by the cartesian product of roles.

In Chapter 7, we introduced nonmonotonic reasoning to DLs, which resulted in
ALCKNF , a DL of minimal knowledge and negation as failure. We continued with the
examples from Chapter 6 and demonstrated how they are treated by ALCKNF . We pre-
sented a practical tableaux algorithm for satisfiability checking. Our approach used a novel
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blocking technique that allowed for reasoning in a larger ALCKNF theories by removing
the syntactical restriction to simple KBs. We have proved the correctness of the tableaux
algorithm with blocking.
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